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INTRODUCTION 

In the area of communist relations there exists 

a dialectica l tension between appeals for unity and pressures 

o f diversi ty , between centripetal and centrifuga l forces. 

On e s uch cent.rifugal force is that of national communism. 

~'h th the evolution of the conm1Unist movement from a monistic 

1 
model to one "polycentric in form and national in substance" , 

a nun~er of political systems , as diverse as those of 

Yugoslavia and the People ' s Republic of China, have selected 

their OHn "paths of socialist development. " 'roday, nationa l 

communism is recognized as the rule rather than as the 

exception in the communist world ; it is a political reality 

dictated by the imperatives of power and self-preservation. 

This was poin~ed out by Milovan Djilas, one of the principal 

theoret:icians of Yugoslav communi.srr t '''hen he wrote: "In 

o rder to maintain itself, it (communism ) must. become 

national.,,2 Ideological preferences and organizational aims, 

n ature of the leadership and "national pecularities", have 

all contributed to .... his expanding pI ura1ism in ·the "commonwealth 

of sociali.st. nations. " 

1. Gordon H. Skilling, Communism: National and In~cer-
national (Toronto I -Y~f66 ) ;-p .17. 

2. Milovan DjITas', ~he New_~l~~ (Ne\". York, 1957 ) p.174. 
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National communism can be described as an ideology 

o r as a movemen t synthesizing national interests with cOHlInunist 

ideological and organizational structures. It has been 

r e f erred to as the process of "applying I-larxism creatively,,3 

to national c o nditions and national needs. The central 

thesis i n all versions of national communism consists in an 

unco nd i t i onal c o mmitment. t o the principles of s overeignt.y 

and independence for a given cor:ullunist nation~state. 'This 

basic fact was accorded official recognition in the joint 

Soviet-Yugoslav communique issued on June 2, 1955 in Belgrade. 4 

I mplicit in this declaration was the acknowledged right of 

ev ery c o r,1liLUni, ·t nation to pattern itself o n the Soviet-

Yu goslav mode o f relations. l-\ self-re l iant or " indepenclentist" 

orientation docs not, of course, negate common ideological 

roots, similar economic or political systems as well as the 

conunon int.crests shared by members of the communist "league 

of nations. " It does, however, emphasize national priorities 

both in matters of internal organization and in terms of 

policy objectives. 

There are, understandably, a nwnber o f significant 

differences between various national cortUl1unist regimes, ranging 

fr om ideo logical reformism, experimentations in decentralization, 

------------------------------.--------.------------------------------------~--
3 . 

4. 

Tilomas T. Hammond, u':Ci.le Origins of National Corrrnunisrn", 
The Virginid Quarterly Review, XX~IV, (Spring, 1958) p.278. 
Se~e:-J?a:irL.· zInner (ed. ), -[rational Communism and 
P_C:j~ul a r Revolution in Eastern Europe {l.ier.v ¥ori, 
I9S"()");--pp. '-6, 1T:--------



and democratization , to doctr inaire programs for social 

and political developme nt. In some cases , particularly 

in Eastern Eur ope, national communism h a s been employed as 

a device for advocating democratic socialismi 5 in Southeast 

Asia it has been utilized as a means of mObilizing mass 

3 

suppor t for domestic and foreign policies. The degree of 

success achieved in these instances by the national leadership 

h as been dependent on the state of internal cohesiveness a nd 

on the extent of external pressu res . 6 It is important also 

not to identify national cornmunism, in every instance, with 

Illiberal " communism. Some national communists subscribe 

to an orthodox and totalitarian political outlook, others may 

b e attempting to implement democratic Marxist postulates. 

Not suprisingly, Sovie t custodians of Marxist thought 

have been most vehement in their condemnations of " nationalist 

deviations" - the official euphemism for national communism. 

For ins tance , the soviet Party journal Kommunist has noted: 

._-_._-----------_._---
5. Attempts have been made to formulate theories of 

Harxist humanism or "communism with a human face" 
and to 'dentify universalist values with national 
prerogatives , for instance as in Czechoslovakia 
during 1968. 

6 . One need only to compare the relative positions of 
Rumania and Czechoslovakia durilg the 1968 crisis 
to note the crucial importance of these variables . 



"The very expression national communism is a logical 

absurdity. By itself communism is really international.,, 7 

A more recent assessment o f national com.rnunism describes it 

as a "subtle form of bourgeois nationalism ... 'I:dth the aid 

of which imperialists try to drive a wedge between socialist 

nations. " B The issue , however, is not one of counterposing 

nat i onalism to international ism or of shielding ideas behind 

convenient slogans; rather it consists in recognizing that 

national priorities are the prime concern of policy-makers, 

wha ever their political persuasion might be. Consequently, 

it may be argued that Lenin developed a peculiarly Russian 

f orm of Marxism and that Stalin's theory of "socialism in 

one count.ry " was in effect a Soviet version of national 

. 9 COlnmUn1. sm. 

While national communist regimes in Cuba, North 

Vi.etnam and Rumania have been subjected to close political 

4 

analysis f th(~re remains a certain amount of indifference and 

disbelief in considering national communism as a v iable 

alternative for the multinational Soviet Union. Indeed, this 

situation is reflected in the attitudes of ambivalence 

displayed by Western scholars and statesmen toward the option 

7. Quoted by Bernard Morris, "Soviet Policy toward 
National Communism: the Limits of Diversity," 
The American Political Science Review, L1Il, 
No-:-T-(r\larch, 1959) f p. 133. 

8 . J. Petriv, "With Offens ive ~.ve upons in the Struggle 
to Defeat the Remnants of Nationalism", 
Zhovten, No. 3 (March, 1970) cit. in Digest of 
thesoviet Ukraini an Press (J'uly, 1970), p. 24. 

9. See: Thorrtas T. Hanunond, ibid., p. 279. 
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of national communism. lO Hesmerized by the Soviet empire 

complex wi th its predominantly Russian characteristics , 

they tend to ignore the possibility of a fragmented or 

"restructured" USSR. Soviet ideologues, on the other hand, 

have a ready-made explanation for the phenomenon of national 

communism. 11 Yet , it can b e demonstrated, on the bas i s of 

historical evidence, that mos t national communists formulated 

their programs and promoted their objectives without the 

aid of any "agents of imperialism. 1I But then, Soviet writers 

never t i re of eulogizing the "fraternal f·rienships between 

12 nations of our country." Judging, however , by t he amount 

of i nvective lerelled by Moscow at "bourgeois nationalists " 

in various Soviet republics, it would appear t hat the so-called 

"Soviet family of nationsl! i"" not exactly bound together by 

brotherly love. 

10 . 

11 . 

12 . 

For instance, Richard E. Pipes considers Ukrainian 
national communism "not 0 much a cause as a 
consequence", emerging principally as a result of 

t he failur e by f.1oSCO\'l to adhere to the terms of t he 
Treaty of Alliance of December 1920. See: The 
Formation of the Soviet Union: Communism ancr-
N afTon a~fI SIn ';'T9T1-=-2 3 ( C amb r i dge,r'la ssi-r9~t)4) pp • 26 3 - 2 6 4 . 
Even--Professoi- F. Barghoorn claims that "Few scholars ' 
vlOuld argue 'chat nationality problems would lead to 
the disintegration of the Soviet system." See: 
Politics in the USSR (Toronto , 1966 ), p. 80 . 
O lW-e-x·~·ilnpTe·-:rs an" -article in Komunis t Ukrainy (July 1957) 
by T. I{ ravtsev entitled: "Natlo-iia l Communism- the 
Ideological Diversion of Imperialism and its Agents 
i n t he \~orkers ' Movement." 
V. Yurchuk, "'1'he Strugg Ie of the CP {b ) U against 
anti-Leninist Currents and Factions' Komunist 
Ukrainy, No.9, September 1969, cit. in b-:rges't of 
the So,ri.et Ukrainian Press Vol. XIII, No-. - 12-,--
December,--i969 , p. 3. 



The \·;ho le na-tionali ty question in the Soviet 

c ontext is o fficially regarded as a "solved " issue and 

i s consequently relegated to the ideological index by Soviet 

a u thorities. Any suggestions for an open public debate on 

the Soviet nationalities policy is greeted with cries of 

"nationalist deviation. ,,13 Both in -theory and in practice, 

Soviet policy has been shifting inexorably in the direction 

o f i ncrea s ing centralisation, assimi lation and Russification 

of the non-Russian nationali ties. Fo r instance, the 1961 

Program o f the Communi s-t Party of the Sovie t Union (CPSU ) 

states that it regards as t he ultimi"Ji:e solution -to -the 

6 

problems of ethnic pluralism in the USSR the establishmen t 

o f a r: sinq 1e , world-\\'icte culture of COInrlmnist socie-ty" 14 -

a thinly-veiled rationa le for Russifying all ethnic minorities 

in the Soviet f ederation . The document also asserts: "The 

boundaries between the Union republics of the USSR are 

increa s ingly losing their former sighificance,,,15 implying 

that the very ex i stence of t lw constituent republics as formal 

administrative entities is threatened "vi th extinction. There 

13. See B. Stenchuk's attack on I. Dzyuba in Stenchuk's 
paIllDhlet Shcho i iak ol) stoiuie I. Dzyuba (hThat 
Does 1. Dz'yuba- C"lair.1 "o.nd 110\,1 Does He Assert 'i'i.lis) 
(I<.iev, 1969 ) . 

14. Herbert H. i tvo (~.~ota .... t:0};) 1. 'l' i1e He'.:.. Soviet Societx 
(New York, 19GL) , p. 19b. 

15. Ibid; p. 191. Tl1e so-called theory of " f usion of 
natrons" is gaining currency in official circles. 
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is, however, an admission that t.he "obliteration of na-tional 

distinctions ••• i s a considerably longer process t han t he 

b1 ' . .c 1 d' . . 11 16 . h . o lteratlon O L c ass lstlnctlons, suggestl ng t at thlS 

problem is not yet ready for its "final solution. 1I 

In examining soviet nationality policy one inevitably 

encounters the problem of national contrnunism. This l atter 

is sue assumes both the form of a protes t movement against: 

centralist abu ses and exploi-tations and the form of posi t ive 

d emand s f or the implementation o f independent statehood for 

the Union republits in accordance with the guarantees 

stipulated in their c o nstitutional c harters. The history of 

na-tiona l communist move~ents has its genesis in t he Eevolutionary 

years of 1917-0 1920. Ukrainic:.n nat iona l conununists were, 

according to al l ava ilab l e evidence, the first group o f 

nationa l communists to develop political programs and to 

struggle active ly f or their imp1enentation. Groups s uch as 

the Borotbists, t he Ukapists or the Federalists and such 

indiv i dua l s as Vasy1 Shakllrai, Yuri i Lapchynskyi and 

alex sander Shumskyi were all engaged in promoting the aims of 

k . . . 1 . 17 U ralnlan n a tlona cornmunlsm. Other non -Russian nationa lities 

raised the banner of national cOITlr.mnisrn in the 1920' s: the 

______ ._0 ___________________________________________________________________ __ 

16. I b i d; p. 193. 
17. ~Appendices A and B for explana. tory notes. 
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the Tartars under Sultan Gal iev, the Georg ians led by I1divani 

and Nakhradze, the Basmachi s under the command of Enver 

18 Pasha. Al l o f these manifestations were suppressed b y 

the Soviet regime and its leading figures were purged during 

the 1930's . Beginning with 1 960, however, national communism 

in Ukraine was resurrected under the aegis of a group calling 

itsel f the Ukrainian \'lorJ:ers' and Peasants' Union (UfvPU) .19 

Subsequently a nWllber of pUDlication s have appeared and have 

been circulated clandestinely in the Ukrainian SSR advocating 

and s upporting the cause o f Ukrahlian national communism. 

The objective of t his thesis i s to investigate 

Ukrct inian national conuuunism, t o describe and analyse the 

variables \·.,;llich have influenced its developr.-ten-t. In tracing 

t he roots and the histor i cal evolution of Ukrainian national 

communi Slu , special eIi1phasis Hill be placed on an inquiry into 

the ideological i ssues which have given impetu s to and 

sustained t his r.-tovement dur ing the period of Soviet rule. 

This approach necessitates a closer examination o f the 

program.rnatic deP.1ands and o b j ectives of Ukrainian national 

com:nun i sts. 'The second part of the thesis 'v'li ll conce rn 

itself with the men and the events, the tactics and strategies, 

18. See Richard E. Pipes, ~; pp. 260-62, 266-6 7, 
256 - 260. 

19. primary source documentation of the UWPU is found 
in Ukra.ins~_..:y urysty Ri;i SUdOD .. I~GB (Ukrainian 
Lawyers on 'l'rlal by tl1C KGB } (.-lunich, 196 8 ) . 
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tho. t have promoted th8 aims of U;>:ro.inian national communi sm. 

Intrinsic to this discussion is a chronological survey o f 

" na tiona list deviations tl as they have manifested themselves 

in Ukrainian communist circles. The remainder of the thesis 

,-..rill assess the strengths and weaknesses of Ukrainian 

national cOnl..:'Tlunism and will venture an estimate on its future 

pros pects < A number of policy recornnlendations \,7ill be includ.8d, 

de signE.;d to aid Ukrainian and non-Ul-rainian decision-makers 

in refining their policy alternatives. 

'The technique 0 f cornpara ti ve analysis has been 

ernployed in order to study the similarities and dif ferences 

in the various expressions of Ukrainian national communism, 

covering the Soviet period from 1917-1970. Using a historical 

focus, the specific features of Ukrainian national cornmuni sm 

as they appeared in the post-Revolutionary decade (1917 -1927 ) 

have been compared with tho se of the 1960'5. 20 This r8s8arch 

method has been selected in order to inquire into aspects of 

recurrence, of continuity and of innovation in the problem 

under consideration . Both primary and secondary sources have 

been utilized for the collection of data. Two basic texts 

ha ve been referred to extensively: Serhii Mazlakh's and Vasyl 

Shakhrai's Do Khvvli ( On the Current Situation ) written in 
---~~ 

20. It is interesting to note that Soviet ideologues 
considel: t:1e research technique of comparing 
social phenomena of the 1920's with those of 
1960' s as being an "unscientific approach." 
See B. Stenchu};:., ibid; p. 11. 



1919 21 , and Ivan Dzyuba's Internationalism or Russification ? 

publ ished in the Engli.'3h translation in 1968. 22 \'Jith regard 
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t o source materials it should be noted that the most numerous 

a n d best documented copies arc found for the period of the 

1920 ' s,23 while data for the 1 96 0's tend to be sOIn(:.wnat uneven 

and impressionistic. A small note on transliteration: a 

modified Library of Congress system has been used, Ukrainian 

place nal:les have been written in their Uk rainian fo:cm ' wilile 

the cOlTh"Ilonly accepted spelling has been recorded in parentheses 

o n first mention. Given name s have been retained in their 

Ukrainian form. 

Primary source materials for the period 1918 - 28 

include, in addition to ~2<hvyJ. i, the \'lr i tings of Ukrainian 

national communisJcs, ~1. Khvylovyi p V. Blakytnyi, Yu. Lapcllynskyi 

and H. Volobuev ; the ~'lemorandurn of the Ukrainian Communist 

Party to tile Congress of t.i.1e III Com .. l\unist International r as 

21. Published in English translation under the title 
On the Current Situation in the Ukraine ed c 

pe·ter J. Pot.lc"":i'nyj. Am1 ;\rbOr, d ic}l.: -The 
University of i·iichigan Press, 1970. 

22. This treatise ivas initially addressed in the form 
o f a petition to P. Yu. Slle1est, the First;. 
secretary of the Corcmmnist Party of Ukraine 
(CPU ) and to V.V. Shcherbyt.skyi, Chairman of 
the Council of 2·1inisters of the Ukr. SSR. 
copies of the manuscr i pt were subsequently 
distributed anong the regional ( o~last ) Party 
secretarie s in Ukraine. 

23. Stenographic reports of the Tenth and Twelfth 
Party Congresses of the n.cp document the struggle 
bebveen the centrist and the national communist 
f o rces. 
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\VeIl as stenographic reports of various Party Congresses. 

From among the secondary sources for this period, an 

excellen t refere nce text is J. Lawrynenj~o' s annotated 

bibliography Ukra.ipian ~orrununisrfl and the Soviet lzussiJ.E. 

policy toward the Ukraine. Perhaps t he most carefully 

and objectively researched study of the period in question 

is J. Borys ' The !i.ussian Communis"c Party and 1;11.e Sov~ 

of Ukraine. Turning to the 1960's, primary sources consi st 

of the Vlritings of T. Dzyuba, V. Chornovil, S. Karavanskyi, 

I. Kandyba and V. Moroz. All of these publications originated 

in the form of sam~Clv or "self-publi shing. " The most 

authoritative data on current d is sen t in Ukraine is contained 

in the Hund erground periodical" LJkrain skyi \lisn~ Ivhich made 

its first appearance in J anuary , 1970. Inportant secondary 

sources for the period of the 1960's are found in E. Goldhagen 

(ed. ) ~·tlmic llinori tit;.s_ , ~n ,th.e Soviet._Union with up-to-date 

analyses of Ukrainian problems by Y. Bilinsky, J. l\rmstrong, 

and V. HolubnychYi statis·tical compilations by J. Kolasky, 

and background r.1.a terial in Y. Bilinsky' s, rrhe Second Soyi,e.!, 

Republic: The Ukrai ne after \'70r l d I'Jar II. 

In examining the available source materials, one 

should be aware of certain difficulties. For instance, 

both Soviet and Ukra inian nationalist writers analyzing the 

problem of Ukrainian national conununism tend to assume 

a nriori positions and use data selectively in order to argue 
~"----

their case. Consequent l y, their writing assumes the fOD~ 
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of a polemic. This is generally indicated by tile titles 

of the works in question , f or example, A. Lykholat ' s 

(The Real iza tion of Leninist Nationality pol icy in Ukraine ) 

or D. Solovey' s ~;:.~~ ir:..~ s~Tsterr~i soviets]:;:~ koloniali smu 

(Ukraine i n the Ne twork of Sovi e t Coloniali ~m ) . Another 

problem centers around distinguish ing constitutional myths 

from political rea lities, in recognizing the dichotomy between 

the theory and practice of Soviet nationalities po licy. Some 

V'lestern authors (no tably E. H. Carr ) commit the mistak e o f 

uncritically accepting and rely ing a l most exclusively on 

off icia l Soviet pronouncewcnts in their int.erpretations of 

historica l events or of policy decis ions. 

The significance o f Ukr a inian national cOIfu"Tluni sm 

becomes more readily apparent \'Ihen cer't.ain data are recognized 

and placed in their relative con text . From the point of view 

o f po litical and economic relevance, Ukraine emerges as the 

most importa nt non-Russian republic in t he Soviet Union. Por 

instance, i n 1960, the Ukrainian SSR provided more t ilan one 

half o f the coal, cast iron and iron o re for the whole o f the 

Soviet economy.24 In political t erms, the COHU"Tlunist Party of 

Ul~raine remains the larges t and most influential subdivision 

__ ._~ __ ' _____ "~~_~ __ .. A'_~ ____ , ___ ~ ___ _ 

24. n .a . ; Ukra ine on the I nternational Scene (Kiev, 1 968 ) , 
p. 224. -See 'l'abTerII1J:\ppendTx C. 



25 of the CPSU, numbering 2,138,800 menDe rs on Jan. 1, 1968. 

£.lore signif ica ntly I Ukrainian ndtionalisr~ has r emained an 

13 

"Achilles I heel" for Soviet autilOrit.ies ever since the inception 

of communist rule. Whether by accon1.:.'i1oda tion or by repression, 

through indoctrination or force, No scow has sought to retain 

Ukraine witnin the Soviet federation. The question, however, 

remains: do controls become convictions or will the 

Ukrainian people of some 41 million remain content with their 

present subordinate position? Once roused to a new l evel of 

dynamic consciousness of their possibilitie s for nationa l 

indepe ndence, Ukrainians may well choose the option o f national 

communism as a vehicle for their na,tiona l aspirations. In 

the past, failure of non-Soviet authors to investigate the 

question of Ukrainian national communism has been blamed on 

the non-availability o f archival materials as well as on the 

c oncurrence with official Soviet views t ha t the nationality 

question has been "solved" in the USSR. It is hoped that now 

the problem of Ukrainian national communism will cease to be 

a neglected topic or esoteric subject matter for Soviet-area 

specialists and will comrtland the attention of any serious st.udent 

of Soviet politics. 

25. Digest of the Soviet Ukrainian Pre~s, (December, 
1"969), p. 'IT. 
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CHAPTER 1 

THE IDEOLOGY OF UK RA I NI AN NATIONAL CO~iliUNI@l 

To a Marxi st-Leninist, pol itics - the exercise of 

po wer - cannot be vievled indep::mdently from ideology, the 

s ource o f political purpo se. ~arxism-Leninism, in short, 

provides the I'true believer" wi th a prescription for the 

total reconstruction of society. Eore spec ifically, ideology 

performs a number of vi tal functi ons in -the soviet political 

system. It imparts a sense of l egitimacy to the existing 

political arrangements, it serves as an instrument of political 

socialization and mass indoctr ination, it also detenline s t he 

choice in policy al-ternatives. T·lor its adherents, cormnunist 

ideology r rovides a degree o f cOrrtn it.rncnt F a sense of direction 

and certainty that is often ab~ent in those wnose orientation 

is toward short-range empir icism or pragmatisme 

Zbigniew Brzezinski views Sovi e t ideolog y ' I ••• essentially 

as an action program derived from certain doctrinal asswnptions 

about the nature of reality."l He proposes a two-pRrt model 

o f L\larxisn-Lenini sm Wllicl1 include s: the doctrinal f ramework 

with i -ts philosopil:lCal t enets a nd ultimate aims; and an action 

pro<]ram specifying methods for achieving the desired 

objectives. In t his sense, ideology contriGutes the vital 

1. Zbigniew Brzezin s ;~ i, rrX,c Soviet l?, loc : Unity and 
Conflict (Ue\.; York , l~Jc;J~r.-:See also: , 
Id-eG.:"iO(jf ~ lld_ PO~7er in Soviet POLL t.ics (Nev,' Yor-o"j.-,--, ~1"!"9""'G""'2"") • 



link between theory and action. By combining cer ta in 

doctrinal i mperatives with a guide to action, Marx ism

Lenini.sm both conditions Soviet political culture and 

mobilizes the energies and l oyalties of its disciples. This 

ideologic al character of the soviet political system begs a 

closer analysis of the ideolog ical components o f Ukrainian 

national communism. 

There is one essential ingredient in all ideological 

f o rmulations of national comr.1Unism, namely tha'c of national 

interests. Both the means and ends of cormnunism are 

interpreted within a n ational frame of reference. National 

priori ties assume foremos-t posi tionG and hold the cruc ial 

vote in policy deliherations. Involved in this process is 

15 

the r econci lia. tion of conlirLuni st belief s wi til national 

ob j ectives, or at least the interpretation o f the ideological 

gospeJ. in the light of current national needs. 'rhis phenomenon 

is associated with the resurgence of nationalism in the post

World War II period as well as with the polarization and the 

divergencies within the communist camp. For some national 

communists, their national allegiances supersede their corrununist 

loyalties; many, however, have been able to synthesize their 

nat ional and communist principles into a coherent ideology. 

From an ideological perspective, Ukrainian national 

comxnunism may be examined and evalua-ted according to its 

two recurrent themes or manifestations . One o f these is 

contained in protests against national annihilation and national 
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exploitation, protests against Russian centralism and Russian 

chauv inism, protests against Ukrainophobia and P.ussification. 

This current o f protest, both individual and collective, 

has been described by I. Dzyuba as constituting " spontaneous, 

multiform widespread, self-originating processe s of a nation ' s 

2 se l f-defence " atainst liquidation. Included in these 

proces ses are expressions o f ideological dissent focusing 

on Soviet Ukraine's constitutional prerogativeF and objecting 

against the official course of the Soviet nationalities 

pol icy. The o ther tIlen1e of Ukrainian national communism 

con sists o f prograllli"natic demands for complete and genuine 

s overeignty u.nd independence for tIw Ukra inian SSR, as well 

as for a separa t e and independent status for the Ukra inian 

3 Communist Pa.rty. Both these delnands are seen as in·terrelated: 

an i ndependent Party organization is held to be the basis 

for Ukraine 's independence. ~unning as a comnon thread through 

2 . Ivan I)zyuba, Internationalis~ or ~ussification? 
(London, 1968), p. 204. -~-. 
Ukrainian nationa l cOIl"lr.1unists of the 1960 1 s are 
more cautious than their counterparts of the 
1917 -1920 period, emp loy.' n~T "1;.esopian" or 
arnbiguou:3 language \'lhen voicing their demands 
fo r a,n independent Ukrainian Party organisation. 
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t hese two manifestations of Ukrainian national communism 

i s the expression o f Ukrainian patriotism. 4 This patriotic 

commitment serves as an ideological foundation stone appealing 

s imultaneously to the Ukrainians' national awareness and 

self-respect, as well as to Pa rty and State interests, calling 

o n Ukrainians to fashion their own political destiny. 

A number of similar ideological issues are repeatedly 

resurrected in all theoretical forrnulations of Ukrainian 

national corn.'1.1unisrn. In all cases~ there appears a positive 

o r i entation toward the development of Ukrainian culture~ 

demands are made for the application "of the Ukrain.ian language 

t o all spheres of social, economic and political activity 

within the borders of Ukrainian SSR; a9pcals are launched 

f o r Ukrainians to abandon their national inferiority complex 

and to cultivate an activis t stand in support o f national 

objectives. Al l of these issues are counterposed t o 

Russification pressures, evidence o f indifferences ana. 

resignation to national self -des truction among many Ukrainians, 

symptoms of sycophancy, of "flexible spines", of the "janis3ary " 

______ .,~ _________________________________________________________ M _____ _ 

4. Two instances of pass ionate conce rn for the fate of 
the Ukrainian nation are found in statements by 
Ukrainian national cor:'lr:1Unists of the tl-lO periods 
i n question. 'i'he comment: "Yes, we love t.n..:raine 
VJith a love reserved for a livinrr, historical 
per sonali ty" by V. S:1akhrai a.nd S. Iiiazlakh in 
Do Khvyli p. 286; and one made by L. H. Lukianenko: 
T1I r:t. Viere the last Ukrainian alive, I wo uld continue 
to fight for Ukraine. " See: "Serec1 snihi\1" (Among 
the Snows ) , Suchas:list, Clarcll, 1971 ) , p. 70. 
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s yndrone among c erta in Ukrainian e l ite rnembers. 5 There are 

other s t rik.inq similariti es in the p l a t form s o f Ukrainian 

natio na l communists for the per i od o f: 1917 - 1 92 7 as c ompared 

t b those for the 1960's. Both groups identi fy the nationality 

ques t ion with social problems by linking national liberation 

wi t h social reform f 1:Jo'ch regi s'cer their protests against 

t he exploitative character of Ukrainian-Ru ssian re l ations, 

both share a belief in their ulti mate rightness and a faith 

in the "collective instinct " of t.he Ukrainian people for 

6 p o litical development. llnother similarity consists i n the 

------~~~~-~--~-------~.--------------------------------,----=-------------~----

Sc Some o f the most implacable o pponents of Ukrainian 
national conununism are Hussified Uk r ainians. 
Fo r instance, A. Khvylia, a f o rmer Borotbist, in 
charqe of the Pres s section of the CP (B) U during 
1 926-28, argued that proletarian consciou sness 
should replace national feelings and accused 
Ho SkrypnyJ~ of " forcible Gkrainization. " Source: 
G. Luckyj, ~1:t~~¥ Poli"t;jc,!' in ~he ._~~..:::..t LE~r~i.~e., 
1 9 17 ~34 {i-Jew YorK , ThbT, p.-rO'lf. SJ.rCUl.airy, 
2Eirrng- the 1960 ' s, l~. S];:aba, t he f ormer ideological 
secretary of t~e CCCPU instituted a witch hunt 
against U];:rainian intellectuals and c onsistently 
o pposed any concessions toward Ukrain ian cultural 
d evelopi:-:1e nt:. Source: P. Chernov, "Ki1' ka dumo;" pro 
s uchasni problemy " (A Few Thoug~ts a bou t Current 
Pr o blems ) , Suchasnist, July, 1 968, p. 63. 

6 . I n S. ~1azlaRh I s an~l v. Sllakll r ai ' s Hords: " Sooner 
o r later, through the difficult and bloody course 
o f armed conflict or ti1rOUfj.il agreement ••• U;-\.raine 
wi l l be i ndependent and sovereign not only in words 
but in reali"l:y." See: On the Curre nt Situation 
in the Ukraine p. 149. 
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candid recognition of the existing dichotomy between theory 

and reality, between pronise and performance in the realm 

of the nationality question or in noting that constitutional 

provisions do not describe the actual state of affairs in 

Soviet Ukraine. Proponents of Ukrainian national conmmni sm 

have consistently emphasized the democratic form and content 

of their political programs, have a'ttempted to achieve a 

symbiosis of Marxist and Ukrainian views, and have also 

favoured the application of innovative approaches to textbook 

Marxism, for instance, subordinating econ6mic criteria to 

political imperatives. 7 i'lotivated by a desire to be II mas ters 

in their own house", to develop Ukrainian culture and to 

increase the material benefits for thE Ukrainian people, 

Ukrainian national communis·ts llave insisted that independent 

statehood must be an indispensable condition for Ukraine's 

8 o ptimum development. 

7. Lenin was, of cours8 t t he Frincipal revisionist of 
orthodox Marxi sm by s~ifting e~phasis from 
determinist factors in the direction o f revolutionary 
activi sm, by creating an elitist Party organization 
to dominate the Horkers' Tilovement, by invoking the 
primacy of politics over economics. 

8. To quote S. ~'lazlakh and V . Shakhrai: "There is no 
other alternative." Do Khv;( li, p. 247. I. Dzyuba 
expresses his preference (orindependent l lkraine" ••• 
as a national reality and not simply as an -
admini strative-geographical term." .!bi9." p. 206. 
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There are, however, a nu.rnber of significant 

d i fferences in the content and in the manner of presenting 

i deological i ssues by Ukrainia n national co~nunists of t~e 

earlier and latter periods. Fo r one thing, the nature of 

the movement in the Revolutiona r y years, with it s candor~ its 

maximalist demands and its forthright political orientation 

contrasts markedly with the l ega lis t ic and constitutional 

argumen t ation, with the emphasis on cul tural priorities and 

the minimalist demands in the 1960's. Another u~fference 

revolves around the treatment accorded to V. I. Lenin: Some 

Ukrainian nationa l communists o f Lw earlier period \'lere openly 

and sharply critical of Lenin's nationality policies ;9 their 

present-day counterparts, ~owever, appeal for their restoration 

" 1 . 10 ana lmp ementatlon. In t he post-~evolutionary period, the 

r u lin g Cornmunist Party (Bolshevik ) of Ukraine "Jas engaged in 

pole mical deba tes with its communist rivals - Bo rotbists and 

-------------------------------------.----------------------------~-. -----------
9. It is interesting to note that S. Mazlakh and V. 

Shakhrai consider ed Lenin to be the most dangerous 
opponent o f fjkrainian statehood and an advocate for 
the r eestablishment o f " iedina neciilymaya ll (one and 
i nuivi s ible ) l":.ussia. Fo r -ti lis rea.son;-00' IZhvyli I :; 

questions ~vere aadressec.lto him personan-y:-~ Sce-;-" 
Do Khvyli p. 281. 

10. The Ccii.1Oi1ization of Lenin by current apologists for 
the cause o f Ukrainian national communism may lJe 
simply a stratagem employed in order to bolster one's 
c a s e by citing the highest accredited source of 
author i ty. 



Ukapists - in addition to settling factional disputes 

arising in its own ranks conc erning the policies and 

functions of the CP (lJ ) U in the area of nationality questions. 

There i s no evidence, on the other hand, o f any intra-party 

struggles or disputes on these issues in the ranks of the 

. f ) . 11 Commun~st Party 0 U(ra~ne. Other novel features of 

Ukrainian national comrnunism in the 1960' s include appeals 

for applying the norms of socialist legality and suggestions 
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for demarcating jurisdictions between Party and State apparati. 

Altogether, one can observe the contrast between the 
. 

revolutionary romanticism of 1918 with its uncompromising 

demands for total independence of both Party and State organizations ~ 

and t ,he ~al )012 tik of the 1960' s relying on constitutional 

arguments and petitions to soviet au"thorities. '1'he earlier 

open, organized nass rwvement of Ukrainian national cor,ln1unists 

has been replaced by clandestine and fragmentary elitist formation s ; 

radical p overly political demands have given way to complaints 

citing anti~Ukrainian discriminatory policies~ the revolutionary 

strategy has been supplanted by a reformist orientation. 

Perhaps the most significant new development consists of the 

challenge proferred by the current group of Ukrainian national 

communists to the principa l thesis of Soviet ideology, namely 

11. Until the XIX Congress of the CPSU (Oc tober, 1952), 
the Ukrainian Party organization called itself 
the CP (b ) u. From that date it bore the name CPU. 
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J... . . . d d 12 £:lr l..J..J.nl.st o r Party-mJ.n e ness. By defying the Party's 

monopo li s tic interpretation of Soviet r eali ty, o f the Soviet 

constitution and o f Soviet law, triis group o f di ss ide nts 

emerges as an "unofficial oppo si t i on" in the Soviet Ukraine. 

Its d emands for the "detotalitarianization" of the Soviet 

political system through adherence to constitutional provisions 

and effective guarantees of political freedoms may, over the 

lon9 r un , be instrumental in evolving a radically new movement 

of Ul;:i'a inian na. tional cor'lmunisr~. 

Me thods of app1yi llg these issues - the question of 

t a ctics - are, to a certain ex t ent, r eflect ions o f i deological 

commi tment. In both i ns t ances (1920 ' s a nd 1960' s ) one c an 

observe the u tilization o f litera ry po litics in order to 

defend and propagate the id~olog y of Ukrainian n ationa l 

comr~unism. 'i'lriters, poets and literary critics have, in various 

ways, asserted the cultural, socio-economic and political 

interests of U~raine. Increasingly, the strate g y is t o T'\ake 

re ferences to the 1920's f or comparing the current situation 

and to acc u se the goverrunent of t h e Ukrai nian SSR o f " failing 

to irnplerne nt its o wn laws and reso lutions adopted in the 1920 I s. ,, 13 

12. Althaugll the draft program o f the UWPU is based o n 
the t ene ts of narxism-L8ninism, it also contains tIle 
f ollowing "heretical " r8£erence: " The q uest ion of 
creating an inde pende nt Ukraine wil l, in the end, be 
decided not by the Party but by the entire Ukrainian 
na tion. " Ukrainski yurysty rid sudor.! KGB p. 33. 

13 e I. D z yu ba -;-Ope cit 0 I P ". $I 2 0 1 • -
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There are, naturally, some differences in the tactical 

approaches employed by the blO groups of Ukrainian national 

communists. The tactic of confronta'cion of t:i1e earlier group 

llas buen replaced by argumentation couched in references t o 

universalist values and the principles of humanist ::Vla rxism. 

Instead o f accusing the Party for its anti-Ukrainian bias, 

the present group have levelle~ their criticism at the 

Ukrainian government administration. Just as the former group 

of Ukrainian national. comnrunists "based their illusory politica l 

h h · ,,14 . .. . 11 opes on t e Comlntern, lts current exponents nave qUl xotlca. y 

addressed their appeals to the United Nations Human ~ights 

Commission as \vell as to ruling Cor..munist parties in Eastern 

Europe, arnong them the Poli sl1 Uni t ed '( ·~orkers' Party. In all 

instances, however, the call for an open pub lic debate on the 

15 nationalities question, an activist stance, a recognition 

o f the need to change governing structures and prevailing 

attitudes identify the similarities between both groups of 

Ukrainian national cmfu' 1Unist.s. 

14. J. Lawrynenko, Ukrainian Communism and the Soviet 
Russian Policy ro·~~o:ru. -t.ile ~aillE:n( N8\v-YOr~ , 
rm~xI~--=-~--"""'~ .,--=-

15. It has been noted that Lenin's new nationality pol.icy 
(1920 -23 ) " ••• was carried through only to the extent 
that Ukrainians themselves fOUgi.lt vigorously for 
its realization," Ibid., p. 293. 



I. IDEOLOGI CAL PLII.TF ORE S OF UKRi\ INIAN NATIONh L CO>li1UlHSTS 
" -

One approach to the study of recurrent and dissimilar 

features in ukrainian national communism is to subject the 

progral~atic statements of it s principal ideologues t o a 

closer analysis. RepreseIltatives from both groups propose 

solving the ukraini an nationality question "according to the 

dictates of Lenin,,,16 emphasiz i ng the necessity for practical 

implementation o f policy resolutions. Both perceive the 

role o f the Ukrainia n Party as a spokesman'for Ukraine ' s 

. . f ' . d . 1 d 17 nat10nal 1nterests - -or lts soverelgn ty a n 1naepen -ence. 

Both stress national se lf -reliance and self - respect, the 

abanuonl:.en t of psychological barriers 'i.·IIll. c h prevent the 

conceptualization of independent Ukrainian statehoou a.J.l \Ong 

the Ukrainian popUlation; both accentuate t h e need to per s uade 

the H.ussian minority in Ukraine of the viability of Ukrainian 

. 1 I ,' . 18 nat10na Ou] ect1ves. Similar demands have also be voiced for 

the provi s ion of cultural and educationa l facilities for 

s~ne six million Ukrainians residing in RSFSR and o ther Soviet 

republics, analogous to those enjoyed by the Russian minority 

16 • 

17. 

18. 

S. I·lazlakh and V. Shaknra i, Do I< llvy li, r. 221 and 
I. Dzyuba, ibid ., pp. 212-21 3". 
S. Hazlakh ancr-V. Shakhrai, On the Current Situation 
in Ukra ine p. 154 and 1. Dzyu'ba;---rE'1d7J p. 1'97. 
S"7"7azIalill u.nd V. Sha;-chrai, ~) o IZ~ lVV-IT p . 259, p. 257, 

, • _ _ _ ua ) . ;:\.,...:.. __ 

and I. Dzyuba, l.b1d., [ .214, p . ~l O . 

24 
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. th '} .. S 19 1n e U~ra1nlan SR. Other similar features include 

demands for the rehabilitation of the Ukrainian cultural 

heritage and for the de-Russification of Ukrainian public 

life. There are also recurrent specific proposals concerned 

,.?i th the retention of Ukra.inian professional cadres in the 

Ukrainian re public, -the establishment of Ukrainian mili tary 

formations guaranteed in Article 15a of t ile SO'/iet Ukrainian 

constitution, and the inauguration of direct external 

relations between Ukraine and foreign states or the basis of 

Art.icle ISb of the Ukrainian ssn constitution. I-lost. ir~portantly p 

it is recognized by both groups, although elucidated only in 

a hesitant fashion by the Ukrainian national communists of 

the 1960's, that the state-administrative, cultural and 

economic independence of Soviet Ukraine hinges on the de-

Russification and the independent status as a policy-making 

body of the Cor~ununist Party of Ukr~ine. This last condition 

is generally regarded as the most serious deviation from 

_ .. 20 
Len1nl sm. • 

19. I. Dzyuba, 0r .c it., p. 200. 
20. Tile Ei9ilt C0i1gress of the Rep, held in December, 

1919, while mak ing concessions toward t he 
deve lop~ent of UKrainian culture, outlined Lenin's 
preferences for a c e ntrali zed Party organization 
relegating the Central Committee o f the CP( b ) U 
to the status o f a reg ional committee of tne 
RCP. See: J. Borys, ~ne Rus sian Conmunist 
I~rty and ble Sovictizat.1.on of L\.ralne (StockilOlm, 

60), p. 50. 
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One of the most cogently elaborated programs of Ukraini a n 

national communism in the early period was presented by the 

Ukrainian Communist Party (UCP). 21 Arnong its rnain points 

were: 1. demanding the total separation of Ukrainian SSR 

from RSFSR, 2. establishing a separate Ukrainian economy, 

3. entering into direct relations y.lith foreign comIl1unist 

groups, 4, proposing the creation of a Ukrainian Red Army, 

5. resisting mili tary-poli tical union of Soviet UkrainG wit.h 

Russia p 6 . o pposing the unification of PGople ' s Commissariats~ 

7 . 

8 • 

defining ,the ;-(.evolution in terms of "national liberation" , 
interpreting Soviet federalism as "Soviet colo nialism", 

9. organizing an All-Ukrainian labor union center, 10. deleg ating 

t he UCP as the sole, true representative of the Ukrainian 

proletariat. Underlying all of t~ese issues was an understanding 

of the indispensability of obtaining mass support from t;le 

Ukrainia n population in order to implement these programmatic 
I 

obj e ctives. 

For purposes of comparison, a docw-nent submitted by 

Anton Koval in the form of an "open letter" to t.he deputi e s 

of the Ukrainian Suprene Soviet best ou tlines the aims and 

aspirations of the Ukrainian national communists of the 1960's.22 

____ _ ~ __ . __ • _______ ' _w ___ • ____ _ au _ _ __ :IOIoc. .. .. . 

21. Sources: 1I ~'·i emorandum of UCP to the Congress o f t he 
III Communist IntGrnational" in Dok ument.V u}~r a in3ko i1o 
komuni zmu P9. 45- 6 6~ and V. 11.. CilyrKo~~lure of
rdeology--and Policy of the Na t ionalistic Pa r t y o f the 
Ukapi s t (Ukrainia n ConI:'!. Party ) II cit . in: Di qcs t o f 
thG [;oviet Ukra i nian Press , ([larch , 1.96 9), pp: I-T~-

22. S e e: 1, .- Kov a r ;--n'\71-oJa'yt.Yi Lys t" (Open Let t e r), Suc,;lasni st 
(O ctobe r, 1969 ), p p . 9 9-103; a lso "1\n Open Letter·· ·.by n 

lmton , Koval", StudiGS i n COElpar a 'U.v e Corr,,'TIun i s m, 
April 1970, pp. 13 0=3'30--- ' · --- -~.---



Wri tten in April, 1969, this document contains a series of 

proposals for economic, political and cultural refoDus that 

are considered to be essential for ratification in order to 
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revitalize the s o cio-economic and political life o f Ukraine. 

Both recurrent and novel features of Ukrainian national 

communism are encountered in this programmatic statement. 

In the field o f cultural relations, the same demands are 

voiced for according official s tatus to the Ukrainian language , 

,for tikrainizing all institutions of higher learning in Soviet 

Ukraine and generally, for reapplying the Ukrainization 

decrees of the 1924-28 period. There is also mention of the 

need to make representation to tne government of the ~SFSR 

for granting the expatriate Ukrainians living on its territory-

schools, theatre, and press'coverage in the Ukrainian langua ge . 

l~ecommenda tions for economic reforms, sir~ilar to those of 

the1920 ' s, include transfer to the Ukrainian Republican 

competence control over the distribution of the gross national 

product of Ukrainian SSR as well as control over its budgetary 

power s. Another proposal stipulates granting full control to 

, } . . . t' 1 . ff ' 23 tne U ~ra1nlan government over 1-S 1nterna econom1C a "alrs. 

23. At present, only six out of a total of thirty- three 
ministries of Ukrainian SSR de aling with economic 
matters are under exclusive Republican jurisdiction. 
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Some of the novel aspects in the cultural sector contain 

suggestions for guaranteeing national development of ethnic 

minorities in the Ukrainian SSR and demands for cessation 

o f r epressiv e actions aimed at dissident Ukrainian 

intellectuals. Among innovative e conomic proposals are 

reconu-ne ndations for stimulating the production of consumer 

industries, for publicising the amount of foreign aid granted 

by Soviet Ukraine, and for disallowing payments to Party 

functionaries from State funds. 

The mo st radical propositions in Koval's treatise 

are aLlvanced in the area of political reforrr:s. Hhile the 

stated intentions are to transform the Ukrainian Supreme 

Soviet into a viable institution of rule, the proposed changes 

wou ld drastically alter the \"ho l e nature of the Soviet political 

s ystem. Through the vehicle of a new constitution, a 

multiparty system with competing candidates at elections would 

b e introduced, secret voting would become the norm in Soviets 

at all levels, censorship (Holovlit ) would be abolished, and 

, . 1 l" b 1 . . d d 24 dd . . tae lnterna passport system wou Q e lqul - ate. In a ltl0n, 

all prisoners sentenced for their political or religious beliefs 

would be freed, the KGB (State Security Police ) would be dissolved, 

and all individuals criminally responsible for the terror 

24. The Soviet internal passport system, in effect, 
prevents Ukrainian rural dwellers from settling ln 
Ukrainian cities while not restricting , ussians 
from inunigrating into the Ukrainian SS R. l\. s a result, 
in 1970 , every fifth resident of Soviet Ukraine was 
a Hus sian. 



during the "cultist" period would be brought before a public 

trial. It was also submitted that the privileged status of 

certain Pa rty officials and state employees be abrogated, 

that membership in ·the J>.£lho2.P (collective farm ) be made 

voluntary and that policies be introduced in order to halt 

the progressive Ukrainian population decline in the Ukrainian 

SSR. 25 The sovereign powers of the Ukrainian Repub lic, it 

was argued, require the creation of a Ukrainian Ministry of 

Defence, the transfer of the Ministries of eduction, culture 

and internal affairs to exclusive Republican jurisdiction, 

and the obserrance of constitutional protocol by o ther Soviet 

republic s. Altogether, the emphasis in the list of proposals 

is on democratizing election procedures, on restricting the 

power s of the bureaucracy, and on securing genuine political 

freedoms for the UJ~rainian population. 

'rhis version of libera l Ukrainian national comr.mnism 

is supported by a brief addressed to the USSR Council of 

1 t · 1 . t . b SOt 1 K 1_ . 2 6 
I, a ~ona ~ -~es y v ~a -os av ,aravanshY1.. One of the 

25. Both the 1926 and the 1959 Soviet c ensuses list the 
"magic figure" o f 37 million Ukrainians. ~ee: 
I. Dzyuba, i bidr p. 14. By 1970, this figure had 
risen to 40 7"7'IDiIlion Ckra inians residing in USS E. 

26. S. Karavansky, "To the Council of Nationalities of 
the USSE", The New Leader, LI, No.2 (January 15, 
1968 ) f pp. I'2-15; see also V. Ci10rnovil (com.p. ) 
The Chornovi1 Pa J2;:,.~.§. (Tor onto, 1968 ) , pp. 198-2 07. 
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notable aspects of this petition revolves around the concern 

expressed by Ukrainian national corrmunists of the 1960's 

f o r the rights of national minorities in Ukrainian SSR. 

Karavanskyi documents discriminatory practices being a pplied 

against the Jewish population, citing quotas restricting the 

admission of Jewish students to institutions of higher 

l earning and deploring the lack of cultural and mass media 

facilities for the 15 0 ,000 Jews living,in Odessa. 27 He also 

appeals for the repatriation of Byelorussians, BaIts a nd 

Hestern Ukrainians to their respective home lands tog e ther 

wi th a genera l rehabilitation for all victims of Stalin's 

personality cult. Ano ther interesting · proposal is for re-

establishing the statehood of Crimean Tatars whose former 

territory was incorporated into Soviet Ukraine in 1954 . There 

is also the suggestion, similar to the one made by Ukraini an 

national conmunists o f the 1920 1 s, for revising the boundaries 

of the Soviet national republics in order to make them conform 

28 more closely to the patterns of et~nographic settlement. 

------~--------.------------------------~~----~----------~----------

27 . 

28. 

Karavanskyi claims that f as a result of these anti
J ewish policies, Zionism is winning an increasing 
number of converts. V. Chornovil, ibid., p. 200. 
ft part.icular source o f contention is the territory 
of Kuban in RSFSn. \"here 2,73, 000 Ukrainians resided 
i ~ ~923. !:?~ku.!.::~ntx ukra.inskollo kon~~mur , PI 73 . 
S~i1u larly; ;Jorder areas ot I~ursk a:;1Ci \/orOn.1.S~1 
contained sizable settlements o f Ukrainians. On 
the other i1and, some Russians even nmv' cl aim the 
Donbas 1(.egion of Ukrai.ne for t hemselves on similar 
grounds. 
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Among other points, Karavanskyi condemns t.he system of pass-

port restrictions in the Soviet Union as a violation of the 

International Convention of Human Rights, censures the 

Russification of Ukrainian institutions of higher learning 

and criticises the "colonization of Ukraine with a large number 

of Russians." 29 who occupy all the privileged posts in 

Ukrainian cities - a practice which contributes to national 

antagonisms and a feeling that Ukrainians are second-class 

citize ns in their own land. Finally, similar to the demands 

made by other Ukrainian rlational communist's, thi s petition 

recomrnends open and \'lidely di s seminated public debates on 

the nationality question in order t o rectify errors and lead 

to the cessation of discriminatory practices in the field of 

nationality relations. 

One of the most, interesting programmatic statements 

by Ukrainian na.tional corrul1unists o f the 1960' s is contained 

in the draft of the program for the ukrainian Horkers' and 

Peasants' Union (UWPU). This document, based on the tenets 

o f Marxism-Leninism, was cited extensively in petitions 

addre~sed to Ukrainian Party and Government officia.ls and 

b 1 1 " , ' h 30 was su sequent y pub 1SneQ 1n t e West. It consists of a 

combination of protests against Russian centralism and 

29. S. Karavansky, ibid; p. 14. 
30. The documents arecompiled in Ukrainski vurvstv pid 

sudom KGB. Sec also I. O. l\andYDa p "Ukra i ne 'I s 
Right 'oT-Secession from tile USS IZ " p Ukrainian 
9uarterlx, 25, Spring, Sumrller, 19G9. 
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chauvinism together with a nwnber of positive demands for 

assuring Ukrainian sovereignty and independence. The 

proposed program is highly cri tical of the Party's nationality 

policy in Ukraine during tbe entire Soviet period pointing 

ou t the limitations of Ukraine's political prerogatives, her 

dubious sovereignty and her status as a colonial dependency 

of Moscow. 31 I t also deplores tae fact that the Ukrainian 

l anguage is not being u sed in the Party and governmental 

agencies, in educational institutions and industrial enter-

prises, having been relegated to an infer ior position in the 

socia.l and cuI tural life of the nation. 'I'here are fur·ther 

objections against centralized rnetilOds of planning in industry 

and agriculture, protests against bureaucratic methods of 

administration, against the'abrogation of the rights and 

functions of trade unions; indignation is voiced against 

violations of socialis t legality and against instances of 

t ' 1 ,32 na lona oppressJ.on. 

The progrmm~atic objectives o f the UWPU are best 

outlined in the following statement by Lev. II. Lukianenko, 

----.----------------~----------------------------~.----------.---------
31 . 

32. 

I. Kandyba's letter to P. Yu . Shelest refers to 
Ukraine as "an appendix to Russia - ""lith two 
thirds of her natUra l resources being transported 
b eyond h er boundari.es. " Ukrainski yurystY.e.p. 32. 
J:I1cntion is made of the setr-"liiZ'e status of the 
Ukrainian koll1ospnyk (collective farmer ) , thus 
linking soel.aT and. national factors of discrim
i nation in the Soviet politica l system. 



the chief architect of the drafted program for the 

organization: 

We are strugg ling for an independent 
Ukraine which, in satisfying the 
material and spiritual needs of its 
c i tizens on the basis of a socialist 
economy, \vould be devel oping i.n the 
direction of cor:un<.lnisTIq secondly, in 
which all citizens would have genuine 
guarantees of poli tical freedorn and 
would determine ~he direction of 
eco nomic and political de velopme nt 
f o r Ukraine,3] 

In order to achieve these objectives, it was considered 

necessary to create an organizat ion which ~ould legally, 

in conformity with the constitutional guarantees, conduct 

a peaceful agitation for the secession of Ukrainian SSR 

from the Soviet union. The right of secess ion is 

stipulated in Article 14 of the Ukrainian SSR constitution 

a nd in Article 1 7 o f . the USSR. constitution. 34 The authors 

o f the pro posed program for the m'1PU ·argue, moreover, that 

Ukraine's prero gative of secession is an integral aspect of 

i ts right for self -de termina tion sanct.ioned by Soviet law, 

Marxist ideology and by the spirit of anti-colonialism e It 

vms s uggested that the question of Ukraine's secession from 

33. 
34 • . 

Ukrai_nski, ~Sf.st¥ Eid s~~om. I~G<!3., p, . 33. 
The o ff1c1a Sovlet pub11cat10n Radlanske rravo 
(Soviet Law ) (No. l, ~ 1966 ) states to:etoITmving : 
" Ukraine, just as any Union. republic p has the 
right to secede from the USSR at anytime in 
accordance with its wishes. The right o f 
secession of a Union re public, which cannot be 
abrogated or c hanged by the Soviet regine, allows 
the populat.ion o f the republic the r igi1t to express 
its will on the most important question - t~!e form 
o f its statehood." ~; p. 83. 

33 



the USSR be ratified either by a decision of the Ukrainian 

Supreme Soviet or on the basis of a mass referendum of all 

citizens in the Ukrainian SSR. The aim of the UWPU would 

34 

be to conduct a c ampa ign for the Ukrainization and democratization 

o f Soviet Ukrainian political life by addressing petitions to 

various political authorities in the Soviet Union as well 

as by engaging in the task of acquainting the Ukrainian populace 

with the issues at hand. Its organizational priorities were 

established by the following tactical considerat ion: "The 

first stage o f our struggle would consist 'in vlinninq de'11ocratic 

freedoms indispensable for the politiciza tion o f the Ukrainian 

people in their efforts to create an independen·t national 

state o ,,35 All of these programrllatic assertions testify to 

the high degree of civic responsibility on the part of the 

o rganizers of the UWPU together with their recognition o f the 

malaise affecting Soviet society as well as the need for 

changing its existent political structures and prevailing 

attitudes. 

1\11 of the ideological formulations of Ukrainian 

national co,nmunism are rooted in certain objective factor:::; 

s u cll as language, territorial residence and recollecti.ons o f 

a historical past evolving a distinctive "community o f fate. 1I 

They are also based on subjective elements including national 

consciousness, mutual affection and national pride as well as 

35. Ukrainsk i E~'sty pid sudoin KG~, p. 33. 
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o n the desire to exercise one ' s will and power in an indepen-

36 dent state. From one aspect, Ukrainian national communists 

propose a counter-ideology in reaction to Hoscm';' s centralist 

policies. From a broader perspective, however, Ukrainian 

national communi sm represents a predilection to ultirnately 

determine the course of social, economic and political 

development for UJ-raine. '1'his symbolic satisfaction of in-

dependent statehood combined with policy disagreements over 

a nmnber of contentious issues have been the main forces 

contributing to the emergence of Ukrainian national communism. 

The most contentious issue and the fundamental inspriation for 

all versions o f Ukrainian n ational cOEUllUnis!Tt is f ound in its 

opposition to all forms of I~s sification. 

1 . A SELEC'1'ED ISSUE: THE UI'fZAINIl'.7:'T LANGUi\GE 

One of the cleare st indications o f ideological 

continui ty among various expressions of Ukrainian na-tional 

communism is found in the er~phasi5 ' placed on applying the 

Ukrainian language to all areas of Ukrainian national life. 

Thus, the first prograrnmatic statement of Ukrainian 

national cowmunism contains references to the Ukrainian 

l anguage as the stimulus of national emotions and as the 

37 affirmation of unity and equality among it s people. ]\ltlOng 

36. In the initial document o f Ukra inian national 
comElunisEl, Ukrainians are exnorted to res pect "one ' s 
will tone's language p und one's self." S. ~'lazlu}~il 
and V. Shakhrai, On the Current Situation ••• , p. 151. 

37 . S. Haz lakh and V. -S1'i:'iEhrar;- go l(ilvyl~r;-fiP. 153-4. 
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the current exponents of Ukraine's national rights, its 

principal iJeologue regards the Ukrainian language as a 

" l " b l '" l' 11 ' ' d " d I' 11
38 lVlng sym o. o ~ a peop e s co ect~ve 1n lV1 ua lty. 

In both insta nces , Ukrainian is employed as the language of 

protest against national and social oppression. During the 

192 0 's, Ukra inian national communists made considerable gains 

in securing the application of the Ukrainian language in the 

fields of publi shing, education and even in the realm of 

official relations. Thei r successes were l argely due to 

the official endorsement f or the policy of korenizatsin 

(taking root,) t:hr ougll ,,,,,llich Soviet. l~aders s ought to obtain 

support among the indigenous peoples of the Soviet Union. 

In the 1960's , ukrainian national communists ,,,ere faced with 

tile task of ob'taining recogni tioD for Ukrainian as the de facto 

official language of the Ukrainian SS~. 

'rhe importance of the language issue is illustrated 

by the continuing state o f tension in the attempts of t he 

Ukrainian language to maintain itself as the predominant 

mediui'11 of expression and by t Ile inroads against this made by 

the proliferation and the preferred status of the Russian 

language. This fact has always b een recognized by Ukrainian 

national communists. During certain periods of Soviet rule, 

----------~---------------,---------------~--------.-~-----

38. I. Dzyuba, ~., p. 150. 
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the mere act of speaking Ukrainian was a hazardous under-

, k· 39 
'Ca.~ng. On a nother level, Shakhrai ' s commen t made in 

1918 - " v~hat sort of a Ukrainian g overrunent is it whose 

4 0 
members nei ther know nor wish to learn the Ukra inian language?f" 

- typifies the attitudes shared ~y many Russians and l~ussified 

Ukrainians toward anything Ukrainian. The present state 

of affairs in t he Ukrainian SSR is described as one in which 

the " admini stra tion, economi c and governElental bodies 

functioning in t he ir na "tive language do not exist. " 41 According 

to an eyewitness report, Russian has replaced Ukrainian as 

the lang uage of o fficial relations, of Part· and trade union 

act i vities, of higher and professional education. 12 

Consequently, a c onsiderable n illnber o f self-declared Ukrainians 

------.----~------------------
39 . In t~e time of t~e first Soviet occupatio n of 

Ukraine in February, 1918, Bolshevik troo~s led 
by I'luraviev executed any Kyevan (Kievan ) resident 
tney caugllt speaking Ukra inian. Source: I. 
Ha j s~~enko, . ~.!0~2pk:t ~ _:b.~:ii Konlu~!:i~s:J~oi 
Part.. .l.l U}-ralny Vol. 1., p. 42. 

4 0 . Qu'Ol .. ea by D. 7 . Solovey, Ukraina v systel'1i s ovicb,kO!lO 
ko1onialismu (Ukraii1e in -tne iJeblOrK o f sov'iet- --
co lon"'LilTsrnf {l lunich r 1959 ) , p. 33. Shakl1rai made 
this oG servation during his tenure as the Peo ples' 
Secretary f or nilitary Jl.ffa irs in tile first Sovie"t 
Ukraini a n government. 

41. ,T . uzyuba, iLid., p. 127. 
42. J. Kolasky,"'iJ:WO Years in Soviet Ukra ine (Toronto, 1970 ) . 
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have, for reasons of persona l <ru.in or proof of "loyalty" to 

the regime, adopted the Russian language as their predominant 

mediwn of expression. 

This trend of linguistic Rus sification is illustrated 

in official Soviet statistics. In 1926, 4.5 percent of the 

Ukrainians residing in the Ukrainian SS I~ acknowledged 

Ru ssian as their "native " lan9uaqe or as their language o f 

conversation. During the 1959 censu s r this figure had 

increased to 6.S percent and in 1970 rose still further to 

8 .6 percent or 3 million Ukrainians who c~nsidered Russian 

43 as their native language. Among Ukrainians residing in 

other Soviet republics, the extent o f linguistic Russificu.tion 

is even more pronounced. According to the 1959 census 

figures r only 51.2 percent of the self-decldred Ukrainians 

living in the RSFSR listed Ukrainian as their native or most 

44 frequently used language. In the urban areas of Ukraine p 

Russian is displacing Ukrainian as the predominant language 

of conversation. For instance, in the city of Kyiv (Kiev ) , 

the capital of Ukraine, 28 percent of Ukrainians declared 

Russian as their native language in 1959. 45 The whole process 

43. Vo1.odymyr Kubijovycil, " Nats iona lynyi. skiad naselennia 
UHSP za perepysom 1970 " (National Composition o f 
Ukrainian SSE j,ccording to ti1e 19 70 Ce nsus ) , 
Suci1asnist, U:~epter.1.l)er, 1971), pr. 80-81. 

44. Y. BiTins _<y , II Assimi lation and Etill1ic p.ssertiveness 
among I ikrainians in the Soviet Union II in E. 
Goldl1a g'cn (ed 0 ) , £.1..hnic ~i. inoritiGs in tile Soviet 
Uni on (i.1ew 'yorJ~, 1%8)~-S-b. 

45 • f!3lcT'; p. 15 8 • 



linguistic Russification has been described by the Ukrainian 

ethnographer V. Kubijovych as constitut.ing " a demographic 

catastro phe. 11
46 

39 

Karl Deutsch suggests six quali tat ive " ba l ance factors" 

, d t l ' . . " 1 ' 4 7 1n regar 0 ~ngulstlc aSSlml at10n. These are: 1. 

similarities in communication habits, 2. facil ities for 

learning the new language, 3. frequency o f conta cts, 4. material 

rewards and penalties, 5 . values, and 6. barriers. Applying 

-these variables to the Ukrainian case, it wo uld appear that 

they are all weighed in favour of linguistic Ru ssification. 

E'or one thing I common Slavic et·x"'mologic<.t l roots facilitate 

the learning o f Russian by Ul;:rainians. 1\lso, the study of 

Russian is compulsory in all Ukrainian schools. The pre se nce 

of 9 million Hussians in U);:raine has created a pervasive 

Ru ssifying environment. Purthernl0re , official recognition o f 

Russian as "the second na.tive 1an<]uage" and as " the language 

o f inter- national communication " encour age s its a do p tion by 

career- minded Ukrainians. The only barriers res i s ting 

lingui s tic Ru ssification are found in the r-ural areas of Ukraine 

where the majority of the popUlation identifies Ukrainian 

as it s native languag e and among those Ukrainians "'DO r egard 

the Ukrainian language as b e ing e x pressive of their national 

ide ntity. 

46. Ukraine , A Conci se Enc yclC?r..~ Vol. 1, (Toronto, 1963 ) 
j?'7"2Ll1. 

47 0 I'~arl H. De utsch , Ha t i o nalism and Soc ial Commun i cation 
(Cambridge, Hass;~f, p. 1"52 . 
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There are also indications o f oppo sitio n among 

nationally conscious Ukrainians t o the pressures of 

linguistic Russific ation. In the 1920's, Ukrainian national 

communi sts experienced considerable success in implementing 

the policy of Ukrainization or de-Russification of the 

Ukr a inian educational system and of Ukrainian cultural life. 48 

A 1923 Resolution o f the .Z\ll-Ukrainian Central Executive 

Conunit t ee decreed " ••• to select Ukra i nian as the predominant 

language for official relations.,,49 Beginning with the 1930's, 

however, Sta lini st rule s ti fled the aspirat i ons and further 

development of the Ukraini an languag~. The language issue 

resurfaced at the Republican Confere nce on Questions of 

Linguistic Culture attended by U}.;:rainian scholars and 

cor:ununic ations experts , held in Kyiv in 1963. ~~his II1eeting 

"una nimous l y condenmed the absurd theory that a nation has two 

(na tive ) 
5 0 

lanquages p " in effect rejecting the theory o f 

bilingualism promo ted b y the reg iDe as a device for linguistic 

Hussification. The conference al so proposed that Ukrainian 

be es-tabli shed as the mandatory language o f instruction in 

all Ukrainian institutions o f learning. At the F ifth Ukrainian 

48. 

49. 
50. 

Por e~~anple, i n 1930, lj)~rain ian language newspapers 
compr i sed 89 percent of the total circulation in 
the Ukraini an SSR; in 1 963 1 this figure had dropped 
to 57 percent. Source: I. Dzyuba, ibid., p. 118. 

1 °d 'r-o ------I.)l ., p • .1.:"> • 

'Y-:- l3"i lin sl:y, Tile Second Soviet ne public (Ne\v Brunsvlick, 
N. J., 196 4 ) ,p . 33. --:.:," 
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Writers' Congress in November, 1966, ale s Honcha r acting 

as Jchc chairman of the Congress denounce d the s e cond- clas s 

51 status of the Ukrainian langua ge. On the "gr <l ss - roots" 

level, a group of Ukrainian mothers addre ssed a compla int to 

the Hinistry of Education accusing the of f icia l lingui s tic 

policy as being "anti-constitutional, anti-Leninist, anti-Par t y 

d 
. . 11 5 2 an antl-Sovlet. In general te rrns, hO\vever, protes ts 

against the Ubiquitous aspects of linguistic Ru s sifica tion 

consist of passive opposition, privatization or a sort of 

relegation of the Ukrainian language to the priva te doma in 

of social intercourse. 

Ukraini an soviet elite orientations towa rd the 

Ukrainian language are essentially ne0ative. On ceremonial 

occasi.ons, Ukra inian language is accorded E~,<2....!9.E:2~ recoc]ni tion. 

Ti1US tN. Podgorny ilddre s sed the united Nation s b sse mb ly in 

October, 196 a in Ukrainian and P. S:'lelest cautioned the 

Fifth Ukrainian Hri'cers ' Congr ess: "\']e must :tre at our 

53 beautiful Ukrainiari language with great care and respect." 

More illustrative of official attitudes i s the statement by 

Yu. Dadenkov, the .!inister of Hig~er and Specia l ized Education 

for the Ukrainian SSE, that "national aspirations do not depe nd 

--------------------------------------------~--------
51. Y. Bi linsky in E. Goldllagen p ~i..c IJinor it.ies in 

the Soviet Unio n , p. 173. 
52 . I. Dz yubu. , ilJi't.f: , p . 159. 
53. cit. in RadIill1S:-;:a U]~ra ina. p November 1 7 , 1966, 

Transla t ea-i1-i -;)~gesto:ft'he Soviet Ukrain i a n 
~r Janua r y , I9b'"'7, - p-. 2. 
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on language." In a simlar vein, A. Skaba, the former 

ideological secretary of the CCCFU, noted that 1I1anguage i s 

55 secondary; the important thing is technological progress." 

4-2 

Other apolo<::.;ists for linguisti.c n.ussif ication invariably refer 

to Russian as "Lenin 's language",56 thus imbuing it with the 

aura of official approbation. On the basis of these observations 

it would appear that the Ukrainian language can expect little 

support from of ficial circles and must rely on the efforts 

of the Ukraini.an inte lligentsia and the "lower strata" o f the 

Ukrainian population for its utili zation and revitalization. 

A numbe r of controversial aspects of the language 

issue remain unre s olved . For instance, is it necessarily tr ue 

in every case that "linguistic Hussifica tion is the first. 

" , 57 
stage of (~ thnic Russlf.1.cat,10n"? There i s evidence tha t sone 

Ukraini a n s who were not conversant in their n ative l anguage 

demonstrated greater national aHareneS3 than those \'1;10 'i:,'cre 

fl 
,, 58 

u en t 1n It. Certainly , the Ukrainia n language should not 

be regarded as the deciding criterion for mernbersllip in the 

Ukrainian na tion . If the state of the Ukrainian l anguage is 

in such a condition of disrepair, the blame must be divided 

54. 

5 r::>. 

56. 
57. 
58. 

"Zv i t delega tsi i 'l'sK EP :Kanady z podorz~li n a Ukrainu" 
(Report of the delegation of the CC o f CP of Canada 
about their trip to Ukraine ) , Sucilasnist Februa ry, 1968, 
p. 98. 
P. Che r nov, Ibid. 
B. Ste nclluk f l i),fd; p. 23 
I. Dzyuba, ibW;p . 189. 
l~ case in point," i s blat of O. Zalyvakha sentenced 
during the 1966 trials of Ukrainian QissiJents. 
Zalyvakha taugh t himself Ul:rainian only in his adult life. 



between official policies of Russification and the in-

diff erence and acquiescence of the Ukrainian populace to 

the fate of their native language. To say that " prcssures 

o f circums tances ••• (are ) forcing some Ukrainians to renounce 

their language ,,59 evades the point that no - one prohibits 

Ukrainians residing in lZyiv and Khar;';:iv (Khar};:ov ) to s peak 

Ukrainian. Ober svers have noted that the Russian language 

enjoys a much less favoured posi tion in the Georgian SSR or 

even in the Baltic republics than it does in Ukraine. The 

43 

principal reason for t~is difference resides in the attitudes 

displayed by the indigenous peop l es toward their native 

languages. It has also been claimed that the Russian langua ge 

is used chiefly "in the interest of presorvinc; the unity of 

60 power." There seem to be, hOlvever f several o ther factor s 

behind the concerted drive for linguistic Eussification, such 

as bureaucratic expediency or ~:lhat Dzyuba, calls "office arIn-

1 ' ,,,61 ff " 1 f d t' l ' , c 1a~r converllence , 0 - ~c~a encourageInent 0 _ cna .'L ona ~zat1.onp 

and finally, traditional Russian chauvinism. 

The issue of the Ukrainian language is directly 

related to educational and cultural matters. In the field 

o f education, there is evidence of disciminatory po licies and 

procedures being applied tmvard t~1e admi s sion of Ukrainian 

59. 10 Dzyuba, ibid., p. 155. 
GO. Yo Bilinsky~c Second Soviet P'9pub lic,f p. 184. 
61. 1. Dzyuba, iE>iQ., p. 208. ' 
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students to institutions of higher 18arning. 62 The factors 

mitigating against the admission of Ukrainian students 

include entrance examinations which are generally held in 

Russian, the language of instruc tion at nost faculties also 

being Russian, .textbooks and reference texts, especially in 

the area of natural sciences and engineering, publis~ed over-

whelmingly in the Russian language. J:\.n interesting si<1elignt 

is offered by data on the language o~ dis sertations submitted 

to the University of Lviv (one o f the most Ukrainized 

educational institutions ) during the period 1944-60. Of 

the 365 theses, 312 or 85.5 percent were written in Russiano 63 

In t.he cuI t:ural sector I the "Ukrainian I~enaissance II of 

literature and the arts in the 1920' s has been supplanted 

by a situation where Russ ian ~as established itself as the 

predominant langua~Je in the theatre, in films and radio programs, 

in book publishing \,rhere in 1963, 75 percent of book titles 

d 81 4 t f th . . - t - d' US SR' . .., . 64 an • percen 0 __ e coples prJ.n e J.n. were J.n 1,USSlan. 

62. Official Soviet sources have released data indicating 
that in 1967, Ukrainian students enrolled in higher 
educational establis~uents numbered 451,000 or 
61 percent o f the total student population, with 
Russian students placed at 32 percent o f the total, -
clearly a disproportionate a :nount wilen COrtl9ared Hi th 
the 18 .5 percent of th8 izussian representation in the 
totCll population of Ukraille. Source: p. Cr1ernov, ib1J; p. 64 

63. J. IZolasky, ECiucation in Soviet Ukraine ('r oronto, --
1968) I p. 15~-

64. I. Dzyuba, ibid., p. 117. Of course, several \ 
encyclopediasand reference texts have been publisned 
in Ukrainian in tne 1960's. 



On another level, the imp9rtance of language as a political 

issue may be illustrated by the obj ections voiced by the 

defendants durin~J the 1961 trial in Lviv "lho protested that 

the trial investigations were conducted in Russian contrary 

to paragraph 90 of the Constitution o f the Ukrainian SSR 

and in violation o f Article 19 of the Ukrainian Criminal 

code. 65 

On t he basis of the foregoing argureentation, it 

4.5 

may be assumed that the Ukrainian language issue will continue 

to occupy a prominent position in all programmatic docume nts 

of Ukrainian national c orununism. Thi s will involve demands 

for the practical implementation of the use of Ukrainian 

as the official language o f Ukrainian SSR. Furthermore, 

atternpts will be made to introduc e Ukra inian as the language 

of instruction in all Ukra inian educational institutions and 

to secure the same cultural and educational rights for the 

Ukrainian expatriates in USSR as are currently enjoyed by the 

r~us sian minority in Ukraine. It is generally assumed in these 

documents that Ukrainian should be granted the same prerogatives 

and privileges as those which are accorded to any other 

national language . 

2. THE ECONOMIC ISSUE 

Debates concerning the viability of an independent 

Ukrainian economic system constitute an integral aspect o f \ 

the programmatic demands maue by Ukrainian national communists. 

65. Ukrainski vurysty pHi sudom I(GB, p. 38. 
"'- *0: ~ _ 



There are several reasons why the economic issue has 

become the "central ingredient of present-day (Soviet ) 

66 nationality problem." First of all f dissatisfaction with 

existing economic conditions and attempts made to improve 

their personal economic standard are the priDe concern of 

soviet Ukrainian citizens. Secondly, Marxist dialectics 

46 

have always postulated that means of production and distribution 

determine the political system attributese Arguments that 

economic inequities were primarily responsible for the con-

tinuing "na tional" problem are found in the resolu·tions 

adopted by the Tenth and Twelfth Congresses of the RCP. More 

recently, Soviet spokesmen have listed e60nomic under-

development as one of the chief causes of "nationalist dev

iations." 67 Ukrainian national communists, on the other 

hand, have cited evidence of di s criminatory economic policies 

applied to Ukrainian regions by central authorities. They 

have insisted that the Ukrainian economy is not simply an 

adjunct to the Union apparatus but that it is entitled to 

an independent development according to its own n eeds and 

resources. 

Dur ing the initial stages of Soviet rule, Ukro.inian 

national communists engaged in polemical dispu·tes with 

66. £.~~_umeni;:x uJ~_a.ins:(ono J:omllil .~ znn~ ("New ~ork, 1962 ) , p. 228. 
67. I. Grosaev, A Fraternal rilla~ly of Nat~ons (Moscow, 

1967 ) , p. 10j. 
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, 68 
representative of the III(aterynoslay group" in the CP (b ) U 

who claimed that the IIpr oductive forces of Ukraine are 

indigna ntly opposed to the separation of Ukraine from Russia. ,,69 

'The arguments o f the Katerynoslav fa.ction ran as follows: 

Russia I S economic developrllent Ivas dependent on Ukraine IS 

natural resources; s i milarly, Ukraine depended on Russia 

for her supply of textile goods, lumber and petrolemn. 

This economic interdependence precluded any possibility of 

poli tical independence for Ukraine. The autrlOrs of Do l<l~~ ... ~ 

recognized the existence of reciprocal eCQnomic ties between 

Ukraine and Russia but also suggested tila.t IIproduc tive forces 

sometimes lead not to political union but to political 

"' e"''' ,_·,tJ..' on 11
70 

...., l:'U. J. C.&. _ rrhey cite the example of Swe<len and Norway 

1'7hose close economic arrari.gements did not. prevent these blO 

countries from aChieving an amicable separation. Besides, 

they ask, why should Ukraine suffer economic deprivution simply 

because someone wants to exploit her? This issue o f economic 

exploi tation was also raised by the federalis'c faction in the 

CP (b ) U Vi,lO accused _ the K.ussian 13ols11cviks of viewing Ukruine 

68. 

69. 

70. 

--------,--------,----=--------------------
dembers of the IIICa teryno s la.v group II in the CP " U 
came from the highly industrialized anci :zussit~~d 
south-eastern regions of G;~raine. Antagonist ic to 
the Ukrainian national movC:::l1'ent, ti1ey advocated 
merging Ukraine \'iiti,1 ;.ZSFSR. Its leaders I a. Epstein 
( Iakovlev) and E. Kviring held prominent positions 
in the CP(b) U apparatus. 
S. l:-lazlakl1 am1 V. Shak!lra i, On the Current Situation 
in th~ Ukraine, p . 64. 
!bi~: , 'p'- "c G . 
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as a larder for supplying Russia T·.li th ra~d materials. 

The most persuasive and sys tematic defence of 

Ukrainian independence in the field o f economic activity 

was presented by I-i. Volobuev in his two articles " Regarding 

Problems in the, Ukrainian Economy" published in the journal 

Bilshovyk Ukrainx, (Bolshevik of Ukraine ) in 1928. Utili zing 

data on revenues and expenditures, Volobuev demonstrated 

that, in the period of 1924-25, fully one-third of all the 

revenues collected in the Ukrainian SSR were disembursed out

side its territory, mainly in the RsrSR. 7l He also called 

the practice of allocating funds f or the construction of n e w 

industri.al enterprises outside Ukrainian territory, mainly in 

the "eastern )::-egions " of tIle USS E, as being "contrary to 

, l " .c f ' , , '1 " .. 72 opt:l.l':.lum rea J.zatJ.on 0": pro .J.ts ana economJ.c ratJ.ona J.zatJ.on. 

Arguing that Ukraine was capable of maintaining its own 

independent econOl:lic life, Volobuev proposed a grant of 

budgetary powers to the Ukrainian ~S~ and Ukrainian control 

over distribution of labour resources and the activitie s of 

Union-Republican Ministries. He also warned against economic 

regionalization of Ukrainian territory and stressed the 

achievement of equitable economic arrangements as an integral 

aspect o f solving t he Ukrainian nationality issue. 73 As a 

71. Dokumenty ukrainskollo komunizmu , p. 224. 
72. Ibid., p. 214. Dur fmfl:he rrr5t Five Year Plan, 

on ly three out of a total twenty-six new indusJcrial 
enterprises were scheduled for construction in 
the Ukrainian SSR. I bid., p. 211. 

73. Ibid., pp. 227 -28. --- . 
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result, Volobuev's ideas were described by a leading Ukrainian 

corcu-nunist. f.'l . Skrypnyk as being nan economic forr.mlation o f 

1 ., . l' d . . 117 4 Ucra1n1an nat1 0 na 1st eV1at10n. 

Similar observat ions regarding the economic 

exploitation o f . Ukraine were made by Ukrainian economists in 

the 1960's. For instance, i n 196 3 p the Academy of Sciences 

6f the Ukrainian SSR published a monograph on the national 

incorne in Ukraine. 'rhis study ShovlS ·tl1a t in the period 1 959-61, 

14 IJercent of Ukraine's na tional income vIas \vithdravln into 

. , 75 
the Union t reasur y and never returned. There i s also 

mention that in 1960, only 2 7 .7 percent o f the total turnover 

tax of the Ukrainian republic was alloca ted to the state 

budget o f the Ukr. SS R with more t han two tnirds of it being 

7 6 transferred to t he Union t reasury. From among a ll of t he 

Soviet republics, RSFSR en joys a clear priority in t h e 

allocation of investmen ts pe r capi ta, ca.lculated to b e "mo re 

4 0 f 11 . " . " 11 7 7 . 1 . than ' percent 0 - a c apl. t<l _ 111Vestments. 1n t 1e SovJ.et 

74. 

75. 

7 1'.' o. 
77. 

B e Dnytrysilyn, ~" ioscow a nd ti1e Ukraine, 1917-1953 
(HeTtI Yorlc , lSJ 5 6-r'p7"lnT-.-- ~-~ 

V. Iiolubnychy f II SO"tIG Ec o nomic nspects of Eela tions 
a mong Sovi e t Re])ub lics" in E. Goldh~!gen (ed. ) 
Et:hnic il inor ities in b1e Soviet union ? 8 O. 1. 
i.5"z y u[)a '-d.'lso re£~to t. llS r,:o rlo:rra.pn entitled 
N~~~..:.~1yi ,ci( t~~,:?9 ~~ra ins ~\:o i 1,(SR .'IT per~odi. 
rozaornuto no Dudlvnvtstv<l Ko~unlzmu . J.- Dz yu"';:>a-,-"li:llU:-;- Pl~·. -Yo0=io"l. 
V. Holubnyc~iYTn E . Go l dhagen (ed. ) Ethnic :.l inori ties 
i n the. ~ovi o:.t Union p. 83. 
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Union. Consequently, whenever the question arises whether 

to construct a new hydroelectric iristallation in Ukraine 

or in Siberia, the Siberian location is generally favoured 

for 11 strategic reasons. " Even the Cl,1airman of the Ukrainian 

Council of :1inisters V. Shcllerbyts)~yi ilas criticised the 

USSR Gosplan for its neglect in developing chemical industries 

and tlle petrochemical resources in the Soviet U]-;:raine e O·tner 

Soviet economic specialists, among them Abe l H. Ahanbehian, 

a member of the Soviet l'\caderny of Sciences, have conderc-med 

the centralist abuses of economic planning in the USSR and 

have recommended extending increased competence in economic 

. . . 78 matters ~o the Un~on republlcS. Table 1 in Appendix C 

illustrates the self-sufficient aspect o f the Ukrainian 

. economy in ·terrn s of production of. basic industrial com .. rnodi ties, 

as well as the crucial position Ukrainian SSP. nolds in 

the overall Soviet economic system. 

In t~e prese~t circumstances, Ukraine does not possess 

the rights of self-taxation. Consequently, financing is 

used as an instrument of control in the distribution of 

budget funds by the Union apl ara t. '1'his means that the 

Ukrainian government c anno t finance any of its programs witnout 

prior approval from floscow. Linked witn this problem of 

centralization i.s the resentment by members of the Ukrainian 

managerial and professional elite for being denied the opportunity 

78. See ~~rainskyi Visny~, Vol. II, pp. 159 - 165. 
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for decision-naking in the economic sector. For instance, 

Ul:rainian economic experts recognize the need for diversifying 

the industrial. output encouraging the production of consumer 

goods but are powerless to initiate change in this direction. 

In summing up, it may 0e said that Ukrainian national 

conoounists will continue to aspire for greater independence 

and initiative in their country's economic affairs. They will 

seek to control the planning and 1l\anagement of Ukraine's 

industr ial and agricultural resources. 'l'hey \Vill attempt to 

secure the powers o f taxation and control over budgetary 

allocations for the Ukrainian SSR government. The emphasis 

will not be on changing the socialist structure of the 

economic system but rather on rectifying the economic dis-

advantage s of the Ukrainian peasant population and autonomously 

determining the direction of Ukraine's economic development. 

3. THE ISSUE OF RUSSIFICAT ION 

Successive generations of Ukrainian national co~nunists 

have been most vehement in expressing their opposition to the 

Russification policies fostered by the Soviet regime. It 

is precisely the protests against the pervasive Russification 

of Ukrainian cultural, social anJ " politica l life that initiated 

and supported the Ul~rainian national communist movement 

during the period of Soviet rule. The whole problem of 

Russification merits a more complete and comprehensive analysis 

than can be presented within the scope of this study. Our 

commentaries will be limited to specifi c references of recurrent 
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aspects of this problem raised by Gkrainian national 

communists. Included in the discussion will be the demograpnic 

features of Russification, its psychological dimensions and 

the whole question of Ukrainian-russian relations. 

One of the underlying objectives of the Soviet 

nationalities policy consists of t~e "drawing together" of 

nations, of eradicating "national peculiarities " and of the 

eventual fusion or Russification of all nationalities in the 

Soviet Union. In order to achieve this objective, the regime 

has promoted the policy of mass transfers of the Ukrainian 

population to RSFSR and other Soviet republics while simultaneously 

encouraging Russians to take up r esidence in the Ukrainian SS R. 

,. . t . - b - 1 d " . t . t ·~ '· f . .' II 7 9 'ln~s prac lee nas een cal e an ~ncen -lve -0 .t~USSl .lca'Clon 

contributing to a loss of territorial unity and sovereignty 

for the ukrainian people. In actual figures, the number o f 

Russians in Ukraine has increased from 3, 164,800 or 8.1 percent 

of the total population in 1926 to 9,130,000 or 19.4 percent 

of the total population in 1970. During the same period, the 

Ukrainian population decreased, in terms of its total 

80 representation, from 75.4 percent to 74.9 percent. 

79 . Ie Dzyuba, i bid., p. Ill. 
80. V. Kubiovycn;-f'Did., p. 79. The 1970 census results 

were published--rrl~a Gkraina (A),ril 30,1970). 



According to official estimates, about 1,320,000 Ukrainians 

were "voluntarily" resettled in other Soviet republics 

between 1946 and 1962. 81 Altogether, there were 5,469,000 

expatriate Ukrainians scattered throughout the Soviet Union 

in 19 7 0. 82 Yet these Ukrainians have not been granted 

e ducational facilities or even a single n ewspaper in the 

Ukrainian language f thus accelerating the process of their 

l inguistic and cultural Hussification. In 1923, however, 

according to M. Skrypnyk's testimony, there were 820 primary 

schools, 46 secondary schools and two technical institutes 

83 in the RSFSH which taught in the Ukrainian language. The 

Russian minority in Ukraine, on the othei hand, is allotted 

preferential treatnlent with the provision of Hussian- language 

81. Y. Bilinsky in E. Goldhagen (ed. ) , op.cit. p. 154. 
82. The 1926 census listed 6,871,000 Ukrahlians living 

in the RSFSR; in 1970, only 3,346,000 Ukrainians 
were found to reside in the Russian republic, 
indicating that more than one-half of the Ukrainian 
popula tion in aSFSn. had become J.:<ussif ied. The 
dis tribution of Ukrainians residing in other Soviet 
Republics has been conpiled from the 19 70 census 
figures. Ukrainians num;)ered 3,346, 000 in ~S:F'SR, 
930 p OOO in Kazakhstan, 507,000 in l101davia, 148,000 
in Byelorussia, 126,000 in Kirg~liz SS?", 115, 000 
in Uzbe)~istan, 106,000 in the Baltic reJ. ublics, 
50,000 in Georqian SSR, 35,000 in Turr.JTlenia, 32,000 
in Tadzhikistan as well as 74,000 in other Soviet 
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republics. Source: Radians};:a 1 kraina, J~pril 30, 1970, po2. 
83. Doku..rnent ~{ ~kr<:~nsi;:oho .... EoT~i1Tzl:lu, p e "'iIi 
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schools as well as with a preponderant amount of ~ussian 

publications originating in the Ukrainian SS R f all of which 

creates an environment conducive to further I~ussification. 

Allied with t he question of population transfers, 

which apologis-t:-s f or the regime ascribe to "continuou s changes 

. . " 84, , I' f d ' 1n economlC structures, 15 tne po lCY 0_ ca re excnanges. 

This practice of transferring trained Ukrainian professional 

and technical cadres to other soviet republics has been 

condemned as an "anti-Leninist policy ••• that runs counter to 

common sense and to the economic and cultural interests of 

85 the Ukrainee" For example, in 1961 alone, 3717 professionals 

graduating from Ukrainian universities were posted outside 

. k' 86 Sovlet U ralne. Removed from the Ukrainian cultural milicu p 

the se professionals are subjected to strong Russification 

pre ssures. Another factor encouraging Russification is the 

high rate of ethnic inter~arriage among Ukrainians and Rus s i a n s. 

According to one source, in 1961, ethnically mixed marriages 

in the Soviet Ukraine amounted to 18.5 percent o f the total. 87 

It may by that the demographic imba lance of males to females 

is at least in part responsible for this phenomenon. The 

1970 census statistics for Ukrainian SSR indicate a proportion 

84. 
85 . 
86. 

87. 

B. Stenchuk, ibid., p. 68. 
I. Dzyuba, ibId., p. 182. 
Y. Bilinsky-;-I"Did., p. 153. Due to the relatively 
high ( 28 perceirtT figure of Russian pro fessionals in 
Ukraine, it would appear that Ru ssians are displacing 
Ukrainians by the mechanics of "cadre exchange." 
~., p. 157. 



of 21.3 million men ( 45.2 percent o~ the total population) 

to 25.8 million women ( 54.8 per cent of the total ) .88 

Urbanization p~ocesses which have shifted 55 percent of the 
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Ukrainian population into urban areas by 1970 also contribute 

toward assimilationist and Ru ssifying trends. T~ere is no 

evidence of any reversa l in this trend of demographic 

Russification or o£any concerted opposition to it by the 

Ukrainian people. 

The psycholog ical a spects of Rus sif ica t.ion are more 

complex and l ess conducive to quantification. They are, 

nevertheless p the root cau se of denationalization among an 

increasing number of U1<:rainians. On one hand, there is the 

carefully nurtured thes i s about lithe l eading role of the great 

~~us sian people II wi th the consequent degrading of the accomplish-

f 1 .. 1" 89 ments o . tIe non-RUSSlan natlona ltlCS. On the other hand, 

attitudes of indifference, acquiescence and of national in-

feriority among many Ukrainians create a favoura~le climate 

for Russification. Other character istics of Soviet Ukrainian 

mentality, such as an excessive prcoccupation with the cult of 

material comfort, distrust of non-Soviet interpretations of 

reali t y, and the degeneration of independent political tllOUg!lt 

and political initiative, contribute to the successful inroads 

made by ~ussification into the Ukrainian national life. soviet 

88. Radial ska Ukraina p April 30, 1970, p. 2. 
89. A't-::n-e ':!.'\:7e11l.y-fourth Congress of the CPSU held in 

April, 1971, Party Secretary L . Brezhnev led the c hoir 
in extolling the virtures of tile }{u ssian people, ti1eir 
internatio na lsim, their revolutionary energy and self
sacrif ice. Source : i-i.. prokop, " XX IV zizd KP RS i 
natsionalnc pytannia", (24th Congress of CPSC and the 
Nationalit:y Question), ~~clt2_~~~ (June, 1971), p . 84. 



Russian dissidents have co~~ented on tne messianic ruubitions 

of Russian nationalism90 and even the writer Arzhak-Daniel 

has ridiculed Ukrainian sycophancy in his short story "This 

is Moscow Speaking . " It would appear that, with a few 
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notable exceptions, Ukrainians generally have either been un-

willing or unable to effectively counter the nussification 

policies impo sed upon them. 

One specific feature Of Russification is contained 

in the displays of Russian chauvinism and Ukrainophobia on 

the part of both Russian officia ls and RU$ sian "colons" 

residing on Ukrainian territorYe Its beginnings can be traced 

back to the pre-Revolutionary period vihere in 187G the Ems 

ukaz (decree ) signed by Tzar Alexander II was issued forbidding 

91 the printing of non-fictional works in the Ukrainian language. 

Since the n, officially sanctioned theories of a "corru:non 

Fatherland", pseudo-internationalism and the identification 

of the Soviet Union with " 11u ssia, one and indivisible ", have 

gained currency. The particular strategy employed by Russian 

chauvinists is to disallow any Ukrainian national aspirations. 

During the Revolutionary period, claims \'rere made t hat Ukraine 

was an invention of a bourgeois clique, the creation of German 

90. A. Amalrik, "IVi ll the USSR Survive Unti l 1984?" 
Survey, (Autumn p 1969), po 64. 

91. Uv.r.:dne: i\ Conci s e Encycloncdia Vo l . 1, p. 684. 
"""TS'arf'S't"T:lnist:er- o):- 81e In"t"er-ior- count Peter Valuev 
declared in 1863 that Lkrainians were a non-existent 
people. ~o, p. 682. 
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marks o r 0 Austr~an ~ntr~gues. Current Soviet defenders 

of the ~t~~~_ .. ;}l~o offer similar explanations asserting that 

Ukrainian d i ssenters are either in the services o f foreign 

intelligence networks or have been bribed by U.S. dOllars. 93 
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In t he early pe~iod of Soviet rule, any references to Ukrainian 

national interests was considered to be "an expression o f 

1 · , " ,, 94 counter-ravo ut~onary cnauv~n~sm. Anti-Ukraini a n sentiments 

were promoted by the non-likrainian leaders.1ip o f t he CP (b ) U 

. \'111ose support carne mainly froin the urban proletariat who \'lere 

II overVlhelr:lingly Hussian by ethnic origin or by CfLOice. II 9 5 

[,'Jore r8cen tly, an individual act of Ukrainop~obia vlas coromi tted 

by R.P. Telnova, an Ass istant Professor of the Kyiv ~1edica1 

Institute, who publicly desecrated the Shevchenko monument in 

]9 '--> 96 
. i).). Notwithstanding Lenin's declaration of war against 

Russ.ian c;1auvinisr:t, the regime has followed a diametrically 

opposite course. Of course, current Soviet leaders apply a more 

sophisticated approach with regard to the nationalities policy. 

Official pronouncements do not deny the existence of a 

separate Ul~rainian nation, but national rights are reduced to 

ethnographic features and er:1phas is is placed on the "merging of 

nationalities " and the indissolubility o f the Soviet federation. 

------------~--------------------------=--------
92 . S. l 'iazlaj~ll and V. Sila;~h rai, Do KllV',11 i, p. 152. 
9 3 U'·' . .' 1 1 ;-»:~B . "--",5 • ~::-2:.::.~:.a yur::'~~X_jnQ_ . ..:s~~_?l~.~, p. • 
94. 1. [.ILlj str e n k o , BOl:'ot.l.:·l sn, (ke,': York, 1954), p. 107. 
95 e 1'. S. Sullivant, -S~lcTPo1i tics and the U ~:raine, 

1917 - 1957 (; Jm,,; Yor];: , Y0G2 ) , p. GU'. • '--
96. YVA SllClU tak i ne 0 ulo" f (7!18l:'e vlasn' t any Tria l) , 

SucHasnist (February, 1970), pp. 110-114; also 1. 
0zyu0a~~-ibid., p. 100. In spite o f public protest, 
Telnova wars-" never brought before the courts for her actions 8 
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The problem of Ukrainian-Russian relations is 

compl ica ted by -the establishment of Russian primacy and 

contro l over the main sectors of Ukrainiun political/economic 

and social life. This control is reinforced in declarations 

made by Russian authorities as in 1917 thut "an independent 

Ukraim-; is not possible,,97 and again in the 1960' s that Ukraine 

98 is incapable of self-rule c In his speech to the Ukrainian 

Supreme Soviet, the late Soviet Premier No Khrushchev stated 

that Ukraine would inevitably be subjugated by Western 

imperiulist powers without the fraternal aid of the Russian 

people.
99 

During the aevolutionary period, Rus sian Bolsheviks 

\'1110 controlled the Ukrainian Party appara-tus Here openly 

hostile to the concept of an independent Ukrainian nation . One 

instance o f cynical manipulation by nus sian centralists was 

the appointment of Kh. Rakovsky to t he post of Soviet Ukraine's 

Chairman of the Peoples' Comm issars in 1919 \-,110, in the same 

year, had written an article "Beznadezhnoe delo" (Hopeless 

Affair ) in which h e argued that, on the basis of ethnographic 

• '.c' d' Uk' ' . 10 a and 50C1.0-econom1.C J_1.n 1.ngs, 'ra1.ne was a non-eX1.stent nat1.on. 

97. 

98. 
99. 

100. 

Baslakh and Shakhrai, Do Khvy li, p. 106. 'J:'his argument 
was used in order to r e inforce ~-zu s sian control over 
Ukraini an econ~ . ic resources and Ukraine's strategic 
position. 
UkraillSJ·~ i vurysJcv pid sudom KGB, p. 96. 
Do S-oIove).,·, iDi-u":-; ~) . 3r: 
s. Llazlakh andY . Si1akhrui, Do Khvyli p. 196. 



'l'he First Congress o f the CP (b ) U held in H9s COVl during 

July, 1918, resolved tha t the task o f the Ukrainian Par t y 

viaS II _to struggle for the revolutionary unification of 

Ukraine with Rus sia. 1I10l Subsequent Eussian hegemony over 
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the CP (b ) U was retained by the appointments of non-Ukrainians -

V. Holotov, E. Kviring, L. Kaganovich and N. Khrushchev -

to head the Ukrainian Party organization, The dominant 

presence o f Russians in the ranks of the CP (b ) U is outlined 

in Table II of Appendix C. 

In the 1960's the extent of Russian penetration of 

Ukraine's political, economic and even cultural institutions 

has been documented to include eight cabinet ministers, nine 

deputy ministers, twenty-four managers o f large industrial 

e nterprises, and five directors o f theatrical enSe~Jles.102 

The practice of appointing Russian officials to the CC CP (b ) U 

in o rder to assure ~ussian control over its decision-mak ing, 

initiated in October, 1918 with the election of J. Stalin 

as a liason officer f or the RCP (b ), was continued at the 

23rd CPU Congress in March, 1966 where two non-Ukrainian s 

I . Yakubowski and V. I. Degtyarev were elected to its Presidium. 

On another level, the messianic complex among Russian leaders 

has generated a phobia of any separatism or nationali sm 

endangering -the IIterritorial inviolability of the Sovie-t Union. II 

Of course, the treatment of Ukrainian-Russian relations is 

1 01. 

102. 

V. Sadovskyi, Natsiona1na po1ityka sovitiv na Ukraini 
( v~arsa"l r 1937 ) -,-p7""'b:;; Also f -5':- ;-:fa-zlak i1" ancI~v:7'S'7iak'h-rai, 
On thG Current Situation in the Lkraine, p. 34. 
J-; KoIa s~y , ?-~io' ~ars -in-'-Sovict: 1Jj~r~ine', pp. 248-252. 
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conducted by the regime in a diplomatic fashion. Soviet 

leaders tend to avoid any actions which could antagonize 

national sensibilties: the s overeignty of Ukrainian SSR 

is formally acknowledged, nominal Ukrainians hold high-

ranking positions in the Soviet power hierarchy and certain 

Ukrainian cultural expressions receive limited support from 

o fficial quarters. Policy directives, however, are oriented 

tOvlard the "me lting pot" concept o f fusing all Soviet 

nationalities while preserving the primacy of Russian national 

i nterests. 

with a few exceptions, current Russian dissenters 

and members of the Russian libera l intelligents ia have tended 

to ignore the existence of the Ukrainian nationality problern. 

In general, the rnainstrean of Rus s ian di ssent focuses on 

demands for civil righ ts and the del..ocratization of Soviet 

society. One document in the literature of dissent entitled 

£,rogram of the Democratic ~lovement of the Sovie t Union, signed 

by the democrats of nussia, U}'raine and the Baltic countries, 

acknowledges the rigi:lt of self-determination for the non- Euss ian 

103 
nationalities in the USS Ro ' This sarn i sdat document 

attempts a compr ehensive critique of the Soviet political, 

economic and social systems re j ecting the existing arrangements 

103. See: ' Prohramovi do}:ui-nenty DCI.okratvchnoho Hukhu v 
Radians}:ornu soiuz-r:-- Um'J GIro , 1909 , " alsop ;\. Boi'"[c"r, 
t1 A Progran For Sovi8t Ue.210crats ", l(adio Lioerty Dispatch, 
April 6 f 1970. :Joreover , it was ti-ie :~uss)-an~ed~-cect"'-
Khronika tekus~1cnik11 sobytii (Chronicle of Current Events ) 
,vh.lc n inforr:led t he I'lest about the arrests and trials 
of Ukra inian di ssenters during 1965-66. 
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in favour o f n a tional self-determination, plural ist d emocracy 

and a "mixed ll economic system. It proposes to solve the 

issue o f self -determination and secession from the Soviet Union 

on the basis o f a mass referendum conducted under the auspices 

of the United Nations. Ukrainian national co:nmunists have 

disclaimed autilOrship o f this documen-t r insisting that Ukrainians 

have no more reason to self-determine themselves than had 

the former colonial po~,sessions \-Jh ich ~-lOn independence from 

Frencll or British rule follmling \<'lor l d I'Jar 11. 

In order to counter the Russification of Ukrainian 

life, Ukra inian national communists have endeavoured both to 

influence pblicy, vize Ukraini zation in the 1920 ' s and to 

appeal to national sentiment, nationa l consciousness and a 

sense of d u ty on the part of the Ukrai.nian peop l e. rl'hey have 

SOUg~1t to persuade UJ~rainians to retain and express their 

national identity whether linguistically, culturally or in 

terms o f v a lue s a n d attitudes. Both rational arguments and 

emotional appeals are employed in order to o vercone the 

psychological barriers which inhi bit Ukrainians from asserting 

their national preroga ti ves. 104 Ukrainian na-tional cot:Ulluni sots 

-------------------------------- ---------------------------
104. One e xample of an en otional aFpeal aimed at Ukrainian 

consciousness is contained i n the clandestine brochure 
enti tIed Z pryvocl u n rotf3(?su n ad Pohruzllals~_v m \·1J.1ich 

~~-~~,.7, , __ • ~\ 

accuses tne KGB of comp~lc~ty ~n tne f lre at the library 
o f ti1e Ukrainian Academy of f3cien ces on Eay 24, 1964. 
It not.es: "Ukrainiuns, do you J~now what vias burned? 
A part of your mind and soul was burnec1 e

ll li Z pryvodu 
protsesu nad Poi1ruZL1alrkym", SucLlasn).st, 
February, 1965 , p. 82. 
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urge that the passive discontent of the Ukrainian inte ligentsia 

and mass population be transformed into active opposition to 

the regime's Russification policies. They also consider 

that Ukrainian-Rus sian relations can be conducted only on the 

basis of full equality and a recognition of Ukraine's sovereign 

right to self-determination. 

II. STR1\.TEGY OF UKRAINIAN i:E\TIONAL COt·ElUN ISl·I : 

REFOiliUS~·l OE REVOLU'l.'IOHA RY LC'rrON? 

Once ideological platforms and programmatic der,klnds 

are formulated, Ukrainian national cornm.uni:=;ts are faced "lit.h 

a task of devising a plan o f i mp lementi n g their objectives. 

This involves both demonstrating the advantages of a separate 

political existence for an independent Ukrainian state and 

obtaining ElaBS SU9port from a \:lide cross·- section of the Ukrainian 

population. Utilizing economic arguments, h istorical precedents, 

f o cusing on the experiences of other socialist countries such 

as tho s e of Yugoslavia, a persuasive case can be constructed 

in favour of Ukraine's secession from the USSR. In addition, 

instances of Russian chauvini sm and anti-Ukrainian activit i es 

by the regime can be publicised through the uncontrolled, non

official channels of communicat ion . Mo st importantly, the 

eli tist formations of Ukrainian dissenters must be transfol.Tt1ed 

into a mass movement championing the cause of Ukrainian 

national communi sm. 

The strategy of winning support and potential allies 

to the cause of Ukrainian national communi sm is proba bly the 
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key to its successful ope ration. Consequently, this matter 

merits a comprehensive e xam ination . During the initial 

stages of Soviet rule, the programmes of Ukrainian national 

communism enjoyed the support of the Borotbis,t Party numbering 

some 15,000 members, the Ukapist Party, as \'1ell as the tacit 

s}Tffipa thies of Ukrainians INi th "leftist" orientations. Several 

Ukrainian national communists occupied prominent positions 

in the Soviet Ukrainian government and Party organi zation. 

Even the Ukrainian Autocephalous Orthodox Church with its 

three million mer!10ers extended its unoff lcial s upport to the 

t ' 1 b' , f 1 " t' 1 ,105 na ~ona 0 Jectlves 0 U~ralnlan na lona , communlsm. On 

another level, Emil Strauss, a German Social Democrat, appealed 

to European socialist parties in 1927 to assist Ukrainian 

t ' 1 ' t' th' . 1 ' .... 1 n ' l' ' . 106 na -lona comrnunlS s In elr st:.rugg e Wl.l.1 !-(USSlan Bo. sneV1KS o 

Among Ukrainian expatriates who collaborated with and supported 

the objectives of Ukrainian national con.munists were the 50-

called "foreign groups" of the Ukrcu'ri.ian Party of Socialist 

Revolutionaries (UPSR) and the Ukrainian Communist Party (UCP ) 

under the leadership of P. Khrystiuk and V. Vynnychenko, 

respectively.107 These groups which operated from Vienna in 

105. 

106. 
107. 

See: B. R. Bociurki.v f "The Autocephalous Church 
Movement in Uk.raine: rr1.1e Pormative Stage ( 1917-1921) " , 
The Ukrainian Quarterly, XVI, No. 3, (1 960 ) , pp. 212 -2 3. 
B. Dmytryshyn, l bld., p . 112. 
J. Lawrynenko, ibia., p. 113, p. 121. 
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the early 1920's espoused the principle of an independent, 

socialist Ukraine. 

In the 1960's, the r.tain base of support for the air.ts 

o f Ukrainian national cornnunism '\Alas provided by certain 

members of the IIcreative" intelligentsia (academics, journalist, 

literateurs ) . 'rhere are indications, hO\vever, that the 

Ukrainian dissent movement is beginning to obtain support 

from the enU_re occupational spectrULl1. For in3tance, a petition 

addressed to Soviet authorities on April, 1968 protesting 

against the violations of socialist legality in re fe rence to 

the arrests and trials of Ukrainian intellectuals in 1965-66, 

. 108 
was signed by 139 Ukrainians from Ttlany walks of life. 

Arnong the siq~\atories were 50 representatives from the "creative ll 

intelli~Jent.sia, 34 l'lembers of tIle "technical" intelligentsia 

(engineers and scientists ) . 26 manual workers and 11 pilysicians. 

There is virtually no evidence, howe ver, that Soviet Ukrainian 

political leaders are willing to espouse the cause of Ukrainian 

national corrununism. On the contrary, members of the Soviet 

Ukrainian political elite perceive liberal national comr:mnism 

in the Ukrainian SSR as a threat to their establi shed power 

b d 
.. 109 ases an· career opportunlt~es. Some o f them may be 

10 8. 

109. 

G. Hodnett and p. ,J. Poticlmyj, The Ukraine and the 
Cz echoslovu}: Crisis (Canberra, l-g""TO), p:~24. -
First secretary o f-ti:le Communist Party of Ukraine 
P. Sllelest ila.s i::>een quoted as saying t.hat it i s 
i mperative to struggle against. "reformism and 
revisiorism" - a direct reference to express ions of 
national communis r:! . (Pravda u}.;:rainy, LTuly 6, 1 968 , 
p. 83J. -----
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favourahly disposed to increasing Republican autonomy in 

the fields of internal administr ation or economic planning 

but umvilling to consider the option of Soviet Ukraine's 

secession from the USSR. Fr om muong the religious dissenters, 

members o f the Evangelical Chr istians and Baptists groups in 

Ukraine could be politicised to support the objectives of 

Ukrainian national communists in their conu.-non struggle for 

f d 110 -ree om. One unexpected if somewhat dubious ally supporting 

the cause of Ukrainian national corrrrnunism appears to be 

Crn~uni st China. There have been re ports .of Peking broadcasts 

t o Soviet Ukrainian troops sta tioned near t he Sino-Soviet 

fronti er accusing the Soviet regime of Russifying Ukraine and 

appea ling to Ukrainians to consider national communi sm as a 

, '] ) " 1 l' t' 111 V1 aD.e po_~t1ca. a ~erna 1ve. Ukra inian emigr e org~nizations 

in the West could a lso provide a u seful basis of support by 

amplifying and disseminating the platfo rms of Ukrainian nC1tional 

communism . Fina lly, the spirit of anti-colonialism and tile 

proli feration o f liberation movements in the 1960's may benefit 

the Ob j ectives o f Ukraini an national communism. 

110. 

111. 

It has been estimated that 82 persons out of a total 
230 conf ined in the r·~ordovian 8S;( hard labor camps 
have been sentenced for thei.r religious beliefs. 
I ~,..E:i:.C ~1.OIlO v vas_.p.~ __ t;;~~ ( I am not aksing anything 
Fr:om you), ('I'oronto, 9bu, p. 120. 
Re po r ts in the Soviet Ukrainian press confin1. the 
Peking b roadcasts . See: "Brudnyi a lian5 " (Dirty 
lUliance ) in =~adianska ukrai na, FeDruary 26, 1972, p. 3. 
z.... Bulletin pUbTL:;nec.J.=Dy -tne ukrainian Society for the 
StUdy of 1;'5ian Prob ler;ls in To ronto con-tains exerpts 
from tHe P8~-:in9 j;,evievl W,1ich attack tlw Soviet 
nationalities· poliCY:-
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Both new and past sources of support must be solicited 

by Ukra inian national communist:s. During t ,he 1920 I s, literary 

organizations such as VAPLITE and Hart actively promoted the 

a ins o f Ukrainian national communism by engaging in cultural 

politics. There are some indications that the Union of 

Ukrainian Writers could be come a potential lever of support 

f o r the current Ukrainian dissenters. Its Fourth Congress, 

ilC;ld in h:al:ch, 1 959, called for the preservation o f Ukrainian 

cu lture against II (Hussian ) chauvini s t s aturation," while its 

Fifth Congress in November, 1966 attacked the theory of 

II f ' f t ' I I II . , I I 112 . , b 1 US1.on 0 na 1.ons as paper cor:'lITlUl11.srn • Mothe r pOSS1. e 

area o f support hinges on the developme nt o f U]crainian-Jewish 

re l ation s. Jews constitute the second largest national 

minor i ty group in Ukraine ntl."Tlbe ring 3,0 2 0,000 in 1932 and 

dro pping to 7 77, 000 in 1970. During the 1920 I s ,TeHish officials 

in Ukra i ni an r ural Party Ol:'ganizations "were more sympatheti c 

t o the Ukrainian problem than were Pa r t y per s orinel dispatc~ed 

'13 f r om HSFSH. II ..L. Some J'cws who actively supported the aims 

o f Ukrainian national communism included S. nazlakh, the co-

a utho r o f Do Khvyli, F. Venvarllin, the editor o f ' Radianske Se lo 
.... --_.'. 

who devoted his efforts in Ukrainizing th.e l\u s sified Donets 

Basin, and the diplomat Polotsky -;,'/ ho ~-,ra s executed for Shumskism. 

1 12. 

113. 

G. Luckyj, "Turmoil in the Ukraine" in A. Brumberg 
(eu. ) In Que s t o f Ju st ice (l~e~'; York, 1970 ) r p. 89. 
I. ;'1ajstr811}-o, 's'to7i"'nky -i i stori i Eor:1Ui1ist z c i1 noi 
r t" U' ' -'::--1 -1-"'-:-' . ---V-~-:--;~ ) 7"2 J?ar 1.1. r;:ra 1.ny , vO. , \r,e\v 1.orJ(, .L.~O , p. • 
Converse1,y,- 'C"kr a inian national corw";1unists supported 
J ewish regional autonomy in Ukrainian SSH. 
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In his speech delivered at Babyn Yar on September 29, 1966, 

I. Dzyuba appealed for a new understanding and co-operation 

b t UJ, " "- 114 e ween hra~n~ans ana ~ews. The current state of hostility 

between the Soviet Union and Israel as well as the demands 

of the Soviet Jewish dissenters could be capitalized upon 

for dra\'ling support for Ukrainian national communist obj ec tives. 

Ukrainian national communism. has experienced a 

transition from a rural-based movement in the Revolutionary 

period (e.g. the Borotbist party ) to an urban-centered 

orientation in the 1960's. This developmeht is in line with 

demographic trends which have shifted 55 oe rcent of Ukraine's 

popula tion to urban areas in 1970. 'rhus, the si tua tion in 

the period 1918-20 where the "U}-rainian movement depended 

mainly on the village and was led by an intelligentsia in 

constant cOffi;.1'\unication wib1 tIle village,,115 has been radically 

alb:-~red y,;ith the emergence of a modern, industrialized Ukrainian 

st.a te. Consequently, Ukrainia n national communists will have 

to obtain support from the Ukrainian Horking class in order 

to realize their objectives. By identifying with the grievances 

o f the workers against low \vages and price increases , against 

their denial to collective bargaining and the i mpotent role 

o f ' their trade unions, Ukrainian na tional communists could build 

114. 

115. 

See: V. Chornovil (comp. ) The Chornov il Paoers 
(Toronto, 196 8 ), pp. 222 .. 26.- oI;"u_ 

S. l'lazlakh and V. Sha,;::hrai , On the Curren t Situation in 
. the Ul: raine, p . 87. The autnor s also mention t118 cro':;E:! 
ties whlen existed behleen the ukrainian Idorkers and 
the Ukrainian villuge and their corrunon involvement i n 
the revolutionary struggles. See: Do Khv y.lJ:., p. 150. 
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up a powerful base of support in the workers' movement. There 

is evidence that an organization calling itself the Ukrainian 

National Corrunittee which advocated the secession o f Soviet 

Ukraine from the USSR and which was uncovered by the KGB in 

116 1961, consisted mainly of Ukrainian workers. It has also 

been noted that the vwrking youth could serve " as a strategic 

link between the nationali st intelligentsia and the working 

class.,,117 In addition, Ukrainian national communists should 

take advantage of the gulf existing between the student population 

and the Soviet establishment by mobilizing ,student activists 

to disseminate their programs and organize support among the 

Ukrainian population. Only by utiliziw; all tile means at 

their disposal for 'dinning mass suppor"c can Uk:rainian na 'tional 

conullunists hope to achieve a su<..:cessful implementation of their 

Objectives. 

One proposition that continues to resurface in debates 

among Ukrainic.ul national communists centers around the question 

whether a cultural revolution ought to precede a politi cal 

revolution in Ukraine. This theme was pertinent in the 1920's 

, . .. h 196 f • l17(a) as l t J. S In teO s • Then as l1m>1, evidence is ci ted of 

the low degree of national consciousness among the Ukrainian 

116. 
117. 
117(a ) 

Uk~a ,i.r: sk i lur~sty rid _::~~r'\ K~B,. r ~ ,46. 
G.dodnet't ana P. j. PotlcllnYJ, lbJ.c.., p. 112. 
See ~ R. Hakhmanny:i., lJe slovort i eClynYr:\ (Not by Ivord 
Alone ) n'linnipcg, 197J.},-p. 72. In"":tDe 1920's, 
a . I\bv~:lovyi outl ined this dilen'ma in h is pampillet 
DUP.',;~proti tec:1ii ( 'l'lwught. s ll.gainst tne Current ) . V. 
l'Jlo roz a r:tpIlfieu tilis problem in the late 1960' s in 
his article " Sered 8lAinii-l" (Among the Sno\,1s ) . 
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populace and of its general inertia to political activity 

caused by decades of repress i on. It is argued that only by 

inculcating the Ukrainian masses with a sense of their national 

identity and by bringing them to an awareness of their national 

needs through. t~1e vehic l e of a cultural awakening, \'1ill it 

be possible to beg in the next phase o f the struggle, name ly 

implement i ng a genuinely independent policy for Ukraine. 

Thi s reli a nce on "historical processes " or, in the o ptimum case, 

on reformi sm or cultural politics is designed to pr oduce a 

gradual transfo rma tion of the Soviet politica l system. 

Alternatively , it is argued that only a forthright 

political cornmi trl1e nt, only a revolutionary strategy wi ll 

enable Ukrainian na tional cOl~u:nuni sts to acllieve thei r goals. 

T1le cla i m is made that it i s impossible to instigage meaningful 

political change in the Soviet system without recourse to some 

form of revolutionary action. Onl y by convertinq the do rmant 

Ukrainian masses to the stage of militant confrontation with 

the regime can Ukrainian national demands be assured of 

successful implementation. There is a growing rea l ization that 

theie is a limit to the writing of petitions and a ppea ls to 

118 Soviet authorities which remai n large l y unanswered. A 

118 . This fact i s recognized by V. Chornovil, one of the 
dis s ident Ukrainian int.ellectuals, \,,:no begins .ids 
petition to the Public Prosecutor o f the Ukrainian 
5SR ~7i til these \'wrds: .. I an not asking you for 
anything. II See: V. Chornovil ( cor~p ) , Ti1C ChornoviJ. 
~~, p. 2. 
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dependence on constitutional nO rT:1S and on socialist 

legalityll9 has proven itself to be ineffectual when dealing 

with the Soviet o rgan s o f state. It is held that a Ukrainian 

cultural revolution to resurrect Ukrainian nationa l consciousness 

should be postponed unti l Ukrainian national communis·ts nave 

won control of the policy-making processes in Sovie t Ukraine. 

In their presentation of "minimalist " or purely 

cultural d emands, Ukrainian national com.munists have been 

successful in obtaining concessions and even support from 

official quarterso For instance, the Ukrainization decrees 

promulgated in the wake of the Twelfth Congress of the RCP (b ) 

in 1923 enjoyed the end.orsement from the highest echelons o f 

soviet authority. Yet as soon as Uk.rainian national corn.riluni sts 

began t o voice demands for greater control over the decision-

making bodies, they \vere in~nediately accused o f "counter-

revolutionary plans" and were removed from their o ff icial 

positions.120 Similarly, in the 1960'sf the regime tolerated 

__________________________________ d _ _ ~ ___ ~_. _________________________ __ 

119. 

120. 

Sociali st l egality refers to Soviet legal frame-
VJork which guarantee its citizens freedorn of speech, 
fre edom of the pre s s and freedom of assembly. It 
involves a Droad concept of justice and an atJnosphere 
of humanis ·t concern for the individual. 
O. Shur:1Sky i I S proposa.l for a Pfointing H. F. Hrynko 
to the post of Ukrainian Premier and V. Chubar as 
the Poli tical or Fir:--t Secret'ary of ·the CC CP C. ) U 
contributed to his political downfall. source? 
I. Ha j stenr-:o, Storin},- y Z istorii Komunistyc1ll1oi 
Partii Ukrain;t , Vol. ~2, (i.·lUnich, T9 b~ ), p. 3 9.-
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certain Ukrainian cultural expressions , such as the appearance 

of the book Sobor ( T~le Cathedral ) by O. Bonchar, yet it resorted 

to repres sive measures of the "cultist period" in order to 

silence ideological dissenters. As one of the Ukrainian 

dissenting intellectuals, Me Masiutko remarked during the 

course of his trial in 1 966: "Ide ology mu st be foug h t \vi til 

. d 1 . h . ,,121 1 eo ogy, not W1t pr1son. Tllis disenchantment wi th l ega l 

attempts at winning recognition of their demands may serve to 

rad icali ze the positions of Ukrainian national communists. 

The Ukrain i a n nationa l movement has experienced an 

evolution from its stand of "integra l nat{onalism,,122 in the 

direction of grea ter political realis~o Increased emphasis 

ha.s been placed on social and economic problems, "i rrational " 

elements such as those of a predestined mission or o f a 

superio r moral characte r of the Ukrainian people have b een 

weakened, elitist-authoritative concepts hav e been abandoned 

in favour of organizational dCPlocratization. Attempts have 

also been made to place the problem of Ukrainian-Russian 

relations on a political and ideolog ical level rather than 

relying simply on a racial interpretation. There has been a 

progress ion in shifting the Ukrainian nationality issue from 

121. 
122. 

v. Chornovil (comp. ) The Chor novil Pape rs, p. 1 45. 
J. Armstronq has def ined "integraI natTonalism" as 
a "subordina tion o f rational pianning to romantic 
phrase-making", conc~,itant with a l ack of concern 
for civil rights, economic progress and social 
reforms. J. A . ii.rmstrong, Ukrainian lJa "i:ionalism 
(New York, 1963 ) , p. 282. 
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a narrow cultural to a state-political framework. It is 

recognize d that the vital precondition for achieving Ukrainian 

national obj ectives involves a psycllOlogical rebirth of the 

Ukrainian people, rejection of the Soviet ideological model 

with its atrophy of independent political thought and prohibition 

o f spontaneous political act ivity, the emergence of a new 

Soviet Ukrainian patriotism to replace the false ll internation-

alism" of official propaganda. The main argurnents of Ukrainian 

national communists are based on the principles of justice 

and freedom. Their ultimate concern . is wi th obtaining 

sovereignty and independence f o r Ukraine. In the words o f 

one of the most prominent Ukrainian dissenters, S. Karavanskyi: 

123. 

IIP erhaps under the present conditions of the 

development of tile communist IYloveInent it would be 

expedient if the Ukrainian socialist nation should 

be a separate socilist unit in the general socialist 

camp . ,,123 

V. Chornovil (comp. ) The Chornovil Papers, p. 184. 



CHAPTER II 

THE DEVELOP:·1Ei'1T OF UKRAINIAN NAT IONAIJ COH!·1UNISN _ .... __ &0_ .. _ _ 

In order to examine all aspects of Ukrainian national 

communism it is necessary to explore the human dimension s of 

its ideology, to establish an inter-re lationship between its 

progrv.mmatic demands and the historical events Hhicl1 have 

animated the movement . Included in this discussion will be 

expre ss ions o f dissent lJoth by individuals and groups, 

political actors o.nd political processes which have contr ibuted 

to tile ew;;rgence and grOi'v'th of Ukrainian national comnlUni sm. 

The i mportance of leadership roles in the formulation and 

execution of policy is well established; certainly Ukr ainian 

national coraiJ\unists have atte.rnpted to secure leading positions 

in the Soviet hierarchy so as to initiate their obj ectives. 

Secondly, polit:ical parties perform a key role in seeking to 

implement a political progrili'11; consequently, Ukrainian 

national co~nunists have sougnt the support of various Ukrainian 

Marxist groups as a means of winning control in the decision-

making sectors of the Soviet Ukrainian political system. A 

chronological survey o f Ukrainian national communis t manifest-

ations has been chosen for the purpo se of shmoJing the similar 

and diverse features of these trends during the entire period 

under consideration. 

73 
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Ukrainian national communists have always been 

committed to defending and propagating Ukrainian national 

interest s . \~ler ea s the earlier group of Ukrainian national 

comrnunists considered their main task to be the establishment 

o f a separate and independent Ukrainian conununist party to 

function as a guarantor of Ukraine's sovereignty and independence , 

the latter group have focused on the im)?lementation of ne'iv 

consti tutional provisions which \vould guarantee Soviet Ukraine 

the status of an independent, sovereign state. In both cas es, 

Ukrainian national cOFullunists i1ave h~d to contend not only 

with the totalitarian Sovie t political structure but also with 

the claim that Russia's national interests precluded the 

possibility of accon~dating Ukrainian national demands. 

THE YURKEVYCIl-LENUT EXCHANG E 

'rhe first appearance of Ukrainian national commun i st 

demands assumed the form of a polemic bebleen Lev Yurkevych 

and V. I. Lenin in 1913. In that year, Yurkevycll, a left-wing 

Ukrainian Social Democrat, published an article " Eosijski 

marksysty i ukrainskyi rObitnychyi rukh ll (Russian riarxists 

and the Ukrainian Workers' Movement ) under the pseudonym of 

L. Rybalka. Ilis principal argument centered around the 

establishment of a separate Uk rainian wing of the RSDWP in 

support of the federalist principle of the Party's organizationa l 

structure. lIe stated; "\'le, the Ukrainian d arx ists, d ema nd 

the organizational separation of our \VorJ::.ers' movement", 

adding that in event of non-compliance with this demand: 



Naturally, we are going to fight 
against this nationalis·t ic intolerance 
of our Russian comrades, and we shall 
continue to do so until they recognize 
all our rights. l 

Yurkevych also criticized the Bolshevik proposal regarding 
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the need for a ref erendum of the seceeding nation. He argued 

that an independent and sovereign state does not need to 

hold a referendum on the question of secession by virtue of 

its investiture of sovereign powers. 

j>,rtlOng otiler points, Yurkevych disputed the contention 

that Ukraine's proletariat had been largely Russified. He 

claimed that the close ties which existed between the Ul'...ra inian 

villa cJe and t:he Ukrainian industrial workers nullified o r 

weakened assimilationist trends. 2 The rejection of O. Bauer 

and K. Renner's proposal for national-cultural autonomy by 

Russian Ivla rxists, on the basis that the Austrian model for 

solving the nationality problem \"ras 11 an en tirely non- :t~us sian 

wya,,,3 was also castigaged by Yurkevych. Referring to the 

----------,--------------------------.------------------------'.-----
1 . J . Borys, ibid~ pp. 88-89 cit. references from the 

article puGITshed in Dzvin (Bell ) , Has. 7 & 8, 1913. 
2. Stati stica l data indicate- ti1at, in 1897, 72% of the 

proletariat in 0kraine were o f Ukrainian background. 
Source: ;)okw11e nty ukrainskoho KOi'Cluni zmu p. 57. 

3. J. Borys-;-id.c'r; p 88 . Yurkevycl! rurt:ner elaborated 
ilis views I'i1"'a' pan1pnlet Hus skie Sot.sial-DcmOl(raty 
i natsionaln' vooros (Russian- -Sociar i)err7O'Cra-cs and 
the Nut~ona ~ty Question) pUblo 191 7 . 
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issue of national self-deterraination, prominently enshrined 

in the Bolshevik pro<Jram, he asked: "How can a nation exercise 

self-determination if it is politically and culturally dead?" 11 

Besides, Lenin's contradictory pronouncements on the question 

of self-determination transformed it from an ideological 

. 5 
principle into a weapon of political o ppo rtun1sm. 

Lenin outlined his opposition to Yurkevych's demands 

in the brochure "Critical Remark s on the Nationality Question" 

published in 1913. lie attacked Yurkevych as being "typically 

bourg eois" for" ••• ClislOissing the benefits t o bc gainc.~d from 

the intercQurse, amalgamation and assimilation,,6 of the 

Hussian and Ukrainian proletariat. In his preference for a 

single, centralized Party, Lenin discarded any suggestions 

for federalized Party structure. He acknowledged this fact 

in his letter to Inessa Armand (B. F. retrova ) 'dhere he indicated 

his displeasure at Yurkevych's stand, claiming that t he creation 

of an independent Ukrainian Social Democratic o rganization was 

4. Ibid., p. 87. 
5. In 11"i3 letter to S. G. Shaumian, Lenin conceded t hat 

the right. of s e cession ~'las contrary t:o "our S,elleral 
premise of centrali sm " , but he argued that proclamation 
of this right was not identical witil its implementation. 
J. Lawrynenko, ibid, p. 304. 

6. S. Nazlakll and V. Silakhrai, On the Current 5i tuation 
in t :i1e ~jJ.:raine, p. 98. Lenin \vas anunconvrola i~ii1g 
cE;ltr""~trr st \VilO, nevertheless, repudiated t .iw use 
of force to aC~ilieve the assimilation of tlle non
Russian nationalities. 



detrimental to the cause o f Russian Marxism. For Lenin, 

national interests were "divested of any political content 

and reduced to ' daily cultural needs,,,. 7 Consequently,l1e 
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made no allowances for any political organization which could 

defend Ukrainian sovereignty and independence. He regarded 

s elf-determination simply as Q device for guaranteeing legal 

equality to al l nationalities. Lenin's nationalities policy 

included such features as viewing the assimilation o f the 

Ukrainian proletariat as a progressive development, the belief 

that nat ional demands are subordinate to dlas s interest s and 

a predilection for the merging of nations,8 

A number of in-teres'cing poin'.::s are raised by tho. 

Yurkevych-Lenin debate. Fo r one thing, Yurkevyc~ ' s forthright 

demands foreshado\V the activist cOfmoi tment o f su cceeding 

g enerations of Ukrainian national communists. noreover, 

Ukraini an I1arxists \lere not misled b y Bolshevik slogans o f 

self-determination. They realized that Lenin was under the 

hypnosis o f the Russian empire and \Vas unwilling to consider 

the o ption of its d isi7lemberment into the component nation-

states. The whole issu e o f a referendum as a basis for 

secession from the USSR is currently raised by some r epresentatives 

------------------.---------------------------------~~-----------
7. M. M. Luther, The Bi rth of Soviet Ukraine (unpub lished 

Ph .D. dissertation), C6IumiJia lmiverslf:Y;- 1962, p. l6 c 

8. "Ukraine will only exist if it estahlisi1es a 
military-economic union with ?.SFS H. " V. I. Lenin, 
Collected WO~tS, Vol. 29, p. 63. 
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from the Russian liberal intelligentsia. 9 '1'11is seemingly 

democratic proposal obscures the fact that Ukraine's status 

as a colonial dependency of Russia for several centuries 

inhibits the expression of free public opinion among its 

citizens. Certainly, nations which proclaimed their independence 

from colonial rule did not hold a referendum to determine 

the validity of their actions. Furthermore, a referendum 

would only be meaningful if opposing views were to be freely 

publicized and contending groups had the right to politici s e 

the mass population in reference to ~he matter under conside ration. 

It is unlikely that Soviet authorities would give their 

consent to carrying out a referendum under these arrangements. 

Nevertheless, the proposal for a referendum represents a 

giant step forward in attempting to reach a Ukrainian-Russian 

accord on t.he question of national self~determination. 

I. UKRi\INIl\N NATIONI-\L COl'1.['1UNIS!'l DURING THE REVOLUTIONA RY 

PERIOD 

1. THE KYIVJI.N CONSULTli.TIVE CONFERENCE 

The first organized expression in the direction of 

creating a separate Ukrainian conununist party took place at 

the First All-Ukrainian Consultative Conference, held in 

Kyiv on December 16·· 19, 1917. During the Conference proceedings, 

a leaflet entitled "Social Democracy o f Ukraine" was circulated 

among the delegates. It proposed the formation of a new 

9. 11. Prokop, "Prohrama likvidatsii chy zberezhe nnia 
imperii?" (A Prog r am for the Liquidation or Retention 
of an Empire?" ), Suchasnist, June, 1970, pp. 80-9 4 . 

, 
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party of Ukra inian Bolsheviks, independent from its Russian 

counterpart, in order to prote ct the intere sts of the Uk r a inian 

workers and impoveri s hed peasants. This cour se o f action 

was justified on the grounds that Ukrainian Social Democrats 

and Socialist Revolutionaries were allied with the bourg eoisie, 

while the Russian Bolshevik Party V.JaS "alien to the Ukrainian 

masses."lO The majority of the delegates, however, conde lID1ed 

tl ' 1 fl " t' d' d ' . 1" "II 115 ea et as an an 1-Party an " ant1- 1SC1 P 1nar1an act . 

Similarly, a proposal submitted by I. Kulyk for c reat ing a 

party of Ukrainian Bolsheviks modelled on the federative 

principles of the American socialist Party \V'a s also vote d 

12 do\vn. 

This failure to organize support for a separate 

Ukrainian cormnunist party vIas not an unexpected de v e lo pment . 

The overwhelming majority of Party members identi f ied them-

selves with the "one and indivisible " Russia and v,lith a single 

Party organi zation. Even V. Shakhrai, who sub sequ e ntly 

became an ardent proponent of Ukrainian national communi sm, 

opposed the creation of a separate Ukrainian Pa rty organization 

10. J. Lawrynenko, i bid; p. XV l . Chara cterist ically, the 
leaflet 'das addressed not to Party membe r s but to 
"Ukrainian workers, soldiers and peasants . " 

11. I. Ma j strenko, ibid; p. 82. 
12. A. Lykholat, ZdI'S'i1enniD. 1enin5);:oi nat ionalnoi 

polity k y na uK"r'2il n i (Ky.rv;-r9671, p.g:3*": 
r : 
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at that time. 13 The author of the leaflet was V. Zatonskyi 

who in his article "From the Recent Pastil that appeared in 

Kommunist in 1918, defended the Ukrainian liberation movement 

and accused the Party o f failing to impleme nt its promises 

for Ukraine' s self - determination. Later on, Zatonskyi 

abandoned his stand as a Ukrainian national communist and as 

Commissar of Education administered the liquidation o f 

Ukrainization in 1933. The only supporters in favou r of a 

federative principle, both in respect to Party and State 

organizations, were Yu. Lapchynskyi who wa s to lead the 

federalist faction in CP(b)U and C. Piatakov, the 1I1eftist" 

leader of the Kyivan Bolsheviks, who f~lt that identification 

\vi th Russia IIhinders our work. ,,14 The refusal to set up a 

Ukrai.nian communist party was all the more anoma lous since 

the first Soviet Ukrainian goverI~ent was established in 

December, 1917. 

2. THE TAGANROC CONSULTATIVE CONFERENCE 

The highest point of achievement in the efforts of 

Ukrainian national communi s ts to win formal organizational 

independence was attained at the 'l'aganrog Conference held 

in April 18-20, 1918. Thi s coup was mainly the result of 

fortuitous circu~stances. F o l lowing the ir precipitou s 

13. On the. Current S i tuation in the Ukraine, p. 143. 
14. J. Borys, iLid. , p. n~i. The llLeftll group o f 

Ky ivan Bolshev iks were no t only internationalists 
and oppone nts of t he centra li s t policies o f the CC 
RCP, but we r e al so wi tnesses o f the r esurgent f o rces 
of Ukrainian national i sm rele ased under the i mpact 
of revolutiona ry events. 
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evacuation from Ukraine, Bolsheviks o perating on Ukrainian 

territory agreed to a radical course of action. By a vote 

o f 26 to 21, delegates to the conference adopted a resolution 

advanced by Me Skrypny}~: "To establish an independent 

Communist Party, with its own CentralCorCUllittee, linl~ed with 

the Russian Communist Party throu9h ·the Third International. ,,15 

According to Skrypnyk's statement at the Eleventh Congress of 

the RCP (b), this resolution was subsequently approved by the 

16 CC RCP on May 18, 1918. Thus, the Taganrog decision, 

brought into existence a separate Gk~ainian Party organi zation 

functioning independently of n.ussian con·trol r Cl.t least in 

theory, until June, 1918. 

What \Vas the combination of forces which cau:3ed 

this display o f "nationalist deviation. ,,?17 It: appears t hat 

the most crucial factor consisted in the di str ibution of the 

voting delegates. par~icipating at the Conference were 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------
15. 

16. 

17. 

On the Current Situation in the Ukraine, p. 35., also 
R. s:-surIlvanC,--inid., p. 4'2""; and L--rra j strenko, 
ibid; p. 48; J. Borys, ibid; p. 139~ 
DQynadtsi~~i ziizd RKP ( ~stenografichnyi zvit 
1Tfoscow, J.9 21, p. 65 ;-- DOKUl:1enty uJaCll ns%ono 
komunizmu, pp. 69-70; J . BOrys, -ibid. -
Po's t-S taTin hist.oriography consicI'ers the creation 
of an independent CP(b ) U to be "a serious error, 
a con?~s sion t o separatist moods." . vo../,~?_sy 
Istorll KPSS, No.3, 1958, p. 44, Clt. Y J. 
Bor:ys, iEid'.' 



Bolsheviks from Poltava, Katerynoslav (Dnipropetrovsk ) and 

Kyiv with the notable absence of delegates from Kharkiv, 

Donbas and Kryvyi Rih which were the industrialized and 

highly Russified regions of Ukraine. The participants could 

be div ided into three groups: (1 ) the Poltavians or 

Ukrainian national communists which included V. Shakhrai, Yu. 

Lapchynskyi and, t o a certain extent, M. Skrypnyk who were 
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united around a platform of maximalist independence r ( 2 ) the 

Katerynoslav faction led by E. Kviring who pressed for the 

subordination of the Ukrainian Party apparat to its Russian 

counterpart, and ( 3) the Kyivan Bolsheviks headed by G. Piatakov, 

S. Kosior and E. Bosh who essentially adopted a neutralist 

attitude tm'lard the Ukrainian nationality question. Also prese nt 

at this meeting Here non-voting delegiltes from t rw left wing 

section of the Ukrainian Social Derr.6cratic v7orkers' Party 

(USDHP ) , such as p. Slynko, who were sympathetic -to Ukrainian 

demands for independence. 

Illustrating the contending points of view was the 

ensuing controversy over choosing a name for the new Party. 

Shakhrai proposed the name "Ukrainian Communist Party 

(Bolshevik ) " stressing the national character of the Party 

organization, while Kviring suggested that the Party be calle d 

"Russian Communist Party in Ukraine" considering it to be 

merely a territorial subdivision of the RCP. Finally, Skrypnyk's 

compromise solution was accepted by selectin0 the name 

"Communist Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine. This name underlined 

the territorial rather than the national disposition of the 
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Party organization e 

Perhaps the most intriguing aspect of the Conference 

in Taganrog was the support extended by Piatakov's group to 

the demands o f Ukrainian national communists. Piatakov was 

a nihili st on the nationality issue who referred to Lenin's 

formula for national self-determination "simply as a diplomatic 

game. ,,18 Hi s group of left-vling communists had only tenuous 

connections with the Ukrainian national movement. Why then 

did the Kyivan Bolsheviks vote for an independent Ukrainian 

communist party? COmTIlunist historians explain the ir decision 

as a tactical manoeuver to allm·, then'. greater freedom to oppose 

the Brest··Litovsk peace treaty arrangements as \ve ll as to 

prevent tne Central Powers from holding Soviet Hussia responsible 

f l ' f'" 1 - . k 19 ·or t~e act~ons 0 Uxra~n1an Bo srtevl S. A more plausible 

argument c onsists in the belief that their stand was motivated 

b th h f ·· t 1 f P t t f tl' 2 0 Y e o pe 0 w~nn1ng con ro 0_ a ar y appara- 0 1e~r owns 

18. A. E. Adams, Bolshev iks in the Ukraine: The Second 
Campaign, 1918 -1919 "1Uew Haven, 19(;3), p. i2'"b7It 
Is sOinewha-t surprising that Adams v-lOuld make the 
following statement: "Under Pistakov's direction, 
the Kievans succeeded in pushing through a resolution 
calling f o r the establishment of a Ukrainian Communist 
Party v-lith its own independent Central Committee" 
( ibid, p. 17), in view of the overwhelming contradictory 
evidence. See: S. nazlakh and V. Shakhrai, On t l1e 
Current Situation in the Ukraine, p. 35~ I. }1ajstrenko, 
iEi.d; p. if'S; J. 'Borys, 1.l3T"c1; p. 139; R. S. Sullivant, 
ibid., p. 42. ----

19. Ie t1ajs -trenko, ibid~ p. 52. 
20. R. S. Sullivant, ibi.~; p. 41. 
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In any case, in this time of revolutionary upheaval, little 

pressure could be exerted directly by Moscow on its regional 

Party organizations which meant that Ukrainian Bolsheviks 

could formulate policy without recourse to central direc~ives. 

The ind'ependence of the CP (b ) U was short-lived. 

Meeting in Moscow for the First Congress of the CP (b ) U on 

July 5-12, 1918, the majority of the delegates at "Lenin's 

insistence ,,21 annulled the Taganrog resolution. Henceforth, 

the task of tfle CP (b ) U was "to struggle for the revolutionary 

unification of Ukraine and Russia on the basis of proletarian 

centralism within the boundaries of the Russian soviet Federated 

Socialist Republic.,,22 The Ukrainian Party organization was 

transformed into a regional committee of the Rep subject -to 

its control and supervision. For Ukrainian national communists, 

the Taganrog Conference was a qualified success. 23 It served 

to "reorient" certain Ukrainian communists, such as H. Skrypnyk, 

in their support of Ukrainian national interests; it was also 

21. Ibid., p. 43. At this Congress, the "rightist" or 
Ra't'erynoslav faction of the CP (b ) U gained control 
of the Party. 

22. S. Mazlakh and V. Shakhrai, On the Current Situation 
in the Ukraine, p. 34; also V. Sadovskyi, i'bId; p. b9. 

23 . Curiously, R. Pipes claims that "until the--ei1d o f 1919, 
at any rate, there is no evidence in the KP (b ) U (C P Cl:) )U) 
of a 'nationalist deviation ':. R. Pipes, ~; p. 144. 
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instrumenta l in dispelling the illusion,s of others, like 

V. Shakhrai, about soviet policy f o r Ukraine's national 

develo pment. f-10st i mportantly, it demonstrat ed tha t Ukrainian 

nationa l communists could achieve their obj e ctives if they 

mustered sufficient support and presented a clear-cut 

politica l program. 

3. THE GOMEL CONFERE~CE 

The last group ~anifestation in suppo rt of the 

independenc e o f the CP(b)U t ook place at a Conference held 

in Gomel during November, 1919. This meeting Vlas convened 

by the Federalist fa ction o f the CP (b ) U without official 

sanction from the CC RCP (b ) . The Federa l ists derived their 

n ame from their programma.tic demands for a federalist structure 

of both Party and State organs. Their leader Yu. Lapchynskyi 

propo sed that the CP(b)U b e reorganized under the name 

"Ukra inia n Communist Party o f Bolsheviks " to become a separate 

and totally independent section of the Cominf o rm. This n ew 

party \"ould unite all parties wi1.ic[l worked in Ukraine and \"lhich 

shared the principles of the Third International . The core 

cadres for this party were to be provided from the merger of 

h b · 24 theCP( b )u a nd t e Borot ~sts. 

Attending the Gomel Conference were CP(b)U members 

from the Volyn (Volhynia ) and Chernihiv (Chernigov ) Party 

24 . A. Lykholat, ibid; p. 253. Lapchynskyi ' s suggestions 
were ou tlined"J:'i1"a brief .. Proiek t. resolutsii z na t sionalnoho 
pytannia" (Proposals for J.~es olub_on on the Na tionali ty 
Question). Source: Ie Ma jstrenko, Storinky z istorii 
Komunistychn?i Partii Ukrainy Vol. 1, p. 95. -
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organizations who furnished the main support for the 

"Federalist opposition." Also present in a personal capacity 

"lere Ukrainian Party leaders D. Z. Nanuilsky, S. Kossior and 

Yu. Kotsiubynskyi who formed a temporary alliance of convenience 

with the Federalists. The ma in concern of these leaders 

centered around the dissolution of the Central Commit tee of 

the CP (b ) U by Moscow on October 2, 1919, "probably on Lenin's 

demand. "25 In this respect, the Conference was a partial 

success: on December 11, 1919 both the CC CP (b ) U and the 

Soviet Ukrainian government were restored; however, no 

concessions were allowed for the establishment of a separate 

party o f Ukrainian Bo l sheviks. Leading Federalists Yu. 

Lapchynskyi, P. Slynko and S. Kyrychenko were expelled from 

the CP (b ) U for their factional activity on June 20, 1920. 

Some of them joined the Ukrainian Communist Party (Ukapisty) 

and Yu. Lapchynskyi even became a meITJJer of its Central 

Committee. Subsequently, instances of organized opposition 

within the CP (b ) U agains ·t central controls, such as Sapronov's 

democratic centralism (I"larch, 1920 ) and Kolontai ' s workers' 

opposition (November, 1920 ) , did not involve Ukrainian 

. 1 . 26 
nat~ona commun~sts. 

25. A. Adams, ibid; p. 384. 
26. Conununi st hi s torian H. Ravych-Cherkasskyi called these 

manifestations IIflowers transplanted into Ukraine 
from another and foreign political climate. 1I I s toria 
Komuni sty c he s koi Partii Uk rainy (Kharki v, 192j), 
p. li8 , cit. by J. Borys, i b ia., p. 151. 
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4. THE BOROTBIST PARTY 

The first organized group of Ukrainian national 

communists to appear during the formative stages of the 

Ukrainian SSR was the Borotbist party. Its parent organization 

was the Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries (UPSR) 

in which a leftist splinter group sympathized with the Soviet 

solution to the Ukrainian problem and began publishing a 

newsletter called Borotta (The S·t.ruggle ) in the summer of 

1917 . This name was subsequently adopted as the party's 

designation . In 1919, the UPSR (Borotbist) participated ~n 

the Soviet Ukrainian government. Then, by a merger of the 

"independent left-wing" of tl1.e Ukrainian social Democratic 

~·Jorkers 1 Party and the UPSR (Boro tbist-Communist), a ne,.., 

party called the Ukrainian Communist Party (Borotbist ) came 

into existence on August, 1919. The "leftist" orientations 

of these splinter groups were an indication of the increasingly 

radical positions adopted by Ukrainian political activists 

in the course of the Revolutionary developments. 

At its founding convention in 1919, the Borotbist 

part~7 numbered 15,000 me mbers compared with 16,50 0 members 

. d' h 27 reg~stere ~n t e CP (b ) U' As a mass party of dedicated 

revolutionaries, the Borotbists were perceived as a serious 

threat to the monopolistic ambitions of the CP (b ) U leadership. 

The Borotbist political program was, moreover, committed to 

27. Ukraine: A Conci se Encyc lol?edia_, Vol. 1, p. 800; 
i. IiiaJstren"ko, fbid ; p. 89". 



the establishment of an independent Ukrainian SSR - a 

proposition which was not received with enthusiasm in the 

ranks of the ruling CP (b ) u. This fact ""as recognized by 

Lenin when he wrote: "The Borotbists differ from the 
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Bolsheviks, among o ther things, in that they stand for the 

unconditional independence of Ukraine."2 8 The other differences 

included Borotbist efforts to create a separate Ukrainian 

Red Army and to o rganize itself as the chief representative 

of Ukrainian comrnun ism. In its letter to the Executive 

Conrrnittee of the Comintern, dated August 28, 1919, the 

Borotbist party attempted to execute a ~.it acco~mpl2:. by 

announcing that it "had assumed leadership of the Ukrainian 

communist, Inovement. 11
29 and applied for membership in the 

Thi rd International. The Corl1intern, hmvever I recommended 

that the Borotbist party dissolve itself and integrate with 

the CP (b )U ' This decision by the Comintern was wholly 

predictable. Certainly, Bolsheviks in the Ukrainian Party 

o rganization were not prepared to tolerate the existence of 

a political rival for its monopoly of power. Lenin's plans, -

moreover, included the integration of the Borotbist party with 

the CP(b ) U and Zinoviev who headed the Comintern in 1920 

shared Lenin's objectives . 

Following Lenin's assurances of independence for 

Soviet Ukraine, the Borotbist party dissolved itself on 

---------------------------------------------
28 . R. S. Sullivant, ibid; p. 55. 
29. J. Borys, ibid; p:-2:J7. 



March 10, 1920. 30 It was only through the personal 

intervention of Lenin, in the face of marked hostility by 

Ukrainian Bolshevik leaders, that about 4000 Borotbists 

were admitted into the ranks of the CP (b ) U. This influx of 

self - declared Ukrainians into the Russified Ukrainian Party 

organization revitalized the forces of Ukrainian national 

conuuunism c Novl, the CP (b ) U had acquired cadres who "were 
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distinctly Ukrainian, neither hand-picked by the Russian l eaders 

nor subservient to them,,31 and "v7110 had ties vvith the Ukrainian 

masses.,,32 Many prominent Eorotbists wer~ later to participate 

in the Soviet Ukrainian government and the program of 

Ukrainization. These included o. Shumskyi Utlinister of Education) f 

L. Kovaliv (Depty Minister o f Foreign Affairs ) , M. Poloz 

(Minister of Finance ) and others such as V. Blakytnyi, H. Hrynko 

and P. Liubchenko . 

The eclipse of the Borotbist party from the Ukrainian 

political scene was a serious setback for the forces of 

Ukrainian national communism. It has been noted by Peter Dorna.n 

that the Borotbists represented a "Trojan horse who attempted 

3 0 . 

31. 
32. 

The merger of the Borotbists with the CP (b ) U al~o 
involved the liquidation of the Union of ComrnunJ.st 
Youth (Kornunistychna Yunatska Spilka ) organized by 
the Borotbists in January 1919. See: P. P . Bachynskyi 
(comp ) , V . 1. Lenin i peremoha zhovtnevoi revolu ts ii 
na UkrainT" { Kyiv,-'I"~Gi), p. 273. -
rr:-s:-surrivant, ibid; p. 5 6 . 
H • . H • . POp?,:" ~lsy-r:;;t?ri i..Jiomuni stt Cl;;:;'Oi par.!l2.:. 
(B.1.lsnovYKlv ) Uj~ralny T:Ki.1ar}(J. v, ET2 8 , p. 216" Cl t. 
in j. Borys, iLiu; p: 260. 
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to subvert communist pO\'ler from \vith in by 'nationalizing' 

' t 11
33 

~ . Yet as spokesmen for the rural proletariat, the 

Borotbists lacked the support from other groups in the Ukrainian 

population. Their greatest tactical mistake was in agreeing 

to the dissolution of the Borotbist partYe According to a 

statement made by M. Skrypnyk at the Twelfth Congress of the 

RCP (b ) , in 1923 only 119 Borotbists remained in the CP (b ) U 

as a result of the Party purges following the Kronstadt 

rebellion. 34 The promise of generating a Ukrainian national 

communist movement under the auspices of the Borotbist party 

remained unfulfilled. 

5. THE UKAPIST Pi\P.TY . 
Another organized expression of Ukrainian national 

communism \vas channelled into the Ukrainska Komunistychna 

Partia (UCP ) or, as it ,·vas commonly called, the Ukapist party. 

This group vIas formed on January 22, 1920 by left-,'ling 

"independents" of the Ukrainian Social Democratic \,o,Jorkers I 

party. Its membership never exceeded 3000; one source cites 

its membership figure in 1921 as being around 500. 35 From 

33. I. 1:'lajstrenko, Borotbism - 1'. Chapter in the Hi s tory 
of Ukraini a n CormmlilI"sm ( ~'lJew Yo ric ,- I95'~ ), p . Ix . 

34. i50kli"men'ty ukrai nsRoflO komuni zmu, p . 76; also, B. 
Dmy·trysn Yn, ibid ; p. 55. danyfo n ne r Borotb ists 
became di s ilIus ~oned \',' ith the Party's nationality 
policy and left t h e CP (b ) U voluntarily, some were 
purged for "counter-revolutionary activities", 
others were tra nsfe rre d from Ukr a ine to RSFS R. 

35. V. A. Chyrko, i b id; p . 3; also r. Hajstrenko, 
S,!orinky z isto~ • • vol. 1, p. 91. 
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1920 until 1925, the UCP functioned as an unofficial opposition 

party to t .he CP (b ) U. Its main platform consisted of demands 

for the "separation of the Ukrainian State apparatus, the 

Ukrainian l\rmy and the Ukrainian workers' movement" 36 from 

their Russian affiliations. The UCP also demanded the 

recognition of Uk raine as an independent, socialist republic. 

Its weekly newspaper £!!er':.0.!lY~ Frapor (The Red Banner) was 

filled with accusations of the anti-Ukrainian character of 

the Soviet Ukrainian government, protests against the Russification 

of administrative organs and charges.of "Soviet colonialism.,,37 

These observa tions prompted the CC CP(b)U to condemn the 

Ukapisty as lithe leading party of the kulak counterrevolution 

in Ukraine" ,,38 

On a previous occasion, a leftist faction of the 

USDWP led by Yet Neronovych had attended the Second Congress 

of Soviets at Katerynoslav and the Taganrog Conference where 

they supported the position of Ukrainian national communists. 

At the First Congress of the CP{b)U in 1918, this faction 

merged with the CP(b)U introducing the "first truly Ukrainian 

contingent into the Conmunist partYo,,39 Some of its members 

were elected to the Central Committee of the CP(b)U (0 . 

Butsenko and P. Slynko), Yeo Kasianenko ' -laS appointed editor 

o f Visti VUTsVK (News of the All-Ukrainian Central Executive 

36 . J. Borys, ibid; p. 251. 
37. V. A. Ci.1yr~ibi<ii p. 1. 
38 . Ibid . -
39. J.'I3orys , ~i p. 246. 
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Committee), and Yeo Neronovych served as Commissar for 

Military Affairs. During 1919, however, another group of 

leftist "independents" from the USDWP participated in an up-

rising against the Ukrainian Soviet. government of Kh. Hakovsky. 

Ideologically stronger than the Borotbists, the UCP 

cultivated a "scientific approacll" to social problems. This 

involved a Harxist formulation of UY~rainian national demands 

\'Ihich ",ere presented in the fQrm of a memorandurn to the 

Congress of the Third Internationa l in 1920. 40 Unlike the 

Borotbists, however, the Ukapists were unable to attract a 

mass following and remained a small organization w11ich conceived 

its task as working with the Russified proletariat in Ukrainian 

cities. Absence of viable p r ospects st.arted the UCP on its 

course of gradual disintegration. By 1921, some of the party's 

leaders, such as Yu. Mazurenko and Yu. Iavorskyi, had defected 

to the CP(b)U' When the UCP attempted to legalize its position 

and applied for a second time to the "Comi nform for membership 

in 1924, it \<laS ordered to disband and amalgamate ,'lith the 

41 CP (b ) U' Following the dissolution of the party, the Ukapis ts 

40. See: ~kumentx ukrainskoho komunizmu, pp. 45 -6 6. 
41. '1'he UCP s ought to e staoLLs.l itself as the chief 

spbkesman for articulating the interests of the 
Ukrainian workers and peasants on the claim that its 
former association 'V1i th t he Ukrainian social democratic 
movement had best prepared it f or deterI7lining the course 
of Ukraine's future deve lopment. By way of contrast , 
the Ukrainian nationa l communi s t V. Shakhra i propose d 
to transfonn the CP (b )U into an instrument o f rule for 
the defence of Ukralne 's national interests arguing 
that this orientation was the only solution in vi e \v of 
the existing situation in Ukrairie. 
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disappeared from Ukraine's political l ife . Its ideologue 

A. Richytskyi, i ts l eaders M. Avdienko and A. Drahomyretskyi 

were repressed and l iquidated in the 1930's. This closed the 

chapter of a unique phenomenon in Soviet history vlhere the 

ruling Communis~ Party t olerated the existence of ano ther 

politica l o rganization within its pol itic a l system. During 

its t enure, the Ukapist party contributed a theoretic a l 

foundation for the tenets a nd pro gramrnati c demands of Ukrainian 

national con~uni sm. 

6 . UKRAINIZATI ON 

The process of Ukra ini zation or de-Russification of 

Ukrainian administrative, educational and political institutions 

\'las formally inaugurated at the Tw·elft.h Congress of t he 

RCP(b) in Apri l 1923 and continued until January, 1933. 

Interestingly enough, it was the Ru ssian Commun i st Party that 

issue d the first declaration f or extending preferential treat

ment in the development of Ukraini~n l anguage and culture at 

its Eighth Congress in December, 1 919. This policy decision 

was intended to remove the l egacy of distrust and o ppression 

toward Ukrainian national as p irations inherited from the 

Tsari s t period as well as t o obtain s ome measure of mass support 

for the Bolshevik forces in Ukraine. Both the Soviet Ukrainian 

Party and State o rganizatio ns were, at that time, controlled 

by non-Ukrainians who were either indifferent o r hostile to 

Ukrainian national aspirations. Simi l arly, the resolution 

approved by the Tenth Congress of the RCP (b ) encouraging the 
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admission o f UJ~rainians to official posts on governmental 

and administrative bodies was largely ignored by CP (b ) U 

leaders. It was only in the aftermath of the Twelfth Congres s 

o f the RCP(b) that the Fourth Conference of the CC CP(b)U 

held in June, 1923, ordered a purge of "Great Russ ian 

chauvinists" from the Party and State apparati, spoke in 

favour of supporting Ukrainian cadres and establishing UJ::.rainian 

mili tary fo r mat;ions, as .... vell as cornmi tting itself to promoting 

the Ukra inian language in all areas of national life. 

According to the communist historian H. Popov, the 

principal rationale for Ukrainization, as perceived by the 

Soviet regime, was "to draw the Ukrainian masses into the 

o rbit of cornmunist influence. 1142 Ukrainian national communists, 

on the other hand f regarded'Ukrainization as an exceptional 

opportunity for implementing their objectives. Firstly, 

Ukrainization policies were intended to awaken national 

consciousness and to deve lop the national identity of the 

Ukrainian people, thus preparing the ground for obtaining mass 

s upport for the aims o f Ukrainian national communism. Secondly, 

the enactment of these policies enabled Ukrainian national 

communists to assume leading positions in the political and 

cultural affairs of the Soviet Ukraine. In this respect, the 

ten-year period o f Ukrainization was a qualifie d success. 

42. B. Dmytryshyn, ibid; pp. 72 - 72 . cit . M. Popov 
in Komrnunist, N~20, 1927. 
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The first ukrainization dec ree was issued on August, 

1 923 creating Ukrainizat ion commissions to supervise the 

work in each government agency, The Ukrainian language was 

a c corded the status of the country 's official language and 

provisions were made for carryi ng out all governmental business 

in Ukrainian. This was f o llowed by t .he second Ukrainization 

decree on Hay 20, 1925 to deal with the technical-organizational 

aspects of the program. The termina l date for Ukrainizing 

all State institutions and industrial enterprises was set 

for January 1, 1926, placing the responsibility for carrying 

out these instructions directly on the leadership of the give n 

organiza tioD. Propo sals vlere submitted for the formation of 

Ukrainian military units, trained by Ukrainian officers and 

based o n Ukrainia n territory. Party organizations were dire cted 

to Ukraini ze their internal affairs and to increase their 

Ukrainian membership. Furthermore, the Russian population 

in Ukraine was encouraged to acquaint themselves with Ukrainian 

cu lture, history and language. 

'1'he principal obstacle to Ukrainization was the 

predominantly Russian character of the CP (b ) U' Th~re was 

a n o table absence o f Ukrainian personnel in strategic 

commanding positions, especially in the trade union organizations 

and the Komsomol. Governmental bodies that fell under the 

j urisdiction o f the All-Union Ministries considered themselves 

immune to Ukrainization decrees. Attempts were made by certain 

Russian officia ls to sabotage or at least to innundate the 



impact of the Ukrainization policies. For instance, during 

the tenure of E. Kviring as First Secretary o f the CP (b ) U' 

resolutions dealing with Ukrainization were not put into 

practice. Similarly, it was only with the appointment of 

O. Shumskyi as Commissar of Education in 1924 t.hat the drive 

to Ukrainize educational institutions was given its required 

impetus. Party leaders like D. Z. Lebed considered "the 

task of actively Ukrainiz ing the partyll to be "a reactionary 

undertaking. ,,43 The leader of Ukrainian trade unions 

A. Radchenko opposed any attempts to Ukrainize t.he "Jorkers' 

movement. By 1929, a policy of "voluntary Ukrainization" 
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was instituted and in 1933, P. Postyshev began its systematic 

liquidation . 

The achieveMents of Ukrainization were, nevertheless, 

impressive in certain areas, especially in the cultural-

educational field. By the end of the 1920's, all except 

for four newspapers published in the Ukrainian SSR were printed 

in Ukrainian. 44 Ukrainian literature and drama experienced a 

cultural Renaissance. Educational institutions were largely 

1 . . d 45 
U <:ra~nl.ze • Ukrainian military academies wete established 

43. Ibid: p. 83. SimilarlYr the r~ussian cOITh'Tlunist Larin 
organized o pposition to Ukrainization on the grounds 
that it violated the rights of national minor ities 
in Ukraine. 

44. I. Ma jstrenl~o , §~tori;:J<y z istorii Komunistychnoi. 
Partii Ukra~ny, voL 2, p. 46 . 

45. H. Sk r;i'rmYK0D his capacity as Commissar of Education, 
planned to invite 1500 teachers from Western Ukraine 
to help de-Russify the Donbas region of Ukraine. 



in Kyiv and Kharkiv; military publications began to appear 

in Ukrainian editions. Ukrainian membership in the CP (b ) U 

increased from 23.3 percent in 1922 to 52 percent in 1927 . 46 

Former Borotbists were pla.ced in positions of aut.llOri ty to 

supervise implementation of the Ukrainization programs. 

Attempts were also made to expand Ukraine's sovereign powers 
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by insisting on the inclusion of territories inhabited mainly 

by Ukrainian s into the Ukrainian SSR, by objecting to tbscow's 

interference in Ukraine's internal affairs, especially in 

the fields of education and administration of justice, by 

proposing that relations between union Republics be conducted 

on the basis of constitutional arrange~ents. During the 

formation of t:1e uSSR, Ukrainian communist representatives to 

the founding convention, among them Ji. Skrypnyk, expressed 

their preference for a confederation rather than a federa tion 

of Soviet republics. In retrospect, the period of Ukrainization 

presented Ukrainian nationa l communists a most favourable 

opportunity for instituting their progrruns. 

There via s, however, one formidable obstacle preventing 

the realization of this obj ective. As an organi zed movement 

of opposition, Ukrainian national communism had virtually 

ceased to exist by the late 1920's. Theoretical vestiges o f 

Ukrainian sovereignty and .independence were nullified by the 

subordinate and subservient status of the CP(b ) U which 

executed the policy directives laid down by the Central 

46. B. Dmytryshyn, ibid; p. 81. Ukrainian membership of 
the CC CP(b)U was-Q'nly 25 percent in 1925. 
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Committee of the RCP (b). Individual expressions of dissent 

by such Ukrainian national communists as 11. Khvylovyi, 

o. Shumskyi or ttl. Volobuev cannot be construed in terms of 

a mass protest against the Soviet Ukrainian regime. This 

is why one writer considers the terms "Khvylovism" I II Shurnskism ll 

and IIVolobuevi srn ll as misnomers or as somewhat inflated 

l ' t ' 1 ~. . 47 po 1-1ca aes1gnat10ns. 

These Ukrainian national communists quite naturally 

shared a common ideological orientation t similar career 

patterns and received occasional support from one another. 

Both Blakytnyi and S11umskyi were former Borotbists who were 

elected to the CC CP (b)U in 1920. Similarly, both Blakytnyi 

and J\hvylovyi were involved in cultural politics: Blakytny i 

as the leader of the literary group "Hart" and Khvylovyi as 

the principal organizer o f VAPLITE. Shumskyi supported 

Khvylovyi in his disagreements \·.,i th L. Kaganovich at the 

plenary session of the CP(b)U in liay, 1926. Actively participating 

in the Ukrainization process were Shumskyi and Skrypnyk who 

both served as Commissars of Education. Biographical data 

on all of these Ukrainian communists is found in Appendix A. 

In an article liThe Future Tasks of the partyll he 

\-lrote for Kommunist in Nover;lber, 1920, V. Blaky-tnyi condemned 

the assignment of Russian cadres to Soviet Ukraine and in 

his speech at the Fifth All-Ukrainian Party Conference he 

47. ~; p. 99. 



analyzed the CP (b) U as a Russified lmreaucratic clique 

conducting past Russian colonial policies. Khvylovyi, the 

author of the slogan "away from l'1oscow" called for the 

de-Russification of Ukrainian cities and of the Ukrainian 
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working classes. Volobuev's economic proposals were discus sed 

in the preceeding chapter. '1'he most serious threat to the 

CP (b ) U control over appointments of Party and State o fficials 

was proferre d by Shumskyi. In his l e tter to Stalin on Apri l, 

1926, Shumskyi suggested that Kaganovich be replaced by 

V. Chubar in the post of Polit i cal or First Secretary of the 

CC CP (b ) U and that H. F. Hrynko be assigned as Chairman o f 

the people's Commissars of Ukra inian SSR. Shumskyi's defiant 

stand contributed directly to the split in the Communist Party 

of Western Ukraine (KPZU) in J anuary, 1928 when the majority 

of its Central Cornmi ttee fully endorsed Shurnsky' s position. 

As a result, a group led by K. Haksyrnovych \vas expelled from 

the KPZU by the Comintern. 

Perhaps ti1e most interesting, if somewhat paradoxical 

personali ty among Ukrainian cor:ununists ,'las r1ykola Skrypnyk. 

As one of the founders of the CP (b ) U and a leading member of 

the Soviet Ukrainian government, he defended the independence 

of the Ukrainian Party organization and the prerogatives of 

the Ukrainian SSR at various Party Congresses and meetings 

of the USSR Central Executive Committee. In his address to 

the Eleventh Congres s of the RCP (b) on i' larch t 1922, Skrypnyk 

complained of the tendency among the Russian members of the 
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Party to liquidate the statehood of Ukraine and suggested 

that the independence of the CP(b)U should be affirmed, 

. 1 d' . t t t' . th C . f 4 8 1nc u 1ng 1 s represen a-lon ln e omln arm. As the 

author of numerous works on the Soviet nationalities problem, 

Skrypnyk deplored the contradiction betvleen the theoretical 

recognition of national equality and the lack o f its practical 

application . At the Twelfth Con gress of the RCP(b) he 
( 

assailed t .he IIdeep-rooted centralist inertia" and the 

Hussification of Ukraine, citing t:i1e Red Anny as the strongest 

. t f d . l' . 49 1" . lns-rument 0 enatlona lzatl0n. Ho Qlng succeSSlve port-

f ol ios of Co~nissar of Labour, Interior Affairs, Justice, 

Foreign Affairs, and Education, Skrypnyk "championed the 

Hepublic's Ukrainian national personality.,,5 0 During the 

various sessions of the All-Union Central Executive Committee, 

Skrypnyk recomrnended: 1 . extending the legislative pO\vers 

to the Union Republics (november, 1923), 2~ expanding the 

financial and bugetary rights of the Republics (October, 1924 ) , 

3 . permitting Republics to conduct ratification of international 

treaties U1ay , 1925), and 4. non- interference in Republican 

51 cultural affairs (O ctober, 1927) 0 His claim was that "only 

48. R. S . Sullivant, ihid; p. 344. 
49. B. Dmytryshyn, ibiC'lT'"p. 62. There were 60,000 

Ukrainians in t ne;soviet armed forces in 1923. 
50. I. Dzyuba, ibid; p.S7. 
51. J. LawrynenkO-;-ibid; pp. 275-276. Other Ukrainian 

national communi sts such a.s O. Butsenko, H. Hrynko 
and V. Chubar supported Skrypnyk in his proposals 
for strengthening Ukrainian Republican prerogatives. 



in its Ukrainian f o rms can the Soviet state exist in our 

country . ,,52 

There was, however f another dimension to Skrypnyk's 

political outlook. He was foremo s t a loyal Party member 

dedicated to carrying out t h e Party's line even if he was 

in personal disagreement with it. T~is orientation was 

substa ntiated by 11is statement at the First Cong ress of t he 

CP (b ) U where he noted that " communists o f Ukraine in all 

their activities ••• must support the po l icy of the Russian 

Communist Party (Bolshevik ) .,,5 3 Certainly, Skrypnyk did 

. not advocate secession of Ukr aine from the USS R. On the 

contrary, on July, 1918 he declared: "We are now oppo sed 
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to separation, since independence is now a di sguise f o r anti 

Soviet activities.,,54 There is no foundati o n for Postyshev's 

accusation o f Skrypnyk f or separatist t endencies. Following 

Party directives, Skrypnyk " p layed a leading role in the 

destruction of the Shumskyi -Khvylo~yi oppos ition in the 

CP (b ) U. ,,55 He vIas a lso commissioned to write a critique of 

Volobuev 's economic propo sals. Horeover, Skrypnyk "vas never 

willing to p l ace actual, as opposed t o theoretical, sovereignty 

52 . 

53 ~ 

54 . 

55. 

I. Dzyuba, ibid ; p . 11, citing Sk rypnyk ' s speech at 
the Tenth CO"i1g'ress of the CP(b)U in 1928. 
M~ Skrypnyk, Sta tti i oromovy (Articles and Speeches ) 
Vol. 1, pp. 6=7 , c i t. by B. Dmyt ry shyn , ibid; p . 41. 
G. Luckyj, Lite r ary Po l it ics in t he SovietUkraine 
(New York, ~'), p. 13. 
Ukraine: A Conci se En~'yclopedia, Vol. 1, pp. 812 - 13 . 
~--
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and independence of Soviet Ukraine as a condition for his 

remaining a Party member. His suicide on July 8, 1933 'v'las 

both an act of protest and of despair over the course of 

Ukraine's national development. Skrypnyk was rehabilitated 

at the Twentieth Congress of the CPSU in 1956 but his 

writings are not available to the Soviet Ukrainian reader 

to ti1is day. 

In spite of his formidable achievements in tile field 

of Ukrainian national development, H. Skrypnyk cannot be 

classed as a Ukrainian national cOITIDunist. His main area 

of disagreement ",lith other Ukrainian na tional communists 

centered around the question of Ukrainian-Russian relations. 

Ivherea s the former stood for total and uncondi tionaJ. 

independence for Soviet Ukraine in the political as well as 

the cultura1 .and economic sectors of national life, Skrypnyk 

was willing to espouse the cause of greater antonomy for 

the Ukrainian culture and economic system but objected to 

the political separation of Ukraine from Russia. 'rhis line 

of reasoning is found in his writings attacking the Ukapist 

party, Khvylovyi, Shumskyi and Volobuev whom ile accused of 

IIleading toward fascism.,,56 Horeover, as an enthusiast for 

56. Ii. Kosllelivets, ;Jlykola SJ~E;tpnyk (Nunich, 1972 ) , p. 174. 
Skrypnyk I s attacks on Ur~ra~nian national communists 
ar~ cont~ined in artic~es written for Bils~ovyk Ukrainy 
" I\nvylov~sm cilY shumsk~sm" (No.2, 1927), and ,," Z 
pryvodu ekonornichnoi pliatformy n3tsionalizmu 
(No.6, 1928). 



the world proletarian revolution, Skrypnyk believed that 

national oppression of Ukraine by Russia would not be 

resurrected under communist rule. Ukrainian national 
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communists, on the other hand, were not as optimistic about 

the relationship of Russia toward Soviet Ukraine. 

The struggle between Ukrainian national communists 

and their opponents in the 1920' s VIas resolved \vith the 

victory of tile centralist forces who continued to propagate 

policies in the hallowed Russian imperialist tradition. It 

has been noted, however, that: "\t.]ithout the activity of the 

Borotbists and the Ukapists it may be doubted that the Bolsheviks 

would have recognized even the formal existence of the Ukrainian 

Soviet Republic."S? Lenin's concessions to Ukrainian national 

demands were granted on behalf of "revolutionary expediency ' 

or in order to obtain some measure of support for the Bolshevik 

forces in Ukraine. Thus, the first Constitution of the 

Ukraini an SSR of 1919 contained all of the required vestiges 

of sovereignty and inde pendence for Soviet Ukraine. In the 

area of policy decisions however, the Ukrainian government was 

completely subordinate to the directives issued by the Central 

Committee of the RCP(b). Ukrainian national communists 

attempted to change this relationship by insisting on uncondit i onal 

independence of the Ukrainian Party o rganization which would 

then ensure genuine sovereignty for the Ukrainian Soviet Republic. 

57. J. Borys, ~; pp. 265-66. 
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II. UKRAINIAN NATIONAL COrt':1UNISf.1 IN THE 1960' s 

In turning to expressions o f Ukrainian national 

cormnunism in the 1960' s, certain problems of anaysis become 

immediately apparent. For one thing, since the movement 

is in its formative stages, data about it are very incomplete. 

There are virtually no source materials on this subject matter 

written by Western shcolars. Moreover, although ideological 

. platforms and programmatic demands have been formulated, 

there is no evidence of o rganized support for the aims o f 

Ukrainian national communists. Another difficulty consists 

in identifying Ukrainian nati.onal communists from among the 

amalgam of oppo sitional elements. Nany of the dissenters in 

Ukraine are simply voicing their protests against violations 

of socialist legality by the Soviet regime and demanding basic 

civil rights. Others may only be concerned with the implementation 

of certain social and economic reforms. This presents a 

problem of delineating political or apolitical orientations 

contained in the literature of dissent. The whole spectrum 

of dissent in Soviet Ukraine ranges from the ultra-nationali st 

to the religious, the cultural and finally, national communist 

opposition to the existing political system. During the 1960's, 

reformist tendencies predominated a.."tlong Ukrainian national 

communists a lthough there was a noticable shift towa.rd more 

radical solutions by tne end of the decade. Through the means 

of clandestine publications, petitions to Soviet authorities 
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and even more through the examples of personal courage 

and patriotism of Ukrainian dissenters, Ukrainian national 

communi sm is again emerging on the Soviet Ukrainian political 

scene. 

1. GROUP DISSENT 

Expressions of group dissent assume the forms of mass 

signatures on petitions, student demonstrations, and the 

formation of small, clandestine organizations. Since the 

protest movernent is s-t: ill in its nascent phase of IIlegali sm II , 

only tactics o f IIlimited confrontation ll are employed by 

Ukrainian disse nters. For instance, student-organized 

demon s trations at the Shevchenk o monument in Kyiv on Hay 22, 

1964, 1965 and 1967 had the charactex of unofficial celebrations 

conunernorating the anniversary of the interment of Ukraine IS 

nationa l poet Taras Shevchenko. Because these meetings were 

conducted without official sanction by the regime, lIadsninistrative 

measures ll were applied against its organizers. Following the 

1967 demonstration, a collective letter of protest with sixty-

four signatures was dispatched to the General Secretary of 

the CC CPSU L. Brezhnev and First Secretary of the CC CPU 

P. Shelest, objecting against these repressive actions and 

demanding guarantees that such instances would not arise in 

the future . 58 Simi larly, the arrests and trials of dissident 

58. I. Dzyuba, i b id; p. 7 ano. Ukrainskyi . Visnyk 
(Baltimore, ~l), Vol. 2, pp. TbG-lb8. 
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Ukrainian intellectuals in 1965-66, resulted in a collective 

petition to Soviet authorities which included 139 signatures. 

Another example of a collective protest is found in the 

letter addressed to the Chairman of the Ul~rainian Council 

o f Ministers V. Shcherbytskyi and Secretary of the CC CPU 

F. D. Ovcharenko by the creative intelligentsia of Dnip ro petrov sk 

i n 1 96 8 r documenting cases of Ukrainophobia and demanding 

that the campaign against O. Honchar's novel Sobor (The 

Cathedral ) be terminated. 59 Many of the signatories to these 

petio ns were later relieved of their Party member ship and 

deprived of job opportunities. 

The first expression of group dissent by Ukrainian 

national communists in the 1960's appeared in an organization 

c alling itself the Ukrainian Workers' and Peasants' Union 

( UV~PU ) . The inaugural meeting held on November 6, 1960 

represented, in the words of one writer, " ~he beginning of 

a pro test movement aimed at securing legal guarantees of 

6 0 Ukrainia n statehood." The ideological principles and 

programmatic demands of the UlvPU have been examined in the 

59. "Lyst tvorchoi molodi Dnipropetrovsk a" (Letter b y 
the Youth of Dnipropetrovsk ) , Suchasnist (February, 
1969 ) , pp. 78 -85. In 196 4, a group 'of Ukrainian 
conu"llUnists appealed to all Socialist parties to condemn 
the regime 's Ru ssification polic ies . See: "Zvernennia 
do komunistiv useho 5vitu" (An l~ppeal to Communists 
Throughout tile Whole h'orld), Suci1asn ist (December , 
1969 ) , pp. 92-98. 

6 0. G. Luckyj, "Turmoil in the Ukraine" in A. Brumberg 
(ed. ) , In Quest of Justice (New York, 1970 ) , p. 56. 
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preceeding chapter. Data on the members o f this group, 

their professional qualifications and the prison sentences 

impo sed upon the, are listed in Table 4 of Appendix c. 

Inf ormation on the existence and the program of the UWPU 

\vas c ompiled on the basis of petitions and complaints addressed 

b y the group ' s organizers Lev Lukianenko and Ivan IZandyba to 

. , .. d ff ' ., 61 Sov1et U~ra1nlan Party an State 0 .lC1aLS. 

On May, 1961 f seven members of the UWPU were tried 

by the Lviv District Court on charges of treason for conspiring 

t o establish a political organization whose express purpose 

was to bring about the secession of the Ukrainian SSR from 

the Soviet Union. The Ukrainian Supreme Court subsequently 

revi s ed the charge of treason to one of conducting anti-Soviet 

propaganda and agitation (Article 62 of the Criminal Code 

of the Ukrainian SS1<. ) .62 Dur ing the pre- trial investigations 

61. 

62. 

These documents were published in the '''lest under the 
ti~le £krainski..L~..e'LEirQ.. sudom s~G~ in 196~. 
Th1S article has Deen us e d to conv1ct most or the 
Ukrainian di ssenters in the 1960's. It r eads as 
f o llm'ls: "l'l.gi ta tion or propaganda conducted for the 
pu rpose of undermini ng o r weakening the Soviet' rule 
or co~~ittin0 certain particularly dangerous crimes 
against t118 State; the spreading, for the same 
purpose, of slanderous fabrications which discredit 
the Soviet state and social system~ as Ivell as the 
circulation , pro6uction or keeping for the same purpose, 
o f literature o f similar contents - are punishable by 
i mprisonment fo1:' a term from six montJ.1S to seven years, 
o r else by banishment for thet.erra of two to five years. 
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and the trial proceedings, a number of procedural, legal and 

constitutional norms vlere violated by the judicial organs . 

The trials were held in camera contrary to statute 91 of the 

Ukrainian SSR constitution. Moreover, the proceedings were 

conducted in Russian contrary to statute 90 of the consti tution 

and Article 19 of the Crimi na l Code of the Ukrainian SSR. 

Finally, sentences ranging from seven to fifteen years were 

not declared publicly, which contravened Article 20 of the 

Criminal Code. Since three of the defendants were practicing 

lawyers, they were qualified to note these legal transgressions 

and discrepancies ; consequently, the UWPU has been dubbed 

as the "lawyers' group." 

A number of interesting sidelights were revealed in 

the course of the trial proceedings against members of the 

UWPU. The contempt for the Ukrainian language displayed by 

the State Prosecutor Starikov mirrored the attitudes o f an 

earlier generation o f Russian Bolsheviks. Self-determination 

was considered to be appropriate for former l->. frican and Asian 

colonies but not for the Ukrainian SSR. Denisov, an 

investigative officer for the KGB assured Lukianenko that 

the Soviet constitution was written merely for "foreign 

consumption. ,,63 He also stated that had members of the m']PU 

been able to organize mass demonstrations in support o f secessionist 

64 demands, they would have been crushed by government troops. 

63. Ukrainski yurysty pid sudom KGB, p. 81 . 
64. !£~; p. 82'. 
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The territorial inviolability of the USSR took precedence 

over any constitutional guarantees. 

The defendants argued that Ukraine's right to self-

determination was an integral part of the CPSU program, of 

the United Nation's Declaration on Human Rights of which 

the Soviet Union was a signatory. They claimed that they 

had a democratic right, in conformity with Soviet law and 

Marxist ideology, to advocate the case of Ukraine's secession 

from the USSR. One of the political prisoners, I. Kandyba, 

demanded to be transferred from the Nordovian ASSR force -

labour camp to Ukraine, in order that he could be lire-educated" 

in his native land. 65 Five of the defendants had professional 

qualifications; four of them were members of the CPSU. They 

may have been guilty of a certain political naivet: but 

hardly of treasonable activity against the State. 

Two other organizations of Ukrainian dissenters 

in the Western Ukraine were uncovered by the KGB in the 

1960's. Tried in December, 1961, on charges of advocating 

secession of Soviet Ukraine were twenty members of a group 

called The Ukrainian National Committee. In connection with 

this trial , two of its members - Ivan Koval and Bohdan Hrytsyna, 

b h f · d 66 ot workers r om LV1V, were execute • Most of the other 

65. Ibid; p. 55. 
66. 113~.3> p. 46. 
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defendants were s entenced to terms ranging from ten to 

fifteen years. Another group, o rqanized by Dmytro Kvetsko, 

named the Ukrainian National Front was tried in Ivano-Frankivsk 

during 1967 -6 8. 67 This organization had nine members and 
8 

published a ne\:Jsletter ~~.shchyna i Svoboda (Fatherland 

and Freedom). '1'11ere are some indication s that this group had 

a nationali st rather than a national comruunist orientation in 

its political program. A list of the members o f both 

organi zations is found in Table 5 o f Appendix c . 

2. INDIVIDUAL DISSENT 

The most widespread form of dissent in the 1960's 

was expressed on an individual basis. It ranged from protests 

by self-immolation to the distribution of clandes·tine publications 

and the writing of poetry contrary to the canons of socialist 

realism . In this respect, Ukrainian disse nters followed the 

pattern of mainstream dissent found in the soviet Union , with, 

ho'wever, one important exception . 1\s well as voicing concer n 

over the violations of Socialist legality and the lack of 

effective civil rights, Ukrainian dissenters protested against 

the Russification of Ukrainian public life and expressed 

demands for their national rights, including full equality and 

sovereignty for the Ukrainian SSR. In the Uk rainian literature 

67. "Aresllty i sudovi protsesy v Ivano-Frankivskornu" 
(Arrests ~nd Trial Proceedings in Ivano-Frankivsk ) 
Sucha.snist (i·larc ll, 1969) r pp. 101-1 02. Host of 
rts 'members received sentences ranging from eleven 
to fifteen years. 
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of d issent, the nationality issue takes precedence over any 

other demands. National rights are linked \vi th human and 

civil rights, proposals for democratic reforP:ls are posited 

o n the basis of current national needs. It is this devotion 

t o the Ukrainian national cause, this concern with the fate 

o f the Ukrainian nation, that serves as a well-spring for 

protest by the individual dissenters. 

No t all of the Ukrainian dissenters, naturally, 

subscribe to the political philosphy of UJ~rainian national 

communism. Some of them perceive their opposition to the 

regime as a part of their civic duty or t h eir personal belief; 

o thers propose a nationalist and anti-corrununist solution for 

Ukraine. There is also a sizable community of religious dis s enter s 

consisting mainly of Evangelical Christians and Uk rainian 

Catholics. According to one source, there were 140 Ukrainian 

political prisoners and 82 Ukrainian religious dissenters 

c onfined in the Hordovian hard- labor camps during 1967 p
68 

A number of these political prisoners have no connections with 

the Ukrainian national cownunist movement. Similarly, from 

the list of nineteen Ukraini an di ssenters sentence d during 

the 1965-66 trials, only a minority would identify themselves 

,. -, " t' 1 ,69 
w~ til Uj~ra~n~an na lona communlsm •• 

68. Ia nichoho u va s ne Eroshu (Toronto, 1968 ) , pp . 112-120 . 
69. See: - 'I'able 3 i n Appenaix C. 
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One of the most pr~valent f orms of individual 

di ssent consists in the writing o f complaints and petitions 

to Soviet authorities. Certainly this is a much safer course 

of action than joining an or9anization which is under police 

surveillance. ~ndividual dis senters have,generally, received 

much lighter prison sentences than members of organized 

gro ups. There are u s ually some personal or professional 

connections between the individual signatories to petitions. 

For instance, a letter addressed to the editors of Literaturna 

Ukraina in 1968 f defending both V. Chornovil and S. Karavanskyi, 

was signed by such literateurs as I. Dzyuba, E. Sverstiuk 

70 and L. Kostenko. Another letter directed t o the United 

Nations Human Rights Cornmission, protesting against the inhuman 

conditions in the forced-labour camps, was written h y the 

. .. d d' k 71 po11t1cal pr1soners I. Kan yba, M. Horyn an L. Luk1anen o . 

Ot her prisoners have written petitions pro testing against the 

issues of Russification and denial of civil rights as \1ell as 

about the lega l transgressions during the course of their 

trials. These include I. Hel, P. Zalyvakha and M. Masiutko . 

70 . "Vidkrytyi lyst do redaktsii Li teraturnoi Dkrainy" 
(Open Letter t o the Editorial Board of 'Literaturna 
Ukraina' ) , Suchas nist (February, 1969 ) , pp. 86 - 88. 

71 "Lyst do Kor~ i sii Oknorony Prav Liudyny v Orhanizatsii 
Obj ednanykh Hatsii" (Lett.er to the Commission on 
Defence o f Human Rights at the United Nations), 
Suchasnist (Oc -toner; 1969), pp. 104-105. 
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The technique of writing petitions is employed by 

Ukrainian national communists in order to publicise their 

progranuna tic demands. 110st of the copies of these petitions 

receive a wide circulation through the clandestine network, 

thus acquainting the mass population of the political processes 

and programs of the Ukrainian dissenters. Both the first 

part of V. Chornovil's Hisfortune p,from Intellect and I. Dzyuba' s 

Internationali sm or Russification were initially addressed 

to Soviet Ukrainian Party and State officials, but subsequently 

reached a large reading public. Sim~larly, A. Koval's letter 

to the deputies of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR 

was intended for a wider audience. The memoranda written 

by I. Kandyba to the First Secretary of the CC CPU P. Shelest 

and by L. Lukianenko to the Procurator General of USSR 

Re Ao Ruclenko were probably aimed at disse minating the ideas 

of Ukrainian national communism. Probably the most prolific 

writer of petitions is S. Karavanskyi. His petition to the 

USSR Council of Nationalities cited instances of national 

discrimination and demanded certain rectifications in the 

Soviet nationalities policy. Petitions are also designed 

to stimulate political awareness and present a counter

definition of reality for the Ukrainian popUlation. For 

instance, II Dzyuba's well -known petition contains the 

following reference: 



Only on the condition of the total 
recongnition and deep understanding 
of the Ukra ine's right to separation 
and independence will it be possible 
to carry out a pro gramme of national 
construction that will full y satisfy 
national needs. 72 
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Various tactics of protest are utilized by individua l 

dissenters. There are techniques of civil disobedience, as 

in the case of V. Chornovil WllO refused to testify at a 

closed hearing in 1966 because he considered it to be illegal 

and unconstitutional. A more radical fonn of protest took 

place on November 5, 1968 in Kyiv, wh"en Vasyl O. Hakukh 

inlffiola ted 11ir\1self after making a speech in which he condemned 

the Russification of Ukraine and called on his listeners to 

. , . . f ff· 73 remonstrate aga~nst t!1~S si.:a"C.e 0 a_ a~rs. In that same 

year, workers from the Kyiv hydro - electrical plant, Oleksandr 

Nazarenko, Vasyl Kondriukov and Valentyn Karpenko printed and 

distributed circulars objecting against the proscription to 

hold a Shevchen k o memorial meeting.
74 

Merely the possession 

of \vhat are classed as "anti-Soviet documents" is in itself 

an individual act of dissent since their owner is liable to 

be convicted under Article 62 of the Ukr. SSR Criminal code. 75 

72. 
73. 
74. 
75. 

I . Dzyuba, ibid; p. 98. 
~.Eains.kyi ~~, ~; p. 13. 
Ibid; pp. 16-2 • 
Ma"t'erials considered to be seditious at the 1966 trials 
included the united Nations Declaration of Human Rights, 
an encyclical by Pope John X~,{III , and the address by 
President D. Eisenhm,rer on ~June 27, 196 4 at the unveiling 
of the Shevchenko memorial in Washington, D.C. 



Another act o f protest took place in Kyiv in 1967 when a 

studen·t Yurij Moskalenko and a worker Viktor Kuksa raised 

a Ukrainian nationalist flag with the inscription: "Ukraine 

is not dead yet.,, 76 Not all of the individual dissenters 

are necessarily incarcerated by the regime. For instance, 

I. Dzyuba and I. Svi tlychnyi both prom.inene figures in the 

Ukrainian dissent movement, have not suffered excessive 

persecution in the 1960's as a result of their activities. 77 

It is also noteworthy that while group dissent has been 

confined mostly to Western Ukraine, individual dissent was 

expressed in all the regions of the Ukrainian SSR. There is 
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a growing trend, moreover, for individuals in the twenties age 

group to become involved in the defence and propagation of 

Ukrainian national prerogatives. 

The repressions of the Ukrainian dissenters by the 

Soviet regime in the 1960's have created a new generation of 

Ukrainian martyrs. Their solidarity and civic courage, their 

readiness to sacrifice personal considerations for a caus e they 

believe in - all of these qualities are a totally new developmen t 

in the annals of Soviet Ukrainian history. Simply the willingne ss 

76. "Zasudzheni v inshykh protsesakh" (Convicted at 
Other 'I'rials ) , Suchasni s t. ( i '~a rch, 1969 ) , p. 103. 

77. Beginning \vith ,January-;-r972, the regime inaugura ted 
a new series of witch-hunts against Ukrainian dis s enters . 
I. Svit1ychnyi , V. Chornovi1 and Ye ~ Sverstiuk were 
arrested for " a nti -Soviet activi t ies" . Source: 
Radians ka Uk r a ina , Februa ry 11, 1972, p. 2. I. Dzyuba 
was "expeI'Ie C1 f rorn the Ukr a inian Writers' Union and 
arrested in April, 1972. 



to express one's convictions without fear or abject re-

cantation is a giant progression from the soviet Ukrainian 

prototype o f the Stalinist period$ The cynicism and career 

opportunism of the Khrushchovian era are being replaced by 
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a rediscovery of one's national identity and an awareness of 

national needs. A new Soviet Ukrainian patriotism is 

attracting an increasing number of converts disenchanted by 

the false internationalism propounded by the current collective 

leadership. Much of the credit for awakening the Ukrainian 

people to a sense of national responsibility and a realization 

of their nationa l rights must be assigned to Ukrainian national 

communi sts. 7 [3 'Through the Vlri tings of I. Dzyuba, V. Chornovil 

and I. Kandyba f by the personal example of L. Lukianenko, 

V. Moroz and S. Karavanskyi, Ukrainians have begun to conceptual ize 

the viable al~ernative of a sovereign and independent Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic. 

78. Biographical sketches on Ukrainian national communists 
Dzyubn, Chornovil , Lukianenko and Karavanskyi 
are provided in Appendix A. 



CONCLUSION 

It is axiomatic to state that a subject matter of 

scholarly research can never be fully and definitely 

exhausted. This certainly applies to the research topic 

under consideration. Indeed, in attempting to focus on the 

highlights of Ukrainian national communism, a certain amount 

of in-depth analysis and a considerable quantity of detailed 

material had to be deleted. For insfance, the linguistic 

question, the econonic issue or the various aspects of 

Russification deserve a more detailed and separate treatment. 

One other feature of Ukrainian national communism that wa s 

not discussed sufficiently concerned the question of support, 

or more specifically, regional professional or external 

support extended to the aims of activities of Ukrainian national 

conununists. 

with regard to the regional variations, Western 

Ukraine (Halychyna or Galicia ) has traditionally provided 

the strongest support for Ukrainian national objectives. It 

is also interesting to note that in the 1960's organized 

formations of Ukrainian national comnmnists originated in 

Western Ukraine e Similarly, prominent Ukrainian dis s enters, 

such as V. i,loroz, V. Ci10rnovil and L. Lukianenko, crystallized 

their programs of action while residing in that territory of 

Ukraine. One explanation for this development is that it 
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was only in 1939 that Western Ukra ine was incorporated into 

the Ukrainian SSR after several decades of Polish rule under 

which nationalist sentiments found organized forms of 

expression. Soviet authorities still consider Western Ukraine 

as a breeding ground for "bourgeois nationalists." 

The question of support for t.he aims of Ukrainian 

national communism has been discussed in a preceeding chapter. 

presently, the mainstay of support comes from members of 

the so-called "creat.ive" intelligentsia, with isolated 

instances of workers and students rallying to the cause of 

Ukrainian national communism. There is, however, no co 

ordinating network among the various groups espousing 

Ukrainian national interests. Most technocrats, State 

functionaries and other elite groups in the Soviet political 

system are either indifferent or hostile to Ukrainian national 

aspirations. It is also almost impossible to determine and 

evaluate the degree of support extended to Ukrainian national 

communists by the CPU leadership. Currently, most responsible 

positions in the Soviet Ukrainian Party and State apparati 

are occupied by nominal Ukrainians, yet Ukrainian national 

or even cultural demands receive little support from that 

quarter. One could draw the analogy between members of the 

Soviet Ukrainian political elite and the Irish and Scottish 

administrators ~,vho were actively involved in expanding the 

British Empire. Other possible sources of support for the 
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objectives of Ukrainian national communists might be gleaned 

from the Italian and Canadian Communist parties. l 

Ukrainian national communism has undergone considerable 

structural changes during the fity-odd years of Soviet rule. 

The mass organizations which espoused Ukrainian national 

cOlNaunist programmes in the former years have been replaced 

by small, clandestine groups in the 1960's. Tactics and 

strategies have also changed. For instance, leading Ukrainian 

national communists in the 1920's utilized their positions 

of power for initiating change through pol.itical channels. 

Ukrainian national conmmnists of the 1960' s, on the other 

hand, were essentailly on the defensive. Their main efforts 

centered around expressions of protests against violations of 

constitutional, legal and moral norms and against the 

exploitative character of Ukrainian-Russian relations. One 

aspect of Ukrainian national communism, however, has remained 

virtually unaltered. Its proponents have continuously emphasized 

the imperative for a practical, as opposed to theoretical 

implementation of sovereignty and independence for the 

Ukrainian SSR. 

There are several difficulties which confront the 

current exponents of Ukrainian national communism. The 

1. See: "Report of The Delegation to Ukraine" in 
Vie\vpoint, Central Committee Bulletin, Communist 
Pa."rtY· o f Canada I V c January, 1968, p. 5. 



political-administrative framework of Soviet Ukraine is in 

the hands of centralists, committed to the preservation of 
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the status quo, unsympathetic to Ukrainian national aspirations 

and implacably opposed to any proposals for the secession 

of Ukraine from the USSR. Ukrainian national culture is 

retained in a "provincial" position, no provisions are in 

effect for a national education in Ukrainian educational 

institutions, and Russif ication is making increasing inroads 

into Ukrainian national life. As a result, many Ukrainians 

are beset by a national inferiority complex, a spirit of 

resignation and indifference to Ukrainian national needs . 

Cadre exchanges and mass resettlements of the Ukrainian 

population weaken Ukrainian national strength and contribute 

to the progressive loss of Ukrainian territorial sovereignty. 

Host importantly, there is no viable method for testinSJ Ukraine's 

right of secession. Constitutional arguments by themselves 

are totally inadequatee For instance, "the right of free with-

drawal" (Article 17) is complicated by the fact that in Jche 

event of a divergence betv!een the law of a Republic and the 

law of the Union, the latter prevails (Article 20 ) • f1oreover, 

Republican ministries are subordinate to Union decrees 

(Article 69), jurisdiction over the State budget, defence, 

foreign affairs, trade relations and alterations of boundaries 

is reserved exclusively to the central government (Article 14), 

and every Soviet Ukrainian holds USSR citizenship. All of 

these factors have prompted Ukrainian national communists 
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to voice demands for a new constitution in which Ukraine 

would be guaranteed the status of a sovereign and independent 

national state. 

In our examination of Ukrainian national communism, 

we centered on its ideological components and programmatic 

demands as they have expressed themselves in the writings 

of its major proponents: DO l<hv yl i, I. Dzyuba's 

Interna tic:.n~lism or ,Russif ica tion 2" tile ~1emorandum of the 

UCP to the Comintern, as well as documentary material by 

V. Chornovil, S. Karavanskyi and L. Lukianenko. We have sought 

to identify the similarities and differences, both in terms 

of programs and strategies, of Ukrainian national communists 

during the periods of 1920's and 1960's respectively. In 

addi tion, we have a lso a tter.lpted to describe the political 

actors and the political processes that have furthered and 

supported the aims of Uk rainian national cOJTh"Uunism. The 

early generation of Ukrainian national communists progressed 

from a stage of disillusionment to one of physical liquidation. 

What fate has in store for the current proponents of Ukrainian 

national comnunism is still uncertain. 

There remain, of course, a nurnbe r of problems for 

further analysis. How does one separate Ukrainian national 

communists from among the ama lgam of dissenters in the USSR? 

\~ill Ukrainian national cornmunists advance from the phase 

of "legalism" to the stage of direct confrontation with regime? 

What strategy should they adopt in order to win allies and 
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support from "the Ukrainian mass population? AnsY-lers to these 

questions would clear up many uncertainties about the strength 

and the prospects of Ukrainian national communism. 

Nationali ty dissent in Ukraine encompasses three-

fold dema nds fo1';' cultural rights, civil righ"ts and political 

change. At its simplest level, it registers objections against 

national annihilation and focuses on the retention o f a 

national identity; its maximwn aim is political independence 

for Ukraine. This involves the rejection of ideological dogma 

and the positing of alternate solutions to those profferred 

by the regime. The motivations o f dissenters are primarily 

of a moral character that emphasize the principle o f justice 

and the issue of freedom, linking democratic and humanist 

value s with Ukrainian national rights and aspirations. This 

forms the essence of I. Dzyuba's appeal for "freedom f o r 

honest, public discussion of national matters, freedom for 

national choice, freedom for national self-knowledge, self

awareness, self-c1evelopment. ,,2 The passionate concern for 

the fate o f the Ukrainian nation shared by Ukrainian dissenters 

is probably the greatest source of strength of the movement. 

This corrunitment enables individual dissenters to sacrifice 

personal freedom and personal comfort for a cause they believe ine 

The cause is one of self-determination o r the right of 

Ukrainians to determine the course of their nation's development. 

What are the prospects of Ukrainian national 

communism for the 1970's? On the basis of the assembled 

2. I. Dzyuba, ~bid; p. 213. 
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evidence, it may be assumed that both protests against 

violations of consti tutional rights ar~_d demands for socio

political reforms are likely to find more \videspread and 

diverse forms of expression. 'rhis Vlould involve an increasing 

circulation of petitions a nd progranm1atic documents exposing 

the anti-Ukrainian bias of t~e regime and demanding just and 

democratic solutions to the Ukrainian nationality problem. 

The incipient trend toward pluralism in Soviet society could 

lead toward a clearer demarcation between the jurisdictions 

of the Party and State apparata. Such a development could 

then permit Ukrainian national communists to implement their 

policies wi thin t~lese decentrali zed spheres of inf luence. 

Also, internal changes in the Party's structure could result 

in the replacement of doctrinaire conse r vatives in positions 

of power by individuals more responsive to Ukrainian national 

demands. One should, moreover, not discount the possiLility 

of a crisis situation developing in the USSR as, for instance, 

an armed conf lict with Corn."Tlunist China, which would then 

provide Ukrainian national communists with a favourable opportunity 

for achieving their objectives. Ultimately, the success or 

failure of Ukrainian national communism hinges on the degree 

of support it is able to obtain from the Ukrainian mass 

population. 

The contention that all-pervasive controls by the 

State can mould the convictions of its SUbjects becomes 

insupportable ,.;hen one examines the development of Ukrainian 
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national co~~unism. In spite of the f o rmidable machinery 

of propaganda and repression commanded by the Soviet regime, 

Ukrainian national communists continue to express their 

opposition to the official course of the Soviet nationalities 

policy and to defend Ukraine's right to sovereignty and 

independence. This fact demonstrates the contention that 

no amount of surveillance and political education is able 

to silence dissenters protesting against national injustices 

and demanding the righ·t t o determine their 0\'ll1 national 

destiny. A careful asseSSQent of the meaning and potentialities 

of Ukrainian national communism might provide political 

decision-makers with the basis for a m6re rational policy 

toward political developme nts in the Soviet Union. 

• • • , • • • • • c • • • e 



APPENDIX A 

BIBLIOGR}\~PHICAL P ROFILE S 

~J.akyt:.:.yi, Vas:!1 H . (1895-1925 ) . Pseudonym of V. Ellanskyi. 

Borotbist leader elected to the CC CP (B) U in 192 0 on Lenin's 

directives. Editor of Borotba and visti VUKr. TsVK and 

principal o rganizer of the literary group "Hart" '-·;hich 

promoted the aims of Ukra inian natiOl~al conununism. In. his 

article "Future Tasks of the Party", Blakytnyi analyzed 

the CP (b ) U as aRussif ied, bureaucratic clique and condemned 

the assigru--ne nt: of Russ ian cadres to the Ukrainian republic 

as a device for f u rthering centralism. 

Chornovil, Vyacheslav. (1938 -
_ £AL II Journalist and secretary 

of a Komsomol organization, assigned t o cover the trials of 

Ukrainian dissenters in Lviv during 1965- 66. Chornovil 

docume nted the illegal practices and procedures employed by 

the KGB and the judcia l organ s in the course of the arrests, 

investigations and trials of the defendants, sending copie s 

of his brief to top judicial, police and Party o ffi cials. 

He also compiled a collection o f materials on the twenty men 

and women a rres ted in 1965, including biographical data, 

letters, poems a nd petitions, which was subsequently publi shed 
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in the West as The Chornovil Papers. In 1967, Chornovil 

was arrested on a charge of possessin(J "anti" Soviet documents \! 

and sentenced to three years of hard labour (later commuted 

to eighteen months ) • 

D z~ba, Ivan (1931- A literary critic of considerable 

reputation, Dzyuba has been regarded as the unofficial 

leader for the cause of greater intellectual freedom in 

Ukraine. On September 29, 1966, Dzyuba delivered a speech 

at Babyi Yar in which he condemned anti - Semitism in the USSR 

and advocated greater Ukra.inian-Jevvish under standing and 

cooperation. In his trea tis8 .I:!!.~rna tiona li sm ~.r. Rus sif i cati~!.~? , 

Dzyuba documents instances of Russian chauvini s m o.nd assigns 

the blame for the current discontent in Ukraine on the 

Russification policies of the Soviet regime. 

Karavanskyi, Sviatoslav (1920- Philologis t and translator, 

sentenced to hlenty-five years imprisonment in 1945, but 

released in 1960 on the basis of an ililmesty decree. Disturbe d 

by the growing Russification of Ukrainian universities, 

Karavanskyi wrote articles and letters to Soviet authorities 

accusing the Minister of Higher Education in the Ukrainian SSR 

Yu. Dadenkov of Russifying the Ukrainian education system. 

Arrested on November 13, 1965, Karavanskyi was s e ntenced, 

wi thout investiga·tion or trial, t:o eight year s and seven 

months in hard - labor camps. 



~~baf Ivan O. (1930- Lawyer by profession, sentenced 

t o tvlelva years imprisonment in connection with his member 

ship in the UWPU. 

Khvy1 ovy:h., ~'~ykola (1891-1933 ) Pseud onym of N . Filitov • 

Exponent of revolutionary national romanticism in Ukraianian 

literature. Founded the literary organization "Vaplite" 

which Lecame involved in cultural politics during the 1920's . 

I<hvy10vyi's outlook of a Ukrainian national cornmunist was 

expressed in his pamphlet "Dkraina chy Malorossia?'1 (Ukra i ne 

or Little Russi a ?) and by his slogan "away from Boscow." 

!!.aps hY~.1:~.J' i , YUEli. Leader of the "Federalist II faction of 

the CP (b ) U which organized the Gomel Conference on November 

1919 demanding that Ukrainian SSR be accorded the status of 
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a sovereign republic. On February 1920, Lapchynskyi submitte d 

a brief entitled "Proposals for Resolution on the Nationality 

Question" in which he suggeste d that the CP(b)U be reorgani zed 

as a separate section of the Cominform. Ousted from the 

CP (b ) U, Lapchynskyi joined the Ukrainian Communist Party 

(Ukapisty ) and became a member of its Central Committe e. 

~~.ianenko I Le v H. (1927- Chief organizer of the UWPU , 

graduate of the Moscow State University law faculty, CPSU 

member, employed as a State propagandist in Wester Ukraine, 

Lukianenko was sentenced to fifteen years imprisonment in 

connection with the trials of the " la\'lyers' group" during t·1a y, 1961 . 



~zlakh, Serhij. Pseudonym of S. Robsmano Co-author of 

Do Khvyli, journalist by profession, Jewish by nationality, 

Maz lakh was not an active participant in the "nationalist 

deviations" during the initial period of Soviet rule. He 

was liquidated during the Yezhovshchyna reign of terror in 

the 19 3 0' s. 

tero z, ..Yl:.lent~ (1936- History lecturer and author 

o f "Chronicle of Resistance," "ArClong the Snows" and 

l<eP.£Et. _:£E.~m_ the Ber ia Reserve - a devastating indictment 

of the brutality in Soviet forced labor camps as well as 
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a commentary on the struggle between despotism and individualism. 

Sentenced to four years imprisonment in 1966, Moroz was 

released in Septernber, 1969 only t o be reasrrested in ,June 

1970 and given an additional sentence of fourteen years for 

allegedly conducting "anti-Soviet propaganda and agitation" 

(hrticle 62 o f the Criminal Code of the Ukrainian SSR) . 

Shakhrai, Va~y.l . principal au thor of Do Khvy li (On the 

Current Situation), the first programmatic statement of 

Ukrainian national communism. Shakhrai also wrote a brochure 

entitled Revolutsia na Ukraini (Revolution in Ukraine ) under 

the pseudonym V. Skorovstanskyi. As an old Bolshevik, he 

was appointed People's Commis sar for Nilitary Affairs in the 

first Ukrainian Soviet government and its delega-te to the 

Brest- Litovsk peace treaty negotiations. An active participant 

at the Taganrog Conference (April 18-2 0 , 1918), Shakhrai 



favoured the establishnent of an independent Ukrainian 

Party organization. Expelled from the Party in June 1919 
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for his "nationalist deviations", he was executed by Denikin's 

troops in 1919. 

Shumskyi, OleJ~sa'ndr. As People I s Commissar for Education 

and editor-in- chief of Chervonyi Shliakh p Shumskyi actively 

promoted the Ukrainization of Party and State organizations 

during the period 1923-1926. The Communist Party o f Western 

Ukraine (KPZU ) supported Shumskyi in his disagreements with 

L. Kaganovich which resulted in the expUlsion o f the majority 

of its members in 1928. 

Skryp"~(, I-1yl':.o~ (1872-1933 ) . One of the founders of the 

CP (b ) U who defended the independence of the Ukrainian Party 

organization and the prerogatives of Soviet Ukraine at 

various Party Congresses and Conferences. In his capacity 

as Commissar of Education from 1927· to 1933, Skrypnyk 

championed ble cause of Ukrainization. He ,vas also the co 

architect of the first Soviet constitution and the author 

of a number of articles and books dealing with the Soviet 

nationalities problem. 

S~~nk£! Vasyl (1935-1963) Due to his concern with justice 

and freedom for Ukraine and other non-Russian nationalities, 

Symonenko's poetry of high artistic merit has won a considerable 

following among Ukra inian youth. A posthumous collection 

o f Symonenko ' s wri tings was published in the ~vest under the 
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title Bereh Chekan (The Shore of Expectations ) . 

Y?lobuev, }'lYkhailo. Lecturer at the Institute of Economics 

at Kharkiv (Kharkov ) , member of the CP(b)U whose articles 

"On the Problem of Ukrainian Economics " published in 

~ilsnovyk Ukrainy in 1928 argued the case for an independent 

economic system for the Ukrainian SSR. After his thesis of 

Russia's exploitation of Ukraine was attacked in the Party 

press, Volobuev confessed his errors and disappeared from 

public life. 

~kev1.ch~ Lev (18 85-1918 ) Editor of Borotba, a publication 

of the Ukrainian Social Democratic \vorkers' Party (US DI"lP ) , 

financial backer of the S. D. publishing house "Dzvin". 

Engaged in a polemical d ebate with Lenin, Yurkevych defended 

the right of the USDRP to organize itself as a separate wing 

of the RSDRP. 



APPEnDIX B 

FORHATIONS OF UKRAINIAN NATIONAL COHHUNISTS 

~orotbisty (Ukrainian Communist Party ' (Borotbist ) . 

This first organi zed group of Ukrainian national communists 

came into existence in August, 1919 through the merger of 

the "independent left-wing" of the Ukrainian Social 

. Democratic Revolutionary Party (USDRP ) ''lith the left-vYing 

of the Ukrainian Socialist Revolutionaries' (Borotbist

Communist). At its founding convention, the Borotbist party 

numbered some 15,000 members. The Borotbist political 

programme was commited to the establishment of an independent 

Ukrainian state, the formation of a separate Ukrainian Red 

Army, and to assuming the leadership of tile Ukrainian communist 

movement. Following the dissolution of the Borot:.bist party 

on the recommendations of the Comintern in ~1arch, 1920, about 

4, ,000 Borotbists joined the CP (b) u. This influx of nationally 

conscious Ukrainians into the ranks of the Russified CP (b) U 

revitalized the forces of Ukrainian national communisr:l e Many 

former Borotbists, such as O. Shumskyi (Minister of Education ) • 

L • Kovaliv (Deputy Minister of Foreign Affairs ), M. Poloz 

(Finance r·1inister), and H. Hrynko {Head of Gosplan} participated 

actively in the Ukrainization policies of the 1920's. 
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Federalists. This factional grouping within the CP (b }U 

d erived its name from its preference for a federalist 

structure o f Soviet republics, COfi'L.'llensurate with increased 

autho rity f o r Ukrainian Party and State administrations. 
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Ho st o f its members were drawn from the Volyn (Volhynia ) and 

Chernihiv (Chernigov ) Party organizations. In November, 1919, 

the Federalists, under the leadership of Yu. Lapchynskyi, 

c onvened a conference in Gomel without official approbation 

from the CC RCP. At this conference, demands were made for 

a n independent status of the CP (b ) U and for greater power 

over decision-making by the Ukrainian government. As a 

result o f their factional activity, prominent Federalists 

such as p. Slynko, P. Popov and S. Kyrychenko were expelled 

from the CP (b ) U in June 20 p 192 0 . 

Ukapis~ (Ukrainian Communist Party ) . This group of 

Ukrainian national communists functioned as a legal opposition 

party to the CP (b)U in the pe riod 1920 - 1924. The Ukrainian 

Conununist Party (UCP ) "vas formed on January 22, 1 9 2 0 by 

left-wing "independents " among the Ukrainian Social Democratic 

Workers' Party (USDI'lP ) . In 1921, its membership numbered 

around five hundred. Ideologically stronger than the Borotbists, 

the UCP cultivated a "scientific approach" to social problems. 

Its weekly publication Chervonyi Prapor (Red Banner ) accused 

the Soviet g overnment of its anti-Ukrainian character and 

demanded tIle total separation of Ukrainian SSR from RSFSR. 

Unlike the Borotbists, however, the Ukapists were unable to 
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attract a mass following and remained a small group of 

intellectuals who conceived their task as working \·.,i th 

the Russified proletariat in Ukrainian urban centers. The 

absence of viable prospects contributed to its process of 

gradual disintegration. In 1924, the UCP was ordered by 

the CorninfOl.:m to dissolve itself and to merge \vith the CP (b ) U. 

This closed the chapter of a unique phenomenon in Soviet 

history where the ruling communist Party tolerated the 

existence of another political organization with the Soviet 

political system. Prominent UCP leaders such as M. Tkatchenko, 

A. Richytskyi and H . Avdienko 'tlere repressed and liquidated 

in the 1930's~ 

~=i?~~!.: nNat~l commi.ttee (UNC). This clandestine group 

advocated the secession of Ukrainian SSR fromthe Soviet 

Union. It consisted mainly of factory ,'lorkers from the Lviv 

district. Brought before trial on December, 1961, twenty 

members of the group received sentences ranging from death 

by execution ( I. T. Koval and B. Hrytsyna) to ten years 

imprisonment. 

Ukrainian National Front (UN? ) . This group functioned in 

a clandestine fashion during the period 1964-67. It published 

an underground journal Batkivshchyna i Svoboda (Fatherland 

and Freedom ) where it appealed for the liberation of Ukraine 

from the USSR and called for the consolidation of all 

Ukrainian forces around the UNF. The group also submitted a 



memorandum to the 23rd Congress of the CPSU and to the First 

Secretary of the CPU P. Shelest demanding rectification of 

the existing economic, cultural and political situation in 

Ukraine. Its nine members were all in their twent ies and 

possessed a higher education. Tried in Ivan-Frankivsk 

during 1968, they received s e ntences ranging from eleven to 

fifteen years of hard labor and banishment. 

Ukraini an VJorkers' and Peasants" Union (UHPU). This cadre 

formation of Ukrainian national communists appeared in 

. Western Ukraine at the beginning of the 1960'se Its chief 

organizer was Lev. H. Lukianenko, a lawyer by profession, 
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WI10 drew up a draft of the program for t .ne Uv7PU. In this 

document he condemned the restrictions of Ukraine's political 

and economic rights, Ukraine's status as an appendage of 

RSFSR, as well as the omnipresence of Hussian chauvinisrn, 

The aim of the UWPU would be to corid~ct peaceful agitation, 

in accordance with constitutional guarantees, for the purpose 

of securing the secession of Ukrainian SSR from the Soviet 

union. Once a fully sovereign and independent Ukrainian 

state were established, the political order would be Soviet 

in nature and the economic order ylould be socialist ylorking 

in the direction of communism. Since the majority of the 

members of the UVvPU had legal training, the organization \Vas 

dubbed the II lawyers , group." Four out of seven UHPU members 

had CPSU affiliations. In Hay, 1961, all seven members 

received prison sentences ranging from ten to fifteen years. 
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, APPENDIX C 

Table 1 Contribution of Ukrainian SSR to the soviet Economic 

System in 1960. 

Ukrainian SSR % of total USSR 
production production 

Cast iron 24.2 million tons 52 percent 

Steel 26.2 million tons 40 percent 

Iron Ore 59.1 million tons 55 percent 

Coal 172.2 million tons 54 percent 

Diesel Engines 1,142,000 units 90 percent 

Source: Ekonomika Radiansk2,i Ukrainy (Economy of the Soviet 

Ukraine) , (Kyiv, 1962), p. 120. 

Table 2. Distribution by Nationality of CP(b)U/CPU Membership. 

Date Nembership Ukrainians Russians Others General or 
% % % First 

Secretaries 

July, 1918 4,400 7 ---93--- G. Piatakov 

December, 1921 68,100 23 e 3 53.6 23.1 D. Manuil sky 

May, 1924 105,000 33 48 19 E. Kviring 

December, 1925 167,600 37 43 20 L. I<aganov ich 

June, 1930 270,100 52 28 21 S. Kosior 

January,1968 2,138,000 60.3 28.2 11.5 P. Shelest 

Sources: V . Holybnychy, Communism in Ukraine (Special Reprint 
from Encycloned",i"a--ot Ukraine), i\lew York, 1960, p. 8; - ~ 
Digest o f t 1ie Soviet ukrainian Press (December, 1969), 
p. 2/i B. Drr.ytryshyn, ;loscO\v and t he Ukraine (New York, 
1960), p. 239, p. 241-
Until 1954, all of the First Secretaries CC CP(b)U 
were non - Ukrainians. 
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Table 3. Ukrainian Intellectuals Sentenced During the 1965-

1966 Trials. 

Name 

Hel, Ivan 

Hereta, Ihor 

Hevrych, Yaroslav 

Horyn, Bohdan 

Horyn, Ivlykhailo 

Bryn, IJlykola 

Ivashchenko, Dmytro 

Kuznetsova, Evhenia 

Karavanskyi, Sviatoslav 

Year of Birth Occupation 

1937 Labourer & student 

1938 museum assistant 
director 

1937 

1936 

1930 

1928 

192? 

1913 

1920 

medical student 

art researcher 

industrial 
psychologist 

geophysicist 

lectur er of Ukr. 
literature 

laborat ory worker 

writer and journ
alist 

Martynenko, Oleksandr 1935 engineer 

Masiutko, Mykhailo 1918 teacher and 
pensioner 

Sen t ence 

3 yr s. 

5 yr. 
suspended 
s e ntence 

3 yrs. 

4 yrs o 

6 yrs. 

2 yrs . 

2 yrs. 

4 yrs. 

8 yrs. 

3 yrs. 

G yrs. 

Menkush, Yaros1ava 1923 designer 2- 1/2 yrs. 

Moroz, Vale ntyn 1936 

Osadchy, Mykha ilo 1936 

Oz erny, Mykhailo 1929 

Husyn, Ivan 1937 

Shevchuk, Anatol i j 1937 

Zalyvak ha, Panas 1925 

Zvarychevska , Myro s lava 1936 

history lecturer 

university lect. 

sec. sch. teacher 

g e odesic engineer 

linotypist 

artist 

literary editor 

Source: The.Chornovil Papers (To r onto, 1968). 

4 yrs + 
14 yrs in 
1970 

2 yrs . 

3 yrs. 

1 yr. 

5 yrs . 

5 yrs. 

8 mths. 
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Table 4. Members of the Ukrainian Workers' and Peasants' 

union (UHPU ) 

Name Year of Birt.h Occupation Sentence -
Borovnytskyi, 10. Yu. 1932 lawyer 7 yrs. 

Kandyba, Ivan O. 1930 lawyer 15 ~irs • 

Kipysh, Ivan Z. 1923 militiaman 7 yrs. 

Libovych, O. S. 1935 agric. specia-
list 10 yrs. 

Lukianenko, Lev. H. 1927 lawyer 15 yrs . 

Lutsiv, Vasyl S . 1935 club manager 10 yrs. 

Virun, Stepan H. 1932 Party propa -
ganuist 11 yrs. 

Source: Ukrainski yurystLE.,id sudom KGB (Huni ch, 1968). 

Tab_l:= 5. Hember s o f Dis sident Ukrainian Nationa list Organ! za tion 

in the 1 9GO ' s 

(a) Ukrainian Nat ional Comrnittee (1961 ) (b ) Ukrainian National 

Front (1 96 7-6 8) 

Harne Sentence Name Sentence 

Hrytsyna, Bohdan 

Hnot, Volodymyr 

Hurynij, Roman 

Kindrat, Vasyl 

Koval, Ivan T. 

Hashtaler, I-lJ.ykola 

Soroka, Stepan 

zelymash, Hryho r ij 

Zelymash, Oleksij 

executed 

15 yrs 

15 yrs 

13 yrs 

executed 

10 yrs 

15 yrs 

15 yrs 

12 yrs 

Diak, Vasy1 

Hubka, Ivan 

Kachur, l-1ykola 

Krasivskyi, Ivan 

Ku1ynyn, Vasy1 

Kvetsko, Dmytro 

Lesiv, Yaroslav 

He len, Hyron 

prokopovych, H. 

Sources: Ukrainsk! y~rys-t;.y p id s';ldom KGB (Hunich, 196 8), 
4b-47 . SUC;l~Sn.1.st (p.prll, 1969), pp. 101- 102. 

13 yrs. 

11 yrs. 

11 yrs. 

12 yrs. 

11 yr s. 

15 yrs. 

11 yrs. 

11 yrs. 

11 yr s. 

pp. 



CC 

CP(b)U 

CPU 

CPSU 

. KPZU 

RCP (b ) 

RCP 

RSDWP 

RSF8R 

DCP 

UPSR 

USDI"lP 

UHPU 

ABBREVIATIONS 

Central Con~ittee 

Communist Party (Bolsheviks) o f Ukraine 
(1918-52) 

Con~unist Party of Ukraine (19 52-
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Communist Party o f the Soviet Unio n (1952-

ConU1mni st Party of \vestern Ukraine 

H.ussian Communist Party (Bolsheviks ) (1919 - 25) 

Russian Communist Party (1 918-19 ) 

Russian Social Democratic Horkers' Party 

Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic 

Ukrainian Communist Party (1 920-24 ) 

Ukrainian Party of Socialist Revolutionaries 

Ukrainian Social Democratic VJorkers' Party 

Ukrainian Horkers~ and Peasants' Union. 

• • • • • • • • 
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